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Central lntelligence Agency

•

Washington. D.C. 20505

9 August 2010

Reference: F-2009-01576

This is a final response to your 12 August 2009 Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) request for a copy of the comments submitted to the CIA for the 1995 and 2005
decennial reviews of the operational files exemption. We processed your request in
accordance with the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552, as amended, and the CIA Information Act,
50 U.S.C. § 431, as amended. Our processing included a search for records as described in
our 17 September 2009 acceptance letter existing through the date of that letter.
We completed a thorough search for records responsive to your request and located
the two enclosed documents, consisting of 80 pages, which can be released in segregable
form with deletions made on the basis ofFOIA exemptions (b)(3) and (b)(6). Exemption
(b )(3) pertains to infonnation exempt from disclosure by statute. The relevant statute is the
Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949, 50 U.S.C. § 403, as amended, e.g., Section 6,
which exempts from the disclosure requirement information pertaining to the organization,
functions , including those related to the protection of intelligence sources and methods,
names, official titles, salaries, and numbers of personnel employed by the Agency. An
explanation of exemptions is enclosed. Please note that we have claimed the (b)(6)
exemption for the personal information that has been deleted from these documents for
protection of ptivacy as once a document is released under FOIA, it is releasable to
anyone.
Since you are entitled to the first 100 pages free of charge, there is no charge for
this material. As the CIA Information and Privacy Coordinator, I am the CIA official
responsible for this determination. You have the right to appeal this response to the
Agency Release Panel, in my care, within 45 days from the date of this letter. Please
include the basis of your appeal.
Sincerely,

Delores M. Nelson
[nformation and Privacy Coordinator
Enclosures
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NATIONAL COUNCIL on PUBLIC HISTORY
Patricia Mooney-Melvin, President

(312)915-6528
FAX (312)915-6448

September 7, 1994

Edmund Cohen
Director
Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
Dear Mr. Cohen:
I am writing on behalf of the National Council on Public History In response to the request for comments
in the Fec!eral Register concerning the historical value of CIA flies designated under the CIA Information
Act of 1984.
Although the Openness Initiative of the CIA has Increased the amount of information available to the
public, the list under "Declassification and Release of CIA Information of Historical Value" includes
relatively few documents. The opposition of the historians testifying In 1983 to policies that closed off
large bodies of records still Is pertinent. Scholars need comprehensive access to records. Preselected
groups of documents pulled from the files are not a satisfactory alternative. Instead, this practice raises
more questions than provides answers.
The principle that the sensitivity of a record declines with age should be a part of all access policies. A
most troubling aspect of the current designation of files to be exempt from the Freedom of Information
Act is that there Is no consideration of the age of documents. Thus, a 1950 document is as Inaccessible
as one from 1990, If it falls within one of the exempted categories.
'
If the CIA is to defend Its mission In our rapidly changing world, there needs to be more Information
available that will allow a meaningful debate on the role of Intelligence gathering and analysis for the
conduct of foreign policy. Secrecy has hampered the CIA's ability to make a case for the value of
Intelligence assessments as well as handicapped the quality of analytical studies by Insulating those who
prepare Intelligence assessments from dialog with specialists outside the agency.
The CIA, the American public, and the historical profession all will be well-served If there will be a full
scale revision of the operational categories defined In the CIA Information Act of 1984. The categories
need to be redefined In such. a way to ensure that older records of historical value are accessible to
scholars and the pub[iQ.___m_ m----···--···--····1
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ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN HISTORIANS
OFFICE OF EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

II% NORTH BRYAN STREET • BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA • 47408-4199
TEL. NO. 81Z-855·7SII

September 9, 1994
Mr. Edmund Cohen, Director
Information Management
_Central Intelligence Agency
I
·~
Washington, DC 20505

Dear Mr. Cohen:
I write on behalf of the Organization of American Historians, a professional
association whose twelve thousand individual and institutional members are
dedicated to the promotion of teaching and research in American history. The
OAH appreciated the opportunity to have a representative participate in your
August 29 meeting to discuss the historical value of the subject matter in the
CIA's operational files, and I believe that our concerns were well articulated at.
this meeting.
In response to your August 8 Federal Register notice requesting comments, we
would like to stress that historians of American foreign relations are thoroughly
convinced that the full and accurate account of U.S. foreign policy is dependent on
access to CIA operational files. We therefore urge that there be a full-scale
revision of the operational categories defined in the CIA Information· Act of 1984
in order that older records except for a few personnel files within all these
categories will be subject to FOIA requests.
Sincerely,

Arnita A. Jones
Executive Secretary, OAH
AAJ/klh
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September 7, 1994

Edmund Cohen
Director, Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency

WashingtOn~ ~

20SOS

Dear Mr. Cohen:

I write on behalf of the American Historical Association, the nation's largest
and oldest professional association for historians. We are concerned about mmcccssary
restrictions on scholars' access to the immensely valuable records of your agency and
urge a full scale revision of the operational categories defined in the CIA Information
Act of 1984. Specifically. we are troubled by the continuin& resistance of the CIA to
ma.lcing older records subject to FOIA requests. Despite the agency's "openness
initiative" in recent years. relatively few documents 6ave been made public, and the
historical record remains seriously deficient in regard to the role of intelligence
gathering and analysis for the conduct of foreign policy. For example, the CIA's
declassification refUsals have undermined me State Department's effort to provide a
record of American foreign policy through its Foreign Relations of the United States
documentary series, even though the volumes cover events over thiny years ago. In
reviewing the categories of records exempt from FOIA requests, we urge the CIA to
take into account the age of documents and their declining sensitivity and take the
. ·
appropriate steps to ensure that records of historical value arc accessible to scholars and
the public.
·
Please let me know if you have any questions regarding our position.
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September 8, 1994

Mr. Edmund Cohen, Director
Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505

Dear Mr. Cohen:
In response to your request for comments on the operational file exemptions from the
CIA Information Act of 1984 which appeared in the August 8, 1994, Federal Register, I
would like to communicate my opinion as an historian. As a researcher, I have worked
with classified records in both the Department of Energy and the Department of
Defense.. In addition, as a Professor of History at Rutgers, I recently taught an
undergraduate course in the history of modern espionage.
The selected groups of released documents mentioned in the Register announcement
appear quite interesting in themselves; however, I believe the Agency, the historical
community, and national security could benefit from a more forthcoming policy.
I would suggest that the panel of historians, the Archivist, and the Librarian of Congress
be reconstituted and reconvened to consider further procedures and categories of
· release. I would suggest that the panel be widened to include not only more historians
and archivists, but experts from other disciplines who are familiar with declassification
procedures and problems in other agencies. In particular, I would suggest that the panel
should make recommendations toward reviewing agency recommendations of automatic
exemption of documents from FOIA. It should consider further recommendations for
transfer to NARA, particularly of documents over 30 or 35 years old.
Specific and detailed guidelines, similar to those developed for the Department of
Energy regarding the declassification of nuclear information, could be applied in an
automatic downgrading procedure. That is, operational files could be presumed to be
declassifiable if they reach a certain age, unless they contain information pertinent to
individual sources or projects still operating. Such information could be regarded as still
sensitive.
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As many obseiVers have noted, the holding of whole collections away from public and
historical use has contributed to a sense of cynicism and to a general distrust of historical
information, often feeding completely. unfounded conspiracy theories about many events,
frequently incorrectly blaming the Agency. In the area of foreign policy, it is extremely
difficult for historians and for the public to come to a realistic appraisal of events in the
absence of solid information about the role of the Agency. Much of what has been
released and what has "leaked" about the Agency's role has helped an informed public
come to an understanding that the Agency has been a responsible partner in the conduct
of American foreign policy. More detail and a broader policy of opening early
operational files would go far to enhance both the Agency's image and producing a
realistic appraisal of its successes as well as its failures. However, more than a halfhearted level of release of documents is required to build public confidence in the work
of the Agency and in its commitment to clarifying the record.
As noted by the State Department Advisory Committee on Historical Diplomatic

Documentation, the Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS) series is severely
flawed by an absence of documents from the Agency pertinent to events in the Kennedy
Administration.
For all of these reasons, I would suggest that the panel needs to be reconvened,
broadened in its constituency, and that it needs to make further recommendations for a
more genuine release of historical operational records.
Sincerely,

Rodney Carlisle
Vice President, History Associates Incorporated
Professor of History, Rutgers University
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September 4, 1994
Edmund Cohen
Director of Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
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I am writing as president of The Society of Historians of
American Foreign Relations (SHAFR) with regard to the decennialreview of CIA files. SHAFR has a membership of over 1600
historians, political scientists, and international relations
experts. We teach tens of thousands of students each year and we
write about American foreign relations and diplomatic history in
popular magazines a_s well as scholarly· journals. We write
academic monographs fqr specialized audiences as well as popular
histories for the general public.
·
·
As a group we applaud the publicly stated position of the
CIA that. it will extend greater access to its records and files.
Several of the conferences sponsored by the CIA have been useful
and informative. The three or four volumes of documents that have
been an outgrowth of these conferences have added to the
documentary record. The access that State Department historians
now have to CIA files in compiling the Foreign Relations series is
an especially positive step forward. The CIA Historical Office
under the leadership of Ken McDonald has made a serious attempt to
reach out to the larger scholarly community.
On the whole, however, CIA actions have not comported with
its rhetoric, and the agency has hardly complied with the spirit
of the 1984 law calling for openness. Most members of SHAFR do
not dispute the need to protect some specially designated
operational files and some specialized files related to science
and technology, but we do object to the failure of the CIA to
provide access to the vast majority of files that are of great
historical interest.
The CIA has not presented any plan for the systematic review
and possible declassification of entire groups of the agency's
records. Although the CIA has released documents related to the
Kennedy assassination,_ Raoul Wallenberg, and the Cuban missile
crisis and although it is publishing the basic intelligence
estimates of the Soviet Union and selected documents from the··
early years'of the Truman administration, no plan has been
submitted regarding the declassification of entire groups of
records.
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The CIA has not presented any description of its records and
of its filing system. It has not done this even for the early
years of the agency's existence. The public has absolutely no way
to judge the significance of CIA releases of selected materials
until it has a full and accurate listing of its records.
When documents have been released, for example, on the Cuban
missile crisis, therQ has not been any enumeration of or citations
to the files from which the documents emanated. Publication
without citation violates the basic standards of documentary
editing. Without provenance, scholars have no way of looking for
related materials on the same topic or of checking to see whether
the published documents are at all representative.
aids.

The CIA has refused to list or make available its finding
These aids and indices are indispenable for research.

The CIA official histories that have been declassified in
recent years, for example on Walter Bedell Smith, provide almost
no information at all about policy and intelligence assessment.
They are organizational histories that are welcome, but they are
of limited utility. They are scarcely comparable to the official
histories of the Joint Chiefs of staff, of the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, and of the Atomic Energy Commission.
The CIA has created an historical adv.isory committee, but it
has met infrequently. There is little evidence to suggest that
the agency takes the advice of this committee seriously.
scholars in general and members of SHAFR in particular
welcome the CIA's rhetoric of openness. But we lament that the
agency's actions have scarcely lived up to the 1984 law or
comported with its public oratory. We fully understand the need
to protect intelligence sources and methods, but we feel that vast
numbers of files remain unjustifiably closed even after the
breakup of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War.
The CIA should provide a full and accurate listing of its
records and finding aids and it should present a plan for
systematic review and declassification. Whenever releasing
documents, the agency should provide citations to the files from
which those documents emanate. The agency should confer
frequently with its advisory committee on historical documentation
and heed its advice (much as the State Department does with regard
to its own historical committee).
I would be pleased to confer with you on any of the matters
discussed above.
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September 7, 1994

Mr. Ed Cohen
Director, lnfonnation Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
Dear Mr. Cohen,
I appreciated the opportunity to participate in the August 29 meeting to
discuss the historical value of CIA files designated under the CIA Information
Act of 1984 and the process the CIA is using to conduct a decennial review of
these files.
·
·As I stated at the meeting, historians strongly urge the CIA to make
major revisions in the categories of designated files to ensure that older records
of historical value are accessible to scholars and to the public. While it was
clear that the preliminary reviews being undertaken by the CIA were taking the
age of records into consideration, my impression was that these preliminary
reviews were recommending that only a few of the 13 subcategories of files
listed in the Federal Register be redefined to make older records subject to
FOIA requests.

Through its Openness Initiative the CIA has in the last few years made
some select information available to the public. But the long list in the Federal
Register under "Declassification and Release of CIA Information of Historical
Value" includes relatively few documents. At the March, 1994 CIA
Conference on the Origin and Development of the CIA in the Administration of
Harry S. Truman, Dr. Anna Nelson of American University in a session titled
"Research, Records, and Declassification Today" made clear that "the ·efforts
of CIA public relations officials notwithstanding, the Agency has released very
few of its records." The CIA collection in the National Archives consists mainly
of intelligence estimates, articles from Studies in Intelligence, some documents
used in the preparation of official CIA histories, records related to the JFK
assassination that were required by law to be deposited at the National
Archives, and some selected documents dealing with specific issues. Recent
CIA declassification efforts have resulted in two archival boxes of material
related to the Cuban Missile Crisis being placed in the National Archives. As
Professor Nancy Tucker of Georgetown University pointed out at the meeting,
so few documents raise more questions than provide answers.

C05458474
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Director of Central Intelligence, R. James Woolsey, stated before the House Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence on September 28, 1993, that the CIA was undertaking its
openness initiatives "to help serious scholars and researchers understand recent history as
completely as we can." He noted that "revelations about intelligence required the history of
World War II to be rewritten," and suggested that "the information we have may require a
rewriting of critical events in the Cold War." For many decades historians engaged in the study
of American foreign policy relied primarily on State Department records. Today, the National
Security Council, as well as the CIA, have pivotal roles and historians need access to the records
of these agencies. Although the CIA may be engaged in an openness initiative, this effort appears
only half hearted without providing access to the historical records. A major revision of the
categories of exempted records would be a very concrete way to forward the Agency's Openness
Initiative.
Historians and representatives of public interest organizations are hopeful that this
decennial review will put in place policies that will allow the American people to have access to
significant portions of its history that for too long have remained secret. While we were
encouraged by your willingness at the August 29th meeting to hear our concerns, we are
distressed by the CIA's unwillingness to declassify crucial historical documents for the State
Department's Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS) documentary series of30 year old
documents that provide an authentic and comprehensive presentation of American foreign
relations will be distorted. The State Department Advisory Committee on Historical Diplomatic
Documentation, which is mandated by Jaw to have oversight over both the publication ofFRUS
volumes and the State Department's declassification program, noted in its August annual report
that the Committee is preparing to contest declassification refusals by the Department of State
and the CIA. The Committee has unanimously agreed that there would be serious distortions to
the record of American foreign policy with at least two volumes on the Kennedy presidency, if
these documents over thirty years old are not included. If the CIA is unwilling to declassify
documents for the State Department's historical office, individual scholars feel that their chances
for gaining access to older records of historical significance are not very good.
In closing, our primary recommendation is the incorporation of the principle that the
sensitivity of a record declines with age be a part of the access policies for most categories of
records. By far the most troubling aspect, for historians, ofthe current designation of files to be
exempt from the Freed()rn of lnfori:nation Act is that there is U() consideration of the age of
documents. A 1950 document is as inaccessible as one from 1990, if it falls within one of the
exempted categories.
Please feel free to call me ifl can assist you in any further way
Sincerely,

Page Putnam Miller, Ph.D.
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Mr. Edmund Cohen
Directo~, Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
August 15, 1994
Dear Mr. Cohen,
I am writing in response to the request for comm~nts
published in the Federal Register (August, 8, 1994, pp.
40339-40341).
I am a.Journalist, a historian, and author of a
forthcoming b~ok on the Central Intelligence Agerioy. (Blond
Ghost: Ted Shackley and the CIA's Crusades, -Simon and
Schuster). Over the past five years, I have filed dozens of
Freedom of Information Act requests with the CIA.
Before addressing the subject of the operational files
exemption, I would like to offer some general observations
about the CIA's handling of FOIA requests. I have been
dismayed by the lack of responsiveness from the.FOIA
office. During a period in which the CIA has tried to
become more open, I have noticed little change in the FOIA
office. In the course of doing my book, I found the FOIA
office to be uncooperative. When I requested information
that had been previously released, it sometimes took over a
year for the request to be processed. When I asked for an
electronic list of documents previously released b~ the
Agency's FOIA office, the office denied my request. I and
the National Security Archive had to threaten a lawsuit to
obtain such a list. And I found some responses to FOIA
requests hard to believe.
·
For example, when I asked for materials regarding the
tribespeople whom the Agency supported during the "secret
war" in Laos during the 1960s, I was told that no such
documents could be found. It surprised me that there were
no intelligence reports--! was not asking for operational
material--on the tribespeople and their leaders. When I
asked an employee in the CIA FOIA office about this, he
told me that such intelligence reports were probably kept
in operational files which did not have to be searched.
This suggested that the Agency was abusing the exemption
for operational files--'-and thac non-exempt material was
improperly being stored beyond the reach of requesters.
When I further inquired about this through a lawyer, the
CIA maintained that the FOIA office employee had been·~

94
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misinformed.
I can understand that it is difficult for an
intelligence service to respond to outside inquiries for
information. But while the CIA has made strides in ita
historical unit toward greater openness, the atmosphere in
the FOIA office has struck me as being overly protective in
almost a vindictive manner--to the extent that it is hard
to trust the office when it reports it cannot find
responsive documents.
As for the operational files, I believe that their
exemption has not served FOIA requesters or the public
interest. The request for comments notes that response time
for FOIA requests is down and attributes that to the
exemption. As I stated above, I have not seen evidence of
the shortened response time. Moreover, I believe that the
exemption keeps under wraps material that should be
released and that can be released without daaaging our
national security or compromising sources and methods.
In the course of my research, I reviewed a list of every
document the CIA has released under FOIA. (At the time, the
only version of the list the CIA FOIA office would make
available was a 4000-page computer print-out which listed
the documents in random order.) I saw that much
historically valuable material came from operational files.
These documents were obviously released before the
operational files were exempted. I found cables from
stations and memos from station chiefs and other officers
that were tremendously useful for historians and that had
compromising sections deleted. Cordoning off operational
files is a true disservice to history and the public
interest.
An examination of the CIA files released in response to
the JFK assassination records act confirmed my
observations. After this record set was released last year,
I spent several weeks going through each of the 60 or so
boxes of material in what is called the CIA Segregated
File. As you know, these records had to be released with a
minimal amount of deletions, and most of these records came
from operational files. Again, I found cables to and from
CIA stations and hundreds (if not thousands) of memos
written by officers of the operations directorate that are
of great use for historians. Sources and methods were
deleted, as they should be, Still the documents have much
historical value. This record collection yielded many more
documents useful for my research than all of my dozens of
FOIA requests to the CIA.
The release of these records--as well as the work of the
historical unit, which has also released operational files
(e.g. the Cuban missile crisis documents)--demonstrates

···---

----------
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that the Agency can review and make available documents
from the operational files.
With the end of the Cold War, the A&enoy has indeed
become more open. The historical unit is to be commended
for its important efforts: But true openness allows for
Agency outsiders to have a say in what historical materials
are to be declassified and released. The only tool for
doing so is the FOIA, and to CIA outsiders the FOIA office
still seems dominated by an old-guard mentality. With the
changes that have occurred in the world and the passage of
time, the CIA should change its policy regarding the
exemption of operational files. This exemption has
undermined drastically the value of FOIA to historians and
is a challenge to the spirit of the Act. Perhaps Langley
should consider a partial exemption: say, exempting
operational files only of the previous ten years.
I am confident that if the Agency wants to proceed with
its devotion to openness that it can devise a way to
include operational files in FOIA requests and safeguard
those secrets that need to remain hidden. A review of
previous released material and the JFK records shows that
there is room for more openness. History will be better
served by ending the operational file exemption, and that
is undeniably in the public interest.
Thank you for considering my views. If I can be of any
further assistance, feel free to contact me •
.,. •

•
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Washington, DC 20408

September 7, 1994
Director, Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
BY FAX

Dear Sir:
This is the National Archives and Records Administration
response to your reques~ tor comments regarding the
historical value of, or other public interest in, the CIA
files designated under the CIA Information Act of 1984. Our
Military Reference Branch, which is the custodian of CIA
records in the National Archives, says that their Agency
records are among the most heavily used and will probably
continue to be so with the release of subsequent materials.
The Office of Records Administration, responsible for the
appraising and scheduling of the disposition of Federal
agency records, said that from the description in the
Federal Register notice, the records clearly included those
of continuing archival value and also, after consultation
with the Agency records officer, appeared to be already
scheduled. However, since the descriptions were not
sufficient for them to relate them to specific scheduled
recorda, they have asked the Agency for furthe:r: details.
Therefore, they limited their comments ~o the need for
scheduling reccrds any that may not already be schedule~.
If you have any questions, please call David G. Paynter at
{202)

SOl 5638.
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September 7, 1994

VIA FAX ((703) 482-8361) and VIA MAIL
Edmund Cohen
Director, Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505

RE:
Dear Mr. Cohen:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Central Intelligence Agency's
decennial review, currently underway as required by the CIA Information Act of 1984
(codified at 50 U.S.C. sections 431 and 432), of the record categories in the Directorates of
Operations and Science and Technology and the Office of Security that are currently
designated as exempt from the search and review requirements of the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. section 552.
These comments are submitted on behalf of the National Security Archive and the
American Civil Liberties Union Center for National Security Studies. The Archive is a
non-profit foreign policy research institute and library that extensively uses the FOIA at
CIA and other federal agencies to build collections of declassified government agency
records documenting key U.S. foreign policy issues. In its work, the Archive regularly faces
serious barriers to fully documenting these Issues due to the broad range of records now
designated as "operational files" exempt from FOIA. The Archive has found that the lack
of public access to CIA documents -- especially records now several decades old -· resulting
from the current "operational files" destgnations severely restricts the ability of scholars,
researchers, and the public to know about, understand, and learn from events in our
nation's past in whicli CIA played a role. The ACLU is a nonpartisan organization
dedicated to the principles of mdividualliberty embodied in the Constitution that works to
ensure that broad access to government information, including the records of intelligence
agencies, and other civil liberties are not eroded in the name of national security.
Introduction
The CIA's primary justifications for seeking the "o~erational files" exemption, as
recorded at length in heanng testimony and the 1984 Acts legislative history, were its
assurances that by allowing the CIA's director to designate large blocks of ftles for
exemption from the FOIA's search and review requirements no noticeable shrinkage of the
amount or type of information releasable to the public would result, responses to FOIA
requests would be far quicker, and that declassiftcation review of "operational files" was a
waste of time because 1t never yielded significant useful material. Although the Agency's
August 8 Federal Register notice itself recogttizes that the purpose of the Act was to
expedite the Agency's review of information for release to the public, we believe that the
Agency is wrong in asserting that the Act's original purposes have been met. The Agency's
FOIA operation, freed of its burden to search for and review "operational files", has not
become more efficient but in many cases is far less responsive to public requests than
before.
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Our comments address two major issues. First, we recommend subject categories

an~ fil~ gro.ups that should be rem~v~d from .the "operational files" exemption based on

,

theu h1stoncal value or other public mterest m them and the potential for declassifying and
releasing to the public significant information contained in those records. Second, we
describe the continuing delays and other serious defects in the CIA's FOIA practices that
requesters have consistently experienced during the decade since the "operational files"
exemption was passed and identify necessary reforms that are long overdue.
I.

Records &roups recommended for removal from "operational ti1es" exempt status.

CIA witnesses at the congressional hearings prior to the 1984 Act's passage testified
that the Agency's need for the "operational files" exemption was based on the premise that
FOIA's
"search and review process[] results in an ever-present risk of exposure of
sources and methods, and creates a perceived risk on the part of our sources
and potential sources ... At the same time, with this exclusion, the public
would receive improved service from the Agency under the FOIA without
any meaningful loss of information now released under the Act ... In the
case of records gleaned from operational files, virtually none of this
information is released to the requester ... The public derives little or
nothing by way of meaningful information from the fragmentary items or
occasional isolated paragraph which is ultimately released from operational
files." 1
We acknowledge that there likely are files in the CIA's Directorates of Operations and of
Science and Technology, and Office of Security that require continued secrecy in whole or
in part on national security grounds to protect intelligence sources and methods. However,
it has become increasingly clear over the past decade that there is much information
contained in files now designated as exempt "operational files" which can and should be
publicly released.
As the August 8 Federal Register notice soliciting public comment states, many
thousands of .Pages of CIA records have in fact been declassified in whole or in part to
reveal much Information crucial to understanding past actions and policymaking involving
the CIA. Many of these apparently come from record groups that fall under the current
"operational files" designation. For example, the initial declassification and release to the
public of scores of boxes related to the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, done
pursuant to a separate statutory mandate, has resulted in the declassification of hundreds
of cables from the CIA stations in Miami and Mexico City, materials that the current
"operational files" exemption render wholly unreachable through FOIA. 2 Other examples

1
· S. 1324, An Amendment to the National Security Act of 1947. Hearin~s Before the
Select Committee on Intel~ence of the United States Senate. 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 6.
(Statement of John N. Me ahon, Deputy Director of Central Intelligence).
2
The CIA's declassification of a handful of Cuban missile crisis records, cited in the
Federal Register notice as another examJ?le of CIA's declassification efforts reveals the
problems inherent in too broadly exemptmg whole record groups from FOIA's search and
review requirements. Although the 100-odd documents declassified in 1992 and published
in a book distributed at its conference on the crisis were important and useful, CIA's
actions here ended up not being particularly useful to researchers and scholars because the
documents were taken out of the context of the files from which they came, their origins

2
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of ~JA. records relat~n,g to once-highly se!15itive ~ntelli~ence operations and special
actiVIties but declass~fied and made publicly available m the r':cent p~st, which can serve as
models for types of files that can be removed from the "operational files" exemption

'

~~=

* the Penk.ovsky case, one of the CIA's most important intelligence operations;
* covert activities against Cuba in the early 1960s, including details of assassination
plots against Castro and their planning;
* covert political and psychological warfare in western Europe, u, Germany; and
• intelligence findings referring to and drawing on data provided by U-2 and
satellite photography.
.
Thus, it is critically important to take the opportunity provided by this decennial review to
limit the number of records and record groups designated as exempt "operational files."
If the review the Agency is undertakin,g here is to have a useful and lasting impact, it
should seek not just to identify particular subJects that should be deemed eligible for FOIA
search and review but also establish a set of workable, common-sense standards to apply in
identifying record groups for removal from the "operational files" category in the future.
The 1984 Act does not limit the Agency's review of designations to once every ten years but
only requires that at a minimum a review be done decennially. As the "operational files"
designations currently operate, they treat a file or document from 1954 no differently from
one generated in 1994. In adopting such standards, we encourage the Agency to take into
account the passage of time, recognize that changing circumstances in the world require
flexibility in evaluating what needs continued secrecy, and incorporate a variety of review
strategies such as bulk declassification. These standards should also require that when
documents or record groups are identified for removal from the "operational files"
exemption, the declassification review should incorporate markings that indicate where and
why il.lformation has been redacted, from what agency component and file group the
records originated, and provide access to contextual information about the entire set of
records from which the document or file group came.
A.

Directorate of Operations Files.

While not exhaustive, the following list identifies file wouys in the Directorate of
Operations that should be removed from the current "operat10na files" designations of
records exempt from search and review:
"' Records related to U.S. government support for non-communist political and
social movements in Western Europe, especially durin~ the early years of the Cold War
from 1947 through the mid 1950s. This includes matenal relating to support for anticommunists in the 19481talian election, support for the Force Ouvriere m France during
the late 1940s, and Psychological Strategy Board activities in the 1950s;
were not identified, nor was the scope and range of materials not declassified for the
col.lference described.
In contrast, in response to a lawsuit brought by the National Security Archive in
1988, the State Department over a period of time declassified and released in whole or in
part several thousand documents on the crisis, many of them formerly classified at the "Top
Secret/Eyes Only" level and no less sensitive than the documents on the crisis that are still
being kept secret by CIA. These declassified State Department documents, now housed at
the Archtve (and dtsseminated to the public through an indexed microfiche collection
containing over 15,000 pages of documents and a document reader) provide a far more
comprehensive view of the event than the CIA's selected declassification of only a few
records possibly can.
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• Records related to political and economic warfare against communist regimes in
eastern Europe, for example U.S. government supJ?ort for WIN in Poland;
* Records related to covert political activttles in the third world, including
Guatemala in 1954, Iran in 1953, Indonesia during the late 1950s and early 1960s, Syria in
1957, and those records designated by the CIA's Center for the Study of Intelligence for
block declassification (for which no timetable for release been publicly announced),
including France in the 1940s, Italy during the 1940s and 1950s, North Korea during the
early 1950s, Tibet in the 1950s and 1960s, the Bay of Pigs operation in 1961, and the Congo,
the Dominican Republic and Laos in the 1960s; and
"' Files currently included in the "Obsolete Category", as described in the August 8
Federal Register notice.
We also stron~y recommend that the CIA affirmatively state as part of this review
that it will not deem assassination records" under the President John F. Kennedy Records
Collection Act of 1992 to be "operational files" that are exempt from search and
declassification review under the terms of the CIA Information Act of 1984.

B.

Directorate of Science and Technology files.

We recommend the removal of record groups in the Directorate of Science and
Technology from the "operational files" exemption based on their historical value and the
likelihood that significant amounts of information can be released after declassification
review without harm to national security. Examples of record groups from this directorate
that we believe could and deserve to be made ehgible for declassification review and public
release include records related to the history of the U-2 program, the early years of the
reconnaissance satellite programs, and on early efforts to collect data on the Soviet nuclear
program.

An instructive perspective on the suitability of files from the Science and
Technology Directorate, in particular satellite imagery, for inclusion in FOIA search and
review procedures is contained in an observation by Admiral Bobby Ray Inman at a
conference a few years ago organized by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace:
"Some years ago, Hans Mark [then director of the National Reconnaissance
Office] and I conspired to declassify U.S. satellite imagery. We believed that
making quantities of that imagery selectively available would help inform
public debate. We were eminently unsuccessful--not because of the raging
policy debated: we might have won that. Instead, lawyers carried the day by
rendering the judgement that the Freedom of Information Act, in their
opinion, made it.very clear that if selected photos were releas~d, then all
photographs denved from all systems would become fully subJect to the
Freedom of Information act process, meaning a laborious and expensive
review process for everyone mvolved.u 3
We believe that the CIA should, as it undertakes its review of the current "operational files"
designations, adopt Admiral Inman's and Hans Marks' conclusion, based on their ex~ensive
experience with ima~ery, that at least some of these materials can be safely declassified and
released to the pubhc based on evaluation of the materials' particular nature and the

B.R. Inman, in M . .Krepon, ~. Commercial Observation Satellites and
3
International Security at 5 (St. Martin's Press, in association with the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace, 1990).
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contribution to the historical record and informed debate that public release would
provide.
Similarly, we believe that CIA should consider including some categories of signal

inte~ligence records in the files re~oved from the "op.eratioJ?-al files" exemption. SIGINT,

particularly COMINT (and especrally the cryptanalytiC portton of COMINT) traditionally
has been treated as the most sensitive of sources -- so much so that some material relating
to U.S. cryptanalytical successes in the 1920s is still classified at the "Top Secret" level. Yet
at the same time, the government has declassified historical material concerning
COMINT/cryptanalysis from World War II. Other COMINT material has been made
public on selected events, such as the C-130 incident in the 1950s, the KAL-007 downing,
and the Berlin nightclub bombing. The most useful COMINT that could be declassified is
historical material that has been written about extensively and the declassification of which
would be of great use to scholars -- for example, VENONA material related to Soviet
espionage in the U.S. and Britain.
C.

Office of Security files.

As described in the August 8 Federal Register notice and based on our experience
with government records, the files of the Office of Security appear the least likely of the
three main categories of exempt "operational files" to produce significant releasable
information of great interest to scholars, historians, and students of intelligence
policymakin~. We encourage the CIA to remove from the "operational files" exemption all
records in this office that may appear eligible for declassification review and release based
on the passage of time, changing circumstances, and their historical and public interest
value. Given the finite resources available for the Agency's review of records for removal
from the current "operational files" designations, we suggest that the bulk of those
resources be focused on identifying files in the directorates of Operations and of Science
and Technology rather than on those of less broad significance and interest in the Office of
Security.

II.

Reform of CIA's FOIA practices.

In hearin15s before Congress seeking support for passage of the CIA Information
Act, refresentatives of the CIA repeatedly .Promised that "[t]he public can only stand to
benefit' from an 110perational files' exemptiOn to the FOIA because the law's "reduced
administrative burden will permit the CIA to respond to reguests more quickly, thus
providing more useful and timely information." 4 CongressiOnal support for the law was
based on the belief that "this legislation does not frustrate the essential purt'oses of the
FOIA. Requesters will continue to have access to CIA files containing the mtelligence
product and to information on policy questions and debates on these policies." 5 In our
experience as frequent FOIA requesters at CIA, this has not turned out to be the case.
A.

Use of ""lomarization" to ayoid searches for reguested records.

Over the years an increasingly large percentage of our requests have not been
processed on the grounds that "the agency may neither confirm nor deny the existence or
nonexistence of records responsive to your request." This overreliance on "~omarization"
has been extended even to requests for types of records other agencies routmely produce
4

Hearings on S. 1324, ~ note 1, at 8.

5

ld. at 2 (Statement of Chairman Barry Goldwater).
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under FOIA such as bio~raphical records on foreign political leaders, basic information
that the CIA as an intelligence organization should be compiling if it is not doin~ so now. .
See. e.G"., Exhibit A (refusal to confirm or deny existence of records containing biOgraphical
information on certain Czech political leaders involved in the country's reform movement
in 1967-68, including Alexander Dubcek).
Moreover, despite acknowledgement from the CIA Office of General Counsel that
non-designated "operational files" remain subject to search and that materials contained in
"operational files" that are referred to by "markers" in non-operational files are also subject
to FOIA, we cannot identify a single category where it aP.pears that such searches are in
fact undertaken in response to FOIA requests. See Exhibit B, copy of July 19, 1990 letter
to the Center for National Security Studies from the CIA Office of General Counsel.
B.

Continuing multi-year delays in receivini responses to req.uests.

It is simply not correct, as claimed in the Au~st 8 Federal Register notice, that "a
primary goal of the Act [to hasten FO lA response tnne1has been and continues to be met."
It is true that "the major benefit to the public from this legislation" was, in the words of a
CIA official, that:

"FOIA requesters now wait two to three years to receive a final response to
their requests for information when they involve the search and review of
operational files within the Directorate of Operations ... [I]f this bill is
enacted, I assure you that every effort will be made to pare down the queue
as quickly a possible. This would surely be of great benefit if the pubhc could
receive fmal responses from the CIA in a far more timely and efficient
manner. 6
Another CIA representative summarized the delay situation in 1984 and predicted
improvements for the future in this way:

"It takes about 2 or 2 1/2 years today to process a request if it involves
Directorate of Operations records. If it does not involve the Directorate of
Operations, it can take less, say up to 6 months to clear a case. We are hopeful
that with the passage of this bill we will be able to respond in terms of weeks, or
at most, months, to get a request back to the public. The DDO queue is by and

large the holdup at the moment. They have the bulk of our workload, and
with some of the cases dropping out with the passage of this bill, we believe
that the flow of materials throughout the Agency would be enhanced."
(emphasis added) 7
The current median time lapse cited in the August 8 Federal Register notice of 2.4 months
before requesters receive substantive responses to their FOIA requests is not even close to
the delays we, as regular CIA requesters, have experienced for years. Nor has the average
processing time we have experience even been close to the CIA's estimate of 6 month~ or
less for non-operational files. Instead, based on our analysis of hundreds of requests filed
6

Hearin~s

on S. 1324, ~ note 1, at 8.

7
Legislation to Modify the Application of the Freedom of Information Act to the
Central Intellitence Agency. Hearing before the Subcommittee on Le~islation of the
Permanent Se ect Committee on Intelligence. House of Representatives, 98th Con~, 2d
Sess. 23 (1984)(testimony of Larry Strawderman, Chief, Information and Privacy Division,
Central Intelligence Agency).
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since 1984, our average delays in 1989 and 1990 were three to four years and in 1992 the
median time ~~fore a substantive response still stretched to two years or' more. Worse,
even after wrutmg s~veral years for a response, the end product IS often the release only of
documents already m the public domain, such as Foreign Broadcast Information Service
records. See. e. a., Exhibit C (of eight docume:qts ret~eved after a three-year wait, six FBIS
documents were released and the two substantive pohcy documents demed in full).
Those requests for which we have received a response in six months' time or less
have all, in our experience, been complete denials, "glomarizations" (refusals to confirm or
deny that CIA has documents responsive to the request), or requests in which the CIA did
no new search or declassification review but only pulled from its database of previously
released FOIA documents (called "ORIS") a handful of materials, sometimes last reviewed
for declassification several years before the request was filed.
C.

Requests rejected as "unsearchable" or "requirins research".

Increasingly, bureaucratic hurdles imposed by the CIA's FOIA operation make it
extremely difficult for requesters to use the FOIA in a meaningful fashion. For example,
the CIA regularly refuses to conduct searches in response to requests on the alleged
grounds that the subject of the request is "unsearchable" -- a response we receive from no
other agency in the federal government. No other agency in our experience has responded
to a narrowly-drawn request like the following one for "copies of all items concerning the
People's Republic of China in the National Intelligence Daily from June 1-30, 1989"by
statmg:
"Your request as stated is unsearchable in our records systems. The
FOIA does not require us to perform research or create records for a
requester. Neither are we required to study a body of material to see if any
of It is related to a specific event, activity, or incident. To study a body of
material to see if any of it relates to the specifics of your request would
constitute research which is neither reqmred nor authorized under the
FOIA."
~

Exhibit D, July 13, 1994 letter from CIA to the National Security Archive. Even more
astonishing was the rejection as "unsearchable" of a request for retrieval and release of two
,public statements issued by CIA itself discussing congressional testimo_!ly on and CIA
mformation regarding the Banca Nazionale del Lavoro (BNL) affair. ,liL, August 9, 1994
letter from CIA to the Archive. (Other examples of requests rejected as ''unsearchable" are
also found at Exhibit D.) Given that a reasonably described request for records is all that
the FOIA requires to trigger an agency search for responsive documents, these
"unsearchable" responses to precise, narrowly-worded requests frustrate the requester and
betray the access purposes of the Freedom of Information Act. Nor do practices like these
tend to convince the public that the CIA takes its FOIA responsibilities seriously in the
wake of having been granted its unique waiver from searchmg for and processing
"operational files.''
D.

Inadequate searches.

The CIA's refusals to conduct even preliminary searches and the small number of
documents generally produced in response to requests is esr,ecially troubling to us given the
existence of the Agency Records and Information System (' ARCINS"), which contains
"subject listinss down to the folder level" of over 30 million records. Searching additional
databases mamtained by various directorates, such as the Directorate of Intelligence's
three central data bases which index raw and finished intelligence reports at the document,
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not merely folder title, level, should produce even more documents in response to requests,
Exhibit E,
even if portions of them are ultimately denied under a FOIA exemption.
excerpt from June 27, 1994 Advisory Committee on Human Radiation Experiments Staff
Memorandum re "Methodological Review of Agency Data Collection Efforts: Initial
Report on the Central Intelligence Agency Document Search" (describing CIA databases
able to access agency records).

.s.e.e

It is difficult to believe that any database at all was used in processing a recent
request from the National Security Archive for the declassification and release of copies of
four intelligence reports on the BNL affair, all of which were provided by the CIA to the
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence and were specifically referred to in a letter from
that committee to then Director Robert Gates. The response to this request was, again,
that it was considered "unsearchable" and included the same boilerplate language quoted
above as the rationale for refusing to process the request. See Exhtbit F, letter from CIA
to the National Security Archive dated July 1, 1994 rejecting request and appeal letter from
the Archive dated August 9, 1994, with attached Congressional correspondence listing the
CIA documents sought in the request. We urge the Agency to encourage all components to
fully utilize all dataoases and other finding aids at their disposal to conduct adequate
searches for records requested under the FOIA.
Conclusion
We are hopeful that this decennial review will result in removal of a substantial
body of records currently categorized as "operational files" exempt from the search and
review requirements of the FOIA. As part of this review, we encourage the establishment
of standards for evaluating and removing additional record groups from the exemption in
the future on a regular basis which reflect current realities, not outdated assumptions,
about releasability to the public. We also urge the CIA to demonstrate that it takes
seriously its statutory obligations under the FOIA and to commit to cure the serious
problems with its current FOIA process, as described above, to comply with law and make
the Agency more responsive to the public it serves. Adopting more user-friendly practices,
including establishing a public readmg room containing copies of material previously
released by CIA under FOIA, are crucial if the CIA's FOIA practices are ever to reach
some level of credibility with the public. Without a major overhaul of the CIA's FOIA
operation, it will be increasingly difficult to justify the CIA's continued exemption, unique
in the government, of large record groups from tne scope of the FOIA
We greatly appreciated the opportunity on August 29 to meet at CIA headquarters
with many of the CIA staff intimately involved in this review to share our ideas on what
needs to be done and how best it can be accomplished, and believe that the meeting was a
very useful first step. If you have any questions or if we can provide further information or
assistance, please . do not hesita. te to contact Sheryl Walter at the National Security Archive
at (202.l 797-0882 or Kate
ACLU /CNSS at (202) 675-2327.
i
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RECEIVED 1'1/.\R i 0 b:;'t

Mr. William Carnell
The National Security Archive
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Suite 500
Washington, D.C.
20036
Reference:

F94-0294

Dear Mr. Carnell:
This is to acknowledge receipt of and is a final response
to your 10 February 1994 Freedom of Information Act {FOIA)
request referenced above.
Specifically, your request was for copies of "any and all
biographical information on the following political leaders of
Czechoslovakia, all of whom were involved (on one side or
another) in that country's reform movement 1967-1968:
Alexander Dubcek
Antonin Novotny
Ordrich Cernik
Vaclav Prchlik
Jiri Hendrych
Drahomir Kolder
Cestmir Cisar
Miroslav Mamula
Ludvik Svoboda
Gustav Husak
Josef Spacek
Martin Vaculik
Alois Neuman
Jan Masaryk
Zdenek Mlynar
Bohuslav Lastovicka
Josef Lenart
Jiri Hajek"
The CIA may neither confirm nor deny the existence or
nonexistence of records responsive to your request. Such
information--unless, of course, it has been officially

-
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acknowledged--would be classified for reasons of national
security under Executive Order 12356. The fact of the
existence or nonexistence of such records would also relate
directly to information concerning intelligence sources and
methods. The Director of Central Intelligence has the
responsibility and authority to protect such information from
unauthorized disclosure in accordance with Subsection 102(d}(3)
of the National Security Act of 1947 and Section 6 of the CIA
Act of 1949.
Therefore, your request is denied under FOIA exemptions
(b)(l) and (b)(3); an explanation of these exemptions is
enclosed. The CIA official responsible for this determination
is John H. Wright, Information and Privacy Coordinator. By
this action we are neither confirming nor denying the existence
or nonexistence of such records.
You may appeal this decision by addressing your appeal to
the CIA Information Review Committee, in my care. Should you
choose to do this, please explain the basis of your appeal.
We regret that we are unable to assist you further.

Enclosure
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Fin:tlly. w~: wuut<llil\c to raise an issue !hat w~: uiu not disct~~~
:utile !TJ(:cting. It hu~ come to t>ur uucntion that the agem:y moly
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,ioumalists to lc<m' und meet th~: stmldards ft>r cstublishing news
m~,:diu ~tatu~. Th.: 't:.tul\l dc::u+y imendeod 1~>. lliiJ the regulntions
~pceifically do iut·lude lrec-JmJCc journalists ;~s represcnlalivcs of
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c~tahli~hcd new~ media orguni ... arion should not pre\'ent him or
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shoukl he !)I'C$lllllptivcJy Si'CII il wuivcr. unle~~ (\1~ B~_tellC)' (.~.ll'l
:tffirnmtivcly d~mon~tr:11e 1hat tht• r~:qutster slill cJncs not ~el
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lww hc~n :t\ked 10 re~poncJ to your teuer of i9 July
19VO In which you raised cenain quc:nion~ am.l conccrn.s
about CIA'~ interpret:ltion of lh¢ ClA lnform:1tion Act
und CIA'-; t'(unpli:lllce with 1he Ft'i'edom oflnform:uion Act
ti'OIA l. W.: llad previously llll:lto discuss your com;em$
;md. t~l'tcr rc<IChins wlmtl believe wus 11 gen.c:r;~,ll\l!reem~nt,
about CIA's ohli~:nion~ 1111del' these Ac!S.
I
who is no longer with litis office. agn:c<l to pl-ovtde you wilh '

I

11 wrillcn n::~po11~1:.

Ymir tim cnnccm was about reports you lluve received
thilt ~I.Jtlti,: A!cr~<:y ptr~onrn:l who admini~terthc FOIA muy
interprcl the CIA Jnfom1ation Aot as oblit~atinv ch~ Agency
to .;carch and review only "finished" intelligence repons
prepared fot· uClA "dh:nl." such u~ the State Depnnmcnt
nr the White HQtl~c. A11~gedly, undct thi~ inlerpretalion,
everything pr('pared for "in-house" CIA u~ W~tld be 000·
~ldered ~s ··operational" und 1h~1s not subj~l to a FOIA
nnd rcvi.:w.

As ucorge state~!

iU

our meeting. the Agcm;y doc:~ not

illtcrprct the CIA Information Act in the mnnner reported to
you. That Act cu.''"J'II~ from the FOIA'); st'JJrch. review.
distlo~urc. and publi(':Hion requirements only those CIA
files ~-~ignatcd by thr:: Dir~:c:tor of Centnlllnt~lligonoe as
opetation:tl file~. A<: you know. the Ad limits thede5igna·
tiun (\$ ~lperatillnl!llilcs to cenaln nles of tllc Olrectornte of
Operation~. the l)ircctor;lte of Scicl'lccand Technology, lind
the Orlicf. of Sec11thy. In genenl terms, files nre eligible
for cxcmptinn if they dtx:umcnt the conduct or intelligence
ll!.:tivitic~. Pilcsth;~tllre 1h~ ~ok repository of di!iseminated
intelligence are not ~)rerntional tiles. Of cour~e, re.cord~

from excmpted

o~'rational

n<:w~

mctliu critcritl. Muny lllh\lr "l:!':n~·i.:s ;~lt·,·;~dy ''per:11e
this 'ittmdartl. We ent'OUtll);!l! you lu review lh;~ stantkmls

and pmctice~ of till: OIP in ~mkr tu ensure th<.~l ~II fn,:;;·lalllc~

jourmtlists un:

!!ivc;n!lew~

medi11 i'c1: wui'·~rs in :~et:Pr.bm:e •vith

1hclaw.

Thank yuu

rtl£ )'llUl

tUlention!o the~.: rnut!CI~.

w... uppn:d.ttc

your willilli:JI\Css to meet wi1h ~~~ :md 10 con,idcr nm· view:. on
these important issu¢~. We look ft1rwan.l to y\)llf rcSflllOS~: I<' 11ur
concern~ in thb leiter.
Sin~crelv,_,

___

CIA RESPONSE

~curcl1

the

vntlcr

files arc frequently disaeml·

natcd 10 i!nd referenced in file~ that huve not been exempted. If ~uch rt'cords are retu-med to and re!11ined ~olely
in exetnpled opemtionalliles.lhey nevcnheless are subject

10 ~curch and review. In addition, Iii;,;.., that ure not exempted nre :rubjecr lo ~earch nnd review. even if they
comain information derived or llisscmioared from C:t·
empted operational file:;. I have becn a."':\UI\:d that Agen~;y
peroormclrct:ponsible for impletr~lling the FOIA aml1he
CIA lnfonnation Act understand and fOllow these requirc-

mem5.
Your ~econd concern was about CtA•s response 10 l'el<lemlcal ur SllbslUntlally similar 10 prcvimt~
ll:~uc.~t~ for the ~nmc: mulcriul. CIA atwmpts m p1'0Ces~
FOIA reque~t~ in the most dllcient and least CXfiCil~ive
manner in accordance witlt us regulation!;, wtrkh :nnhorlle
consultation "with th~; requester. as mny be uppwpriut~. in
order lo :.t\:l.:!Jtllj)Ji~h such arrangcrncrus :wd ugreetllc:lll'l
with the reqm.-s1et a.\ may be acceplai:Jic to d1e re4ue~tcr
cu~~~.:eming the .<\gcncy's co·vn:~ wu1 ability to ncr t)n his
request e:o~pcdi1 iou~ly." 32 C.F.R. 1900.47( b).
que~t.~ !l'liU ate

One or the most expedirious way~ for CIA t11 lll:l 011 a
thnt cover~ ull <Jf a r;ub~rantial part (>fa previou~
retjuc~l is tocon~uh with lhc requester. beforeacceJ>Iing the
request for prU\:cs~ing. 10 determine wh~:tlu:r any records
di~clo~ed to a prcvi~·u~ rctjucster would :>ulis(y the request.
Previou.;ly l.li~t·lnst!d records arc hdd in CIA·s Officially
Release\llnronnauon Sy~tem lORIS). our experten~:c ba'
~hown tl\tlt n<:ar!y nil or the rcque~ters wht> un; oiTered
requc~t

ORIS mnterinl accept theSI..\ relcll~es ln satisfal'lirm of their
requests. These requcstC:ffl hendl1 oecausc an ORIS release
I~ faster than ll complclcl)' new se;m;b und revic:w. CJA
benefit~ \?¢Cl\ur.e procc~sing tim!! i~ ~:!IIC:d that can be
devoted to lh~: FOIA backlog.

You have suggested that CIA ~hould do more tu infllrm

a requester about rite sub-;lantive scope Qf the pmffereJ
OKtS mmerial und aoo\ltlhc procc:dumlmuurc of 1he consultutioo (ll'l)~~. It is my untlorxtunuin~. however, that

CIA file ~y~tcmr< do not always pcnnit the Agerrcy to
provide a1l1be illfQmlalion you bovc sugg~:slet.l. Where it
is re~ponsible and feu:;ibll! tn do so. CIA is pr~pared to
lnfonn a requester how long :~go rile prior n.'4ucsl w11s made
nnd whether Ulcre Is n realionabh: likelihood lh«t il new
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.---·. ·-------------11ean.'h a(l(l tl!view would re~uft m rhe ··elease of any addl·
the Privacy Act. After t:onsiderablt: rcvkw, we h!lvc coo·
liomd hllimnatlon. ~uc11 a respon~~: would help to enable a
eluded dun, when pGtllOn~ eligibltt f1,r Priv11ey Act proces~ing
n:qut:slcrdcdde wheth~o:rtousk CIA to conduct a new ~earch.
reque~r information &00111 themsetve:~ under tile FOIA as
As a pr;~~."tical matter. each rl~rmo~e to a reque!\'ter will
well as the Privacy Act, lr Is iiP!Jropri<tte to process their
depcntl upon tbe racL<; o!' rhe PliMicular requi:;st. and CIA's
requests under both J\cts a.~ requl.l!!!erl. Titi~ is our current
reviewer~ lllil)' con<:lllde thul 11 respon5e thut provide$
policy.
muterh1l from lhc ORIS databus1.1 requires no fur1here1aboralion. liowever.the Agency ·s Infoml:uion and PriviiCy Cuor·
FinaUy, you C::q>res~~ed concern lha! CIA "may routinely
UilllUOr is Sensitive lo thC:COill;i,.'fO:\ you rnised and. nlfhough
deny free-lance juum11li~u fee waivers 1110 representatives or
it i~ doub1fulthur st<.mdaru l:l.nguage would~ approrriate in
the news media." First. J woold point our that the fOTA
all c:•scs.lhe CMrdin:uor ha:;agreed ltl furlher tonsil.ler lhc
distinguishes between fee waive~ and reduced fee~ fur rep"
mam:r nf whac ro 1cll rcq ucsrcr~.
rooentlltives of the new, media, and J assume you arc rcferrins to Ule Jauer. Secoi'KI. the Agency does not routinely deny
Neverthele~s. you ~hould be uwan: that. tf upon review or
rroelllllCC joumaJISl5 news media Uatu.~. but ij(;Wn.ls !Ndl
the rcQuesr and ORIS mate1i:tl CIA concludes tllat a new
$tatus if lben: is a reMonable basi~ (Qf' <J~)inB so. I lowever,
:~earch woul<l he o.ppropriutc. or if the reque-:rer so desires.
nndenhe FOI A. use oft he information disclosed is a relcv;un
CIA condm:ts new searches :mtl n11emp1s to relocote any
faclor in a~"'rdlng news media ~Wlu~ and, therefore, a
redacted dcx:unrem~ to dclcrmlne whc:lhi,ll' d~<: pu:viou~ly
mcmberot'the news media migllt ttOI:qualify forreduced fees
wltbhc:h.l portion~ of these documents, which may have been
in a pnnicttlar i."ll~e. I understand that this does not happen
reviewed many ycur~ ngo. cru1 now be rcl~ased. Moreover.
very of\en. ana lhe Agency glv~.:s tluc: t:uush.lcuulon to a.ny
CIA conduct~ these ocw scurcl1es even if the prior ~earchc~
reasonable ba:o.is a freclun<:e joumnlist may put forward th;tt
and c~:view~ w(;n: n:..:cmly completed. the requellt is the same
he or she is entitled to new~ media slams.
a~ or I~ fully ~m;ornp-ls~ed by lhc prim ll'quest~. no new
documents are cxpectCI.I to be found. and no infmmation
We appreci<~l~ :ywr intcrcM und ~,;ooo:rn 4hout CIA's
withheld t't1.1111 Jlll:Viou~ly di ~clo~cd documents i31ikel)' to be
udmini~trntion of the FOIA. and think the dial<.J.~ue between
rclcu.c!!d. Of courst', if foe~ nre assessable. the requester will
us ha~ been J'ruilrul. This kind of tli~usslon Improves our
h:tliC Ill pay for :my new sc:lrches conducted,
understanding of pmblems. eithtlr n:ill ot perceived, thlll
arise in lhe course of our compJjance with the FOIA und. I
If t1 new senn:h is C<}rlducred. it will be processed along
hope demon~trJte.~ CIA'~ commilment to comply wilb both
with all the uthcr (lt!nding requests on a "first-in. lit'SI·OUt''
lhe leucr and !he spirit of rhe law.
lla.~l!i as of! he lime iris ucceptetl. Tht: time lomo a reql.lt:~rer
vnric~ depending upon h1..1w lnng the neg:otialiort~ over the
Pie Me ler me know i r I C:lll he of' furtlle.r assistance.
ORIS rnl.ltc-ri:ll take. bul Inc Agency's experic..'flcc has been
Yours
lh!ll. In most c;tses. it is a relatively ~h11rl period.
. truly, I

l__

Your thirtlt.!fmccnt wus that CIA clnrify its response to
requests !Or pcrsvnallnfonnation under b01h the FOIA and

········

Associate General Counsel

·-------·----th"SC'

~mploytliJ~

were climill,llt'd

~l'~·h us

rho>C h:tving Ill do

widl pnliticnl u~sllt'i<lti\lll:i.
SF-1!~ wa~ n.•vi~oo to ~:li<ninate ''"Y qucslil1ns concl!ming
pnliticlll ~~~sndations and llrtest or mentl!l hcutUllllsrory. The
4UC~tloo cnm:cmiul! urrcst in !he rvmalning forn1.1 WU$ ~pcc!li
cally limil~;d '" prcch.lcl¢ us~ in ~·riminul proceedings. and the
qucdion concernin~ Communist pari)' mcnJbershlp wa.~
cllmhli.llcli from the Sf-1\(t

Despite 1h.:sc inrpnwcmenr~. problems remain. The broad

inquiry concerning dn•g US!: t't'lllllin5 ima!.:l as doc~ the dcmuod
lt!l' pcl':iOI\111 m~o:nlul health infonmniun on the SF-85P and
SF-Hn. In ~Hiditiun new political advocacy questions on tl'le
SF·!i() ainiCtl at ussocimiuns with organiT.miun~ tiM nwy be
i11vol~eu in unluwful <:undu<'l remain vntcnted. l'hose ques·

lions. upparcillly Intended to yt'l m l:JIOWing aM tnKntinnul
"purticipation or i!dvv~:a..:y ill lll orguniz;alh:m whm~ aim i~ 10
overthrow the United SU!IM, remain vug11c and ,,verbro3d.
Hnally.lhl' new releuse provision. wbilc signillcanrly nnrrowcr
!han befiJrc. mnlinucs lu poM: ri:;k w P'r:-ounal privacy.

In addition lo Congrcs>iooal hearings. a number of fcllcral
unlons ·Jik:d lawMJiU ~eeking to enjllin furl her u:~C of the old
fol'111:i. While n1o~t of the Ca$es remain unrc~nl ~ed, one court
did enjoin the use of rhe old SF·K6. at least ·~~ applied to low
level employees of the Rallmatl Retirement Rmml. liC\.:uu~c it
vinluted their Fir~l 1\mcnJment :md privacy ti~hts. llm(•ril'im
Ft'di'rmil•nnf Gm•c'tmnl'nf Employl't':; 1'. U.S. R.R. Rf'lirement
Board, 742 E Supp. 4~0 (:-J.D. Ill. 1990) (St...:; Fir.<l PtindtJlci,
\bl. t 5. No. J (Aug. 1990)). lliOCI!5es have )11:1 h<.-cnliled under
1he new forms. •

..
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Washingloo. D. C. 20505

Mr. Kenneth Mokoena
The National Security Archive
Suite 500
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20036
Reference:

1 0 MAY 1994

RECEIVED MAY 1 6 1SS~

F91-1004

Dear Mr. Mokoena:
In the course of processing your 7 November 1989 Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) request for records pertaining to
collaboration between Israel and South Africa on military
technology and nuclear research from 1975 to 1989, the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency located two CIA documents and
six Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) documents and
referred them to us for our review and direct response to you.
We have reviewed the documents identified below:
Documents:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

News release, 20 March 1980
News release, 28 February 1981
NES-90-229, 28 November 1990
AFR-89-219, 15 November 1989
NES-89-222, 20 November 1989
TAC-90-024, 15 August 1990
Memorandum, 6 December 1989 with attachment
Report, 8 July 1989

We have determined that the FBIS documents numbered 1-6
can be released in their entirety. Copies of the documents are
enclosed.
We have further determined that the CIA documents numbered
7-8 must be withheld in their entirety on the basis of FOIA
exemptions (b)(1) and (b)(3). An explanation of exemptions is
also enclosed.

.-
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Ms. Jane Gefter
The National Security Archive
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Suite 500
Washington, D.C.
20036
Reference:

F94-l225

Dear Ms. Gefter:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your 14 June 1994 Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA} request for copies of "all items
concerning the People's Republic of China in the National
Intelligence Daily from June 1-30, 1989."
Your request as stated is unsearchable in our records
systems. The FOIA does not require us to perform research or
create records for a requester.
Neither are we required to
study a body of material to see if any of it is related to a
specific event, activity, or incident. To study a body of
material to see if any of it relates to the specifics of your
request would constitute research which is neither required nor
authorized under the FOIA.
·
We regret we are unable to assist you further.

JH;;;trdJk! t/f

~~John

Info~tion

and

H.

wr· hj

Priv~SY

Coordinator

--
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o 9 AUG 1994.

Ms. Joyce Battle
The National Security Archive
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, D.C.
20036
Reference:

F94-l46l

Dear Ms. Battle:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your 21 July 1994 Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) request referenced above.
Specifically, you are requesting copies of the following:
"1.
An October 10, 1992 public statement issued by
the CIA discussing testimony before the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence in regard to the Banca Nazionale
del Lavoro (BNL) affair.
2.
A public statement issued on September 18, 1992
regarding CIA information on the Banca Nazionale del
Lavoro (BNL) affair."
Your request as stated is unsearchable in our records
systems.
The FOIA provides for public access to reasonably
described records.
This means that a document must be described
sufficiently to enable a professional employee familiar with the
subject to locate the document without an unreasonable amount of
effort.
This, with few exceptions, means that the documents
must be locatable through the indexing to our various records
systems.
The FOIA does not require us to perform research or
create records for a requester. Neither are we required to
study a body of material to see if any of it is related to a
specific event, activity, or incident.
We regret we are unable to assist you with your request.
If you can describe the reports in which you are interested in
greater detail, we shall be happy to search for them on your
behalf.

Info

bfiilil/J '

John H. Wrig t
ation and Privac ~oordinator

rcos.45B474
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1 2 JUL 1994
Ms. Joyce Battle
The National Security Archive
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Suite 500
Washington, D.C.
20036
Reference:

F94-1278

Dear Ms. Battle:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your 1 July 1994 Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) request for all records relating to
"the export of nuclear equipment, technology, facilities,
technical assistance, training, or information from China to
Iraq from 1980 to 1991."
Your request as stated is unsearchable in our records
systems. The FOIA provides for public access to reasonably
described records. This means that a document must be described
sufficiently to enable a professional employee familiar with
the subject to locate the document without an unreasonable
amount of effort. This, with few exceptions, means that the
documents must be locatable through the indexing to our various
records systems. The FOIA does not require us to perform
research or create records for a requester.
Neither are we
required to study a body of material to see if any of it is
related to a specific event, activity, or incident.
To study a
body of material to see if any of it relates to the specifics
of your request would constitute research which is neither
required nor authorized under the FOIA.
We regret that we are unable to assist you.

Infor

John H. Wri
ion and Priva y

I C 0 5.4
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RECEIVED MAR 0 2 1994
Ms. Marjorie Robertson
The National Security Archive
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20036
Reference:

F93-2185

Dear Ms. Robertson:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your 28 October 1993
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA} request.
Specifically, you are requesting the following information:
"1. Documents of 1949 and 1950 relating to the
establishment of the Free Europe Committee (later changed
to the National Committee for a Free Europe) and the
founding of Radio Free Europe.
2.

CIA reports in November and December 1956 on the
of Radio Free Europe in inciting and
prolonging the Hungarian uprising.
responsibili~y

3. Memoranda by CIA staff on how to deal with
subsequent revelations in February and March 1967 that the
CIA financed Radio Free Europe."
4. You also request "[a]ll studies done specifically
concerned with Radio Free Europe."
With respect to items l-3 of your request, we must advise
you that these portions of your request are unsearchable in our
re~ords systems.
The FOIA provides for public access to
reasonably described records. This means that a document must
be described sufficiently to enable a professional employee
familiar with the subject to locate the document without an
unreasonable amount of effort. This, with few exceptions,
means that the documents must be locatable through the indexing
to our various records systems. The FOIA does not require us
to perform research or create records for a requester.
Neither
are we required to study a body of material to see if any of it
is related to a specific event, activity, or incident.

,

.
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2 0 MAY 1994
Ms ·. Kate Doyle
The National Security Archive
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Suite 500
Washington, D.C.
20036
Reference:

RC:CtJVEO JUL il 1 1994

F94-0746

Dear Ms. Doyle:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your 8 April 1994
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request referenced above.
Specifically, you are requesting all records relating to
the "June 30, 1984 abduction of Bolivian President Hernan Siles
Zauzo and the associated coup attempt." You ask that this
request also include "information on the following:
1. The role of the Bolivian counternarcotics police
UMOPAR in the abduction and coup attempt.
2. The roles of UMOPAR officers Col. Rolando Saravia,
Col. German Linares, Carlos Barriga and Julio Diaz-Vargas.
3. The role of U.S. Ambassador Edin Carr in obtaining
the release of President Siles Zauzo.
4. The discussions and decisions leading up to the
July 17, 1984 announcement by the State Department that
they would continue to work with UMOPAR despite their
involvement in the abduction of President Siles Zauzo.·
We can search that portion of your request for records
concerning the "June 30, 1984 abduction of Bolivian President
Hernan Siles Zauzo and the associated coup attempt." However,
any material located as a result of our search, if any exists,
would also include those portions of your request relating to
items 1-3 above.
Furthermore, since the FOIA does not require
us to perform research or create records for a requester, nor
does it require us to study a body of material to see if any of
it is related to a specific event, activity, incident, or
individual, it will be your responsibility to review whatever
releasable documents are located, if any exist, to see if they
pertain to the specifics of items 1-3.

.
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* * * ***STAFF ivlEMORANDUM * * * * * *

TO:

Members of the Advisory Committee on Human Radiation Experiments

FROM:

Advisory Committee Staff

. DATE:

f.

.,

June 27, 1994

"

~~·

RE:

Methodological Review of Agency Data Collection Efforts:
Initial Report on the Central Intelligence Agency.Docuinent Search

This initial report provides: (1) background on the Centnll Intelligence Agency. its
involvement with human experimentation, and its recor<is; (2) a description of the CIA's records
search; and (3) staff observations and recommendations to the Committee for future action.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
/

/

I. CIA History and Records
The CIA was created in 1947 to serve as the government's principal intelligence collection
and analytical agency, as well as to engage in coven actions to influence events in foreign
counnies through propaganda, economic, political, and paramilitary means. In the 1950s and 60s,
the CIA engaged in an extensive progrnm of human experimentation, tising drugs. psychol9gical,
and other means, in search of techniques to control human behavior for counterintelligence and
coven action purposes. The possibility that CIA itself engaged in human radiation experiments
emanates from references in a 1963 CIA Inspector General's (IG) report on Project MKUL1RA,
which was a program "concerned with research and development of chemical, biological, and
radiological materials capable of employment in clandestine operations to control human
behavior."
MKULTRA was the subject of extensive internal. congressional. and outside
investigations in the 1970s. In 1973, the CIA purposefully destroyed most of the MKUL1RA
files concerning its research and testing on human behavior. In 1977, the agency uncovered
additional MKULTRA ftles in the budget and flScal records that were not indexed under the name
·MKULTRA. These documents detailed over 150 subprojects that the CIA funded in this area,
but no evidence was uncovered at that time concerning the use of radiation.

t~:-

CIA records are maintained at CIA Headquarters and the CIA record center. Most older
records. before 1980, are in paper form with electronic databases of the file-folder titles. The
MKULTRA files are held by the CIA General Counsel, although most have been released to the
public.

-----·-E)(k- ~o~
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Although the CIA has offices around the world and elsewhere in the Uni.red States. its
records are maintained in and controlled by CIA Headqu:.u-ters in Langley. Virginia and ;.u the CIA
n:cords center (which is independent from the National Archives and the federal records centers).
The main database that the CIA has been searching is the Agency Records and Information
System (ARCINS). which comains information on the holdings of most of the major components
in the Agency Archives and Records Center. The dam base contains subject listings down to the
folder level.

f

The following is a description of the ~rd system in each of the four directorates and the
DCI's offices and the CIA's report of its search process.
(1) Director of Central Intelligence Area. The tiles under the control of the DCI are in
paper from years 1947-80. and are indexed in the ARCINS. The agency conducted a key word
search of these flies for topics dealing with human radiation experiments. Many of the
MKULTRA files. which are held by the General Counsel. were searched by hand; the agency also
contacted and interviewed fonner staff who were involved in or had knowledge of MKULTRA
projects. including Richard Helms and Sidney Gottlieb. the Director ofTSD who ran the
MKULTRA programs. It does not appear that the agency contacted persons on the IG staff who
prepared the 1963 IG report on MKULTRA
...

(2) Directorate of Science and Technology. The DS&T used the ARCINS and focused
its search primarily on two of its offices: the Office of Technical Service (formerly the TSD that
·conducted MKULTRA) and the Office of Research and Development. The directorate pulled
approximately 30 cubic feet of documents and is still engaged in a hand search of this material.
The agency brought in two retired persons ("annuitants") with knowledge of these activities to
help with search.
(3) Directorate of Intelligence. The Dr has three central data bases which are
computerized index systems of raw and finished intelligence reports (depending on the time
frame). as well as two hard copy indices. The former are queried by subject categories. area
codes. and/or key words. The documents themselves (not merely "folder tides") are indexed.
The initial search was for any records relating to ionizing radiation experiments on humans. lq.
those instances where there is no keyword capability, broad subject codes were linked with the
United States: i.e.• if a document referred solely to foreign activities not including the United
States. it would not have surfaced. (Soviet atomic bomb developments were not the subject of
the initial request.) The DI also searched for records archived by the Office of Scientific
Intelligence using ARCINS for topics dealing with human radiation experiments.· Approximately
18,600 pages were reviewed by hand. and no responsive documents were located. OSI files are
still under reView. and the Directorate is conducting
... additional searches based on new information
supplied by the Committee.
(4) Directorate of Administration. TheDA's flles are indexed primarily by name.
However. it also searched the Office of Security, because of its early involvement in MKULTRA.

9
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Ms. Joyce Battle
The National Security Archive
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, D.C.
20036
Reference:

~ECEIVEO JUL ~ 1 1994

F94-1013

Dear Ms. Battle:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your 12 May 1994 Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) request referenced above.
Specifically, you are requesting copies of "[t]he
following intelligence reports on Banca Nazionale del Lavoro
{BNL) dated:
1.

September 15, 1989

2.

October 5, 1989

3.

October 6, 1989

4.

October 20, 1989n

Your request as stated is unsearchable in our records
systems. The FOIA provides for public access to reasonably
described records. This means that a document must be described
sufficiently to enable a professional employee familiar with the
subject to locate the document without an unreasonable amount of
effort. This, with few exceptions, means that the documents
must be locatable through the indexing to our various records
systems. The FOIA does not require us to perform research or
create records for a requester.
Neither are we required to
study a body of material to see if any of it is related to a
specific event, activity, or incident. To study a body of
material to see if any of it relates to the specifics of your
request would constitute research which is neither required nor
authorized under the FOIA.
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We regret we are unable to assist you with your request.
If you could provide a specific subject or further describe the
reports in which you are interested, we shall be happy to
conduct records searches on your behalf.

The National Security Archive
Document•ng US Foreign Policy
A Project of the Fund lor Peace

August 9, 1994 ·
John H. Wright
Information and Privacy Coordinator
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505
RE:

F94-1013
Archive FOIA No. 94Q435CIA040

Dear Mr. Wright:
I am writing in response to your letter of July 11,
1994, in which you indicated that a request for four
intelligence reports on the Banca Nazionale del Lavoro (BNL)
was unsearchable in your records systems.
I question your
assertion that the information in my request is insufficient
to locate documents in your files. The subject and dates
provided should be sufficient for a keyword and date search
of your indexing ·system.
The documents requested were the subject of
considerable Congressional, media and public attention when
questions arose about the completeness of the CIA's response
to requests for information from judicial authorities
investigating the BNL affair. The requested intelligence
reports were·identified and provided to the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence for its review in response to a
request for CIA information pertaining to BNL.
I have enclosed a September 1990 letter from the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence referring to the documents.
With this citation, I believe that sufficient information
has been provided to locate these materials for review.
I look forward to your response.
If you have any
questions or believe a discussion of this matter would be
beneficial, please do not hesitate to contact me.
sincere

Joyce Battle
Enclosure
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September 30, 1992
SSC!I 92-476S

'•

The Honorable Rob~ct M. Gatos
Oir•ctor o! C•~tral Intelli9ence
Central Intvllig•nca AgQncy
Washin9ton, O.c. 20S05
Dear Bob:
The Co~itt~~ rtqutsts furthe~ information b~
pcovided vith reiptct to the background and preparation of
the ClA l~tt«t ot S•ptember 11, 1992, to the Depart~ent of
Ju~tice resarding the federal inve,ti9a~ion of act~vities
~t tht Banca Na~ionAl• de Lavoro Atlanta bra~ch.
ln
pact1culat, v• c•quec~ reapons~a to the q~tstion~ lis:~d
in the attachm~nt to thi~ lettec as ~oon as posJibl•.
Sinctrely,

D:P.f:~

Chai man

~~;

nk U. H\lrkovsk i
c~

Attachll\ent.

I

Che.irm~n

C05458474

ATTAC~£~7

to

With

t9$pQCt

to

th~

CIA lett•r of

s~ptember

17, 1992,

the Depart=ent o! Justice rqlatin9 to

th~ federal
eanc~ Na~ionale del

invosti9~tion of activities at the
Lavoro Atlanca branch; ~l~as« describe in det•ll:

1.

All o! thq contacts betv•en th•

Departm~nt

of

Justice (including the reaeral BUr«AU Of lnv«sti9atiOO)
and the CIA whlcn lea to tfi• trans~itt~l of this I•tter.
Such description ahould includ!:
-- When did each

cont~ct

occur?

What o!!ic~5 wer• involvv4 in each cont1ct?
vtrt tht indivi4ual• acting tor DoJ7 Who vqce the
.individuals actin9 for CIA?

Who

Wttt tht communications oral. in writing, or both?
~he 5Ub~tanc• of aach contact, including
tor information and each response tbe:eto?

What wea

each

req~e£t

-- In the course of any of $UCh contact. did DoJ ever
5hare with ClA of!icials the Atlanta proGscution theory or
$tratQgy? I! so, plea£e d•scrib~ the circumstances.·
~- What 9uidance, if any. did OoJ official' give ClA
with Ct$p~et to the !or~ oc content of CIA rtsponscs7 Was
ClA ever advised to conform th• eont•nt' of its respon3e
~o fit the pcostcution theory of the case?
If so, please
expl~in the ciccum•tance,.

-- Was CIA apprised in th• course of any contact that
coJ planned to enter its response into tvid~nct in lhe
Drogoul case &Od/or release it to the public? I! so, wh~n
did this occur?

2.
Stptembtr

Th• groce'5

l,, 1992,

~ithin CIA Yhich
to includtt

l~d

to

th~

l~tt~r

of

-- Which office at CI~ was r~sponJibl~ !or th~
draftin9, reviewin9, and/or final •pproval of tht CIA
re1ponse of Septvmbar 17, 1992? Did the General Counael
revie~ the reaponsQ7
Did the DCl or DDCI?
-- Did any ciA official take the position prior to
its releaa• that any poction of tht Septe~bet l7 letttr,
or ~ny draft of that lett•~,
inaccur~te or misleading~
If $0, ho~ was thia obj•ct10n 4~alt ~ith?

w•'

.-- D~scribc all matecialG
prep~rin9 th• letter.
Who was
for and asstmbling these

consult~d in
res~on,iblt for Sfarchins

that wert

m~t~rials

~nd

what

proc€~s

w~~
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Sp•citically, did th• author(c) of the September
li l~ttor prepare the an,~ers with knowled9e ot and/or
accesa to the Septe~tr 15, October 5, October 6, ~nd
Octob•r 20, 1989, cland~stine report& concerning BNL that
SSCI st.aff di6cuued at tht Septutb4t' 28, 1992, lltet!ng?
-- Precilely t~ what.va~ Cl~ r•f•Trin9.in tht
September 17 letter's re!•r•nce in ansver nu=.ber e to
•publicly available in!ormation. •cquired in the D•c•,ner,
1989 - January, 1990 tim•-fra~e, ~hat BNL-Rome vaa av&r•
of tH• ille9al activitie~ en9a9ed in by BNL-Atlanta•7
-- Why did CIA belitve the December 1989-January 1990
public information m•t the tett for •any information•
•
rtgardin9 its a~arene•~ of "illegal activitiGa• vhilt the
October 1989 clandestine reports cid not? Does CIA still
adhere to thi$ vi~~?
Cl~ ~onstnt to th~ September 11.
r~l~ased to th• media and th~ public?

-- Did

bein9

l99Z l•tter
Which of!i~•

approved this?
3. Co~mun1c3tions vith the DoJ and Judge Shoob
£oncerning CIA information, Eo includ!:

-- When did C!A transmit to OoJ ra~ intelli9ence and
any operational fil~s or inform~tion relating to any
knowltd9e by B~L-~o~~ and/or •ntit1es ot the United States
Gov&rnm~nt of BNL-Atlanta's activiti~'?
~hen the5e
do~ument£ were trans~itted, did C!A ioclud• summari~s or
~xplanatocy information?
W•r• ,ummarie' tran~mitted prior
to or after tcansm1s£ion of the ra~ int•lli9•nc•7 Wh~n.
if evtr, was OoJ provided with the September lS, October
S, october 6, and October 20. 1989, clandestine reports
concerning BNL that SSCI sta!f discussl'd •t the Sept•~b•r
28, 1992. ~eetin9?

-- By th~
were iatutd in

ti~• that the !1r•t BNL-Atlanta indl~tment~
r~bcuary 1991, had th~ Intelligence

Col\)JIIunity provided DoJ vi.th all e.vailablt Int:91li9ence
CoQ.ll\uni ty inforn1a tion and do~urnenta tion on on any
knowled9t by BNL-Romt 60d/or •ntitie' of th• Unit~d States
Govern~ent of BNL-Atlanta'~ act1vit1cs7
If not, plea'&
explain what 1ntor~ation vas not provided and why.

-- Wh9n did Jud9e Shoob re~eive raw intelli9enc~ and
opwrational tilQJ ot information r•latin9 to any
knowl~dge by s~t-Rome and/or entiti~s of the United States
G6vernment o! BNL-Atlanta•s act1viti•'7 Has Judgt Shoob
had constant acct~$ to the6e materials since thty ca~e
into his pOSSQSSiOn7 When th~st ~ocuM~nt' w~re
transrnitt•d to Judgt Shoob, did CIA or DoJ include
hOy

·~

~
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summari~s

cxplan~~ory infor~ation1 . we:~ auomarle~

trans~ittod to Judge Shoob prior to or after tc&nsmi~sion
of ~h• raw in~•lliqenctl Whtn. if tv~r. ~~' Jud9e Shoob
p<ovid•d ~ith th< Stptt~b•t lS, Octobt< 5, Oetobe< 6, •nd
octobe~ 20, 1989# cl•nd••tin• teport• co~cernir.9 SNL th~~
sse~ staff di5cussed at th• s·~t-~ber 28. 1992. m~etin91
or
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Director

Infonnation Management
Central Intelligence Asenc'f
WashingtOn, DC 20505
Dear Sit or Madame:

'I'hl8 letter provides comments in response to the Federal Register Notlee dated
Monday. August 8, 199-4, page 40339.
The thrust of the CIA's tnfonnation release activities must. by definition, evolve in
response to changing world conditions. Therefore, business as usual. is likely to be
unacceptable within the context of domestic and international concerns.

Although the CIA's Historical Review Program has expanded substantially since
1992, much of the material released has been mandated by outside executive
branch \CU.rectives. Por example, the "over 140,000 pages from the JFK sequestered
collection of documents" was ordered reviewed and released by President Clinton.
I believe that the •over l,SOO pages of records on Raoul Wallenberg,. ba$ also been
released ln response to requJrements external to the CIA. A more proactJve
approach is suggested, and one that concentrates on the needs of historical
researchers.
·
1)

THE CIA SHOULD USE A FLOATING 30-YEAR TIMELINE TO RETRIEVE
AND lUM.EW HISTORICAL MATERIAlS FOR RBLEASB.

Materials of historical importance need to be made available up through 1964, and
more recent materlals need to be reviewed when their 30-year anniversaries are
reached.
2)

nm CIA SHOULD GIVE TOP PRIORITY TO THE REVIEW OP OLDER CIA
HISTORICA,L REPORTS (WHICH CURRENTLY EXIST Bur ARB RBSTRICTED
OR CLASSIFlED).

CIA Historical Reports and documents generated by CIA lnlema.1 historians are
already In a fonn suitable for use by historical rescarchem. These secondary
documents w.ll1 provide the most accurate interprcwtJon of hJstotical events for
historians, and the least additJonal work to be useful.
3)

1HE CIA HISTOlUCAL REVIEW PROGRAM SHOULD COMPlf..B AN
't,D..JCLo\...CCU't.I:C:O 0JDLJOC1\.'I.l"ll'V' O:r OL... IJJD'r'OI\Z'.DOt :tHCX.U1>:D:.f0 .hLL
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KNOWN DOCUMENTS, mEJR CURRENT LEVEL OP AVAILABIUIY, AND
1HE ANTICIPATED DATE OF THEIR NEXr DECLASSIPICAnON RlMBW.
This omnibus hfstotieal bibliography will provide a good road map for historical

researchers, while potentially reducing the workJoad for those involved in
processing FOJA reQuests.
4)

TO ENCOURAGE MAXIMUM UTIUZAnON BY JUSTORIANS OP
ONGOING DECl.ASSIFICAnON MATERIALS, THE CIA SHOlJLD
CONI1N'U.B TO SPONSOR ADDmONAL SYMPOSJA THROUGH THE

CENTER FOR niE S1UDY OF INTELLIGENCE.
'Ihls will serve to bring these newly accessible materials to a broad ranse of
researchers, and thus preclude mi8Jnterpretation by potentJally hostile researchers,
and also get the "biggest bang for the buck.•

5)

THE CIA SHOULD ESTABLISH A "PUBLIC READING ROOM" IN nm
WASHINGTON, DC METROPOurAN AREA POR MATEIUALS REI.&\SEO
UNDBR THE HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM. mE READING ROOM
SHOULD AlSO INCLUDE MATERIALS OF GENERAL INTEREST WHICH
HAVB BBBN RElEASED TO REQUESTERS UNDBR THE FR.EBDOM OF
INFORMATION ACf, AND THOSE MATERIALS WHICH niB OA HAS
MADE ACCESSIBLE PREVIOUSLY UNDER 011-IER PROGRAMS.

Suggestions lot' Materials which should be reviewed for re1easet
I also suggest that the following record sets be reviewed for declasslftcatlon and
availabUlty !or several reasons including that they address the topic of non-US
development of atomic weapons. Purthermore, they are over 45 years old.

FBIS (FOREIGN BROADCAST INFORMATION SERVICE) REPORTS DATED
PRIOR TO DECEMBER 31, 1950.

FOREIGN DOCI.JMENTS DMSION. (POD) REPORTS DATED PRIOR TO
DECBMBER 31, 1950.
Q INPOltMAnON REPORTS WRITTEN PRIOR TO 0BCEMBEll31, 1950.

· FDD TRANSLATIONS DATED PRIOR TO DECEMBER 31, 1950.
U REPORTS DATED PRIOR TO DECEMBER 31, 1950.

comments on CIA Piles Designated as Operational
I do not believe that, for the purposes of FOIA request. that all the CIA Jiles
presently designated as Operation should continue to be treated as such.

.

.

'.

··----------,
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SpedftcaiJy. the Personality files have contained records on persons surveilled
within the borders of the United States for pardsan and political reasons rather
than councerinl:elllgenc:e reasons. The exemption ol Personality file searches haveJ
by themselves, subverted the intent ot the FOIA statutes, because the CIA FOIA
office routinely refuses to search the Personality files for applicable records.

rues.

I feel that while much of the material within the Personality
may In fact be
exempt under POL\ statutes, treating the C!.liJm set of files as such !s
counterproductive, hnpropet and illegal. Therc£ore, the older Personality files
(more than 25 years old) should be considered outside the scope of operational
files tot the purpose of Initial FOIA searches.

Thank you for requesting and considerln,g my comments.

C0545~8
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NATIONAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE
FOR THE PROMOTION OF HISTORY

Admlnl•tretlllfl Omce•: 400 A STREET SE
WASHINGTON, DC 200031(202) ~-2422

Or. Pa941 Putnam Miller
Oir!O<iet
Member~

American Hlolotioal Auoaiation
()-ganiza!ion ol American Hiiltetiant
Sooioty ol "'-lean Arcltivitts
W•wn Hittoly AlltOCialon
PhiAiphaThol.a

•

Soullwn Hiolofioal At...,.,;,uion
SooiJty fat Miltart HittOtt

September 7, 1994

Sooioly let Hla1oriana ol

_ . _ FONipn Rela,o,.

Sooioty lor Hillary Educalion

ABC-CLIO
Cooodina!ing Comrrit1H on Women
On the Hitlorical Prole.. ionConf, Group on Women's Hlalory
Hla10ry of SGiti'I06 Soele!y
Sooioly lor 1he Hillery ol T..::hnology
American Poli1ioal Soionoe Atll()(:iallon
Bwklhire Coni. ol Women Hilt«ianto
Counoi on Peaoe R,...rcllln His!Ofy
Immigration Hlllofy Sooiely
Amorican Ateooi&lion for
Slall lllld ~ Hillory
Conlerenoe Group for
Central Eur"'"''l" History
Womon Historians ollhe MidwMI
Polish Arneflean HiaiOflcal Ateooi!ltion
Agrio\Aiural HitiOry Sooiety
American Lbrlll)' AuocialionLibrllly Hlatety Round Table
Federation ol Stale HumanHies Councils
Sociel)' Ia Hillery in 1he
Federal Ocw«nment
Nati<>nlll Council on Pui:>jlc Hiotory
Natiooal AlchivM Assembly
American Ateooia~ lor the
Hiltory ol Medicine
Anoclatlon lor Documentary EdHing
Midwest Arcl\1\res Co.rlerenoe
Nllli<>nlll AteOciallon ol Government
Archives and Recctdt Adrriniotrato..
Federation ol G-.loglcal So<:ielies
()-Ill Hiolory At~
Micf.Atfantic R.glonal ArchivM Coni.
Amork:an Society lor Legal Hiatory
American·Studiet Ateoclati<>n
Courd on America's Miitary Past
Eoon......, Hillery At"""iation
History Auccialell, Inc.
lnst•lllelor HiatoriOIII Study
(SIInFIIIIICilooj

N..., England Arcllivists
Scx:iel)' ol Georgia Arcllivista
Society lof lnduotrial Archeology
Soulh•n Attceiati<>n for W"""'"
Historians
American Council ol Le111nid Societies
ComlnlnHy Coll&ge Humaniliet Ateoclation
Natonaj Genealogical Society
Ulban Hiotory Atoociation
WMtOfn Auociation ol Women Historian&

State Coordinating Committees
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas

CalilorNa
ConneotiM
Georgia
Idaho
II!nolo
Indiana
K.naaa
Kentucky
Maryland

t.llehiQan
Minne&ola
Mi..ioaippl

Ut..ouri
t.lonlana
New Harrpahire
NewJe,.e~

NewM•xlco
Norlh Carolina
Norlh Dal\ola
Ohio

Oklahoma
P•maylvania
Texaa
Utah
Ve<mont
Wisconsin

Mr. Ed Cohen

Director, Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
Dear Mr. Cohen,
I received the attached letter from Athan Theoharis, a professor of
history at Marquette Unversity. He heard about the request for comments in
the Federal Register but did not see the announcement. He has thus asked me
to fotward his comments to you.
Sincerely,

[ g e Putnam MlUer

.
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Department of History

MU Uruvers1ty
ME\rque~te

Charles L. Coughlin Hall
Milwaukee, WI 53233
(414} 288-7217, 288-7385

August 26, 1994

Page Putnam Miller, Director
National Corrdinating Committee
Dear Pages
)tl4.i li~t(!,

A colleague advised me of the beptember ?, 1994 1 commentAre the CIA

request for comments on the historical value of CIA operational files and
other CIA recorda. Since this colleague did not report to whom I should
send this comment, I am mailing it to you and request that you send it
to the appropriate office or officialo
Clearly it is difficult to offer a firm asae~ament on the historical
value of CIA recorda, and particularly the Agency s operational files.
~at difficulty stems not from the questionable value of th~se recorda
but the faot that CIA recorda were not accessible to historical researchers
until passage of ke~ amendments to the Freedom of Informatio~t in 1974.
EVen then, released CIA recorda were heavily redacted and then, in 1983,
CIA operational files were totally exempted from release under the FOIA.
In argbing for the passage of the 1983 amendment, CIA officials emphasized
the sensitivity of these records and how their pub.lic release would adversely
affect the Agency•s liaison
relationship with other foreign intelligence
1
agencies and thejkgency s ability to recruit sources. In itselft this is
an argument for the importance of these records for historical research
{whenever released) and against the destruction of these records. Operational
files are ' record of the Agency's operations and procedures--and given
the Agency a importance to the formulation and execution of U.s. foreign
policy, these recorda provide an essential record to the student of u.s.
foreign po~cy. As well, students of bureaucracy will find these records
of ineet~ale value, providing insights into the Agency's methods 1 proce"urea,
priorities, and as well ita successes and failures~ Last the very secrecy
of the ft.gency 1 s operations make CIA records of partic].llar value providing
a record of the Agency's relationship with the White House• con~eptions
of Congress 1s ro!e, conceptions of public and press opinion. '.l.b.e very fact
that the CIA operated in secrecy means that CIA records offer a far more
comprehensive record of executive policy and decisions than those of other
executive agencies and the White House, whose personnel might have otherwise
hesitated to create written records of-sensitive decisions. While retention
of the resulting massive records might create housekeeping problema, these
are records of great historical research value and should be preserved.

~1-He\U.

J.UI!IUUi:U.J.ti

Professor of History
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NATIONAL COORDfNATING COMMITTEE
FOR THE PROMOTION OF HISTORY
Or. P•ge Putn•m Miller
Dl-

Member•
Amo"-1 Hillotiold A..ooiolion
Or~ldion ol Ameriolln Hillt«iam
Socioty ol Amoriclon Atdlivltl$
Weol<lmHiatory APooialbn
Pili Alpha Tho!a
• Saulh.n Hioloricel Asoocialion
8oa1o1y !of MiiMry History
Soalolylof HlotoriMo "'

""-"""' f'.oooivn IWaliono
Socmr !of Hilltory Ed.-tion

ABC-CLIO
~CommitleeonWomen

illlhe Hioloral Proln..,_
Cont. Group on Wom.n'1 Hiatory
Hiololy ol Sdence Society
8«liety b 1M Hlttory Gl TedlnoloQy
AmorioM Pollical &..._ AsiiOCi.aliotl
Berlcahire Coni•.X W....., Hioloriano
Council on " - """"-" In Hiltory
Immigration Hiatory Soclely
A....n.:.n Aseocialion let
Slale and I.Gcal Hiotory
Conlo<enoo Group tor
c.mtral EuoopNII Hillary
w.,.n Historians ollhe Mid-I
Pdlth An.lcoln HillloricaiAsoocialion
AQ{~II

Hillary Society
Amorlcan l.l>rary APooiatbAlibrwy Hiolory Round Tabl4o
Fedelalion.X SliD HUI!'IIIIl-inCounc:ila
Socloly for Hillary In 11e
F.,._Gavernmo<rt
Nation~~ Council on Public Hiolof)'
Nadional Atchiveo MMnilly
AmorioM AsiiOCiation tor lie
Hillory oii.Mdiclne
AoiiCciolion lot Oocumenlaly Editing
M~ Atd11¥es Cori-Nolionll Asooalalion ol Gowmment
Arohi- and Recordt Aolminilllral«<
Fedelalion ol Genealogical Scc:i<MiM
Or Ill Hlllory Anooiafion
Milj·AIIantic Regional Archivoo Cont.
Amo"-l Soc0ety lot legal History
Amo"-l Studies Aooocllllion
Councl Clrl Atnerioa'll Miitary Past
Econcwnic Hlttory Aooociolion
Hillory Aoaooialeo, In<:.
lnttkute lor HillDriaol Sluay
(Sill Fl'MCilcol

New E111JIInd Atdlivillo
Sooiety ol Geo<gia Atd1ivialo
Socloly lor lnd1111lrial Atcheology
Southern Aoaoclation lor Women
~-tori~•

Amotican Council oll.........J Sooiolieo

Comrrunlty College Humanilleo Aloocialion
National Genealogical Sociely
Urban Hiatory Aoaooi"'bn
W•tern Aoaocialion Gl Women Hialorlanl

State Coordinating CommiUaM
Mi.,.ouri
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Connee1ic:ut
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NowJilr..y
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NCC Briefing Sheet on Historical Value of Operational FOes of the CIA
August 24, 1994

Background: On .August 8 the Federal Register carried a request for comments
from the public regarding the historical value of the subject matter of the Central
Intelligence Agency's (CIA) operational files. Since 1984 these files have been
exempt from Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests. The CIA Information
Act of 1984 exempted from FOIA searches three categories of operation files -- the
files of the directorate of Operations, the files of the Directorate of Science and
Technology, and the files of the Office of Security. Within these categories some
of the files that would be of most interest to historians are the Policy and
Management files of the Directorate of Operations, described in the Eederal Register
announcement as files containing information concerning the management of
individual projects and decisions made for the conduct of operational activities. In
hearings in 1983 when this legislation was under consideration, historians testified
in the House and Senate in opposition to policies that closed off large bodies of
records without any provisions for eventual access. In subsequent amendments,
spearheaded by Senator Patrick Leahy, some concessions were made to ensure that
the legislation not undercut the public's access through the FOIA to information
used in setting United States foreign policy. One of the amendments adopted
requires that not less than once every 10 years the Director of Central Intelligence
review those categories of records exempt from FOIA requests. With the end of
the 10 year period occurring in October, the CIA is soliciting comments to assist
with this review.
Key Issues:
1. Through its Openness Initiative the CIA has in the last few years made some
select information available to the public. But the long list in the Federal Register
under "Declassification and Release of CIA Information of Historical Value"
includes relatively few documents. At the March, 1994 CIA Conference on the
Origin and Development of the CIA in the Administration of Harry S. Truman, Dr.
Anna Nelson of American University in a session titled "Research, Records, and
Declassification Today" made clear that "the efforts of CIA public relations officials
notwithstanding, the Agency has released very few of its records." The CIA
collection in the National Archives consists mainly of intelligence estimates, articles
from Studies in Intelligence, some documents used in the preparation of official CIA
histories, records related to the JFK assassination that were required by law to be
deposited at the National Archives, and some selected documents dealing with
specific issues.
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2. Scholars require comprehensive access to records. Preselected groups of
documents pulled from the files are not a satisfactory alternative. The historical
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profession has for a long time mged that older records of historical significance be transferred to the
National Archives and made available to researchers. While histqrians value the FOIA, historical
methodology is best served when researchers have access to the whole body of records and not
isolated documents. As the National Archives stated in a 1980 General Accounting Office report,
"To fully explore a research topiC; a researcher requires comprehensive access to the records, i.e., to
examine the records with minimal oonstrainis." The recent CIA declassification efforts have resulted
in two archival boxes of material related to the Cuban Missile Crisis being placed in the National
Archives. So few documents raise more questions than provide answers for historians.
3. The principle that the sensitivity of a record declines with age should be a part of all access
policies. A most troubling aspect ofthe current designation of files to be exempt from the Freedom
oflnfonnation Act is that there is no consideration of the age of documents. Thus a 1950 document
is as inacce8sible as one from 1990, ifit falls within one of the exempted categories.
4. Until the mid-twentieth century, the State Department was the primary agency involved in the
conduct of foreign affairs. Today, the National Security Council, as wen as the CIA, have pivotal
roles. The CIA acknowledged this role in sponsoring a conference in October, 1993 on "Teaching
Intelligence." At this coflrerence the CIA provided participants with a collection of syllabi of
Intelligence-Related Courses. One such syllabus begins with the statement: "The flow of
information to policy makers, particularly on critical areas of foreign affairs, has been greatly influence
by what intelligence agencies generate and by their posture toward foreign policy issues. This course
will examine the role of strategic intelligence and intelligence agencies as a tool of United States
foreign policy." Although the CIA may seek to encourage the study of intelligence, this effort
appears only half hearted without providing access to the historical records.
5. If the CIA is to defend its mission in this rapidly changing world, . there needs to be more
infonnation available that will allow a meaningful debate on the rot~ of intelligence gathering and
analysis for the conduct of foreign policy. Many inside and outside of government feel that secrecy
has not only handicapped CIA's ability to make a case for the value of intelligence assessments but
has also handicapped the quality of analytical studies by insulating those who pr~are inteJligence
assessments from dialog with specialists outside the agency.

6. Unless the CIA makes available more of its historic documents, the Foreign Relations of the
United States (FRUS), the State Department's documentary series of 30 year old documents that
provide an authentic and comprehensive presentation of American foreign relations will be distorted.
The State Department Advisory Committee on Historical Diplomatic Documentation, which is
mandated by law to have oyersight over both the publication of FRUS volumes and the State
Department declassification program, noted in its August annual report that the Conunittee is
preparing to contest declassification refusals by the D~artment of State and the CIA. The.
Committee has unanimously agreed that there would be serious distortions to the record of American
foreign policy with at least two volumes on the Kennedy· presidency, if these documents over thirty
years old are not included.
Recommendation: Historians urge that there be a full scale revision of the operational categories
defined in the CIA Infonnation Act of 1984 to ensure that older records of historical value are
accessible to scholars and to the public.

..
(b )(3)
(b )(6)

Comments from the Public Concerning
Decennial Review of CIA Operational File Exemptions
Received as of25 January 2005
Argument

Writer
1.

!

Requests special consideration of operational files
pertaining to OMS and medical intelligence

l

2.

Requests a specific 1967 document relating to the
I USS Liberty

... l

3

I

_j

(researcher/writer on intel
topics)

4

R. Bruce Craig
Director, National Coalition
for History

Suggests declassification of ops files older than 30
years ... cites examples of major releases of ops
records that did not harm national security...asserts
ops file series encompass releasable
materials ...reminds us that CIA has not released
promised convert ops materials ... alleges CIA has
reclassified previously released material..

5

Michael J. Churgin
American Society for Legal
History; Univ. ofTexas

Urges maximum disclosure of ops records because
of their historical significance

6

John W. Carlin
Archivist of the U.S.
NARA

Believes cleared NARA staff to examine records to
help determine whether they should remain
exempt. .. wants NARA to accession full-text
versionofCREST records ... wantS to ensure that
50-year old records are sent for accessioning, not
destroyed.

7

Thomas Blanton and
Meredith Fuchs
National Security Archive

Presents a nine-page argument asking CIA to
narrow its categories of exempt records because
scholars and public need to know intel history and
learn from experience.

8

James H. Lesar, Esq.

Everything CIA has ever done stinks and the public
needs to know the details of its corruption.

Meredith Fuchs
National Security Archive

Asks CIA to make the decennial review docket
(notice and comments) publicly available--on
CIA's website or NSArchive's.

i9

I

Concerned that decennial review process will result
in file destruction ... argues that DO records are
historically significant and that disclosure is
essential for a well informed public.
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Edmund Cohen
Director of Information Management Services
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505
Dear Mr. Cohen:
This letter is in response to the request for solicitation of comments on the
historical value of CIA files, which was published in the Federal Register, Volume 69,
No. 244, 21 December 2004.
I would like to suggest that the during the second decennial review, the CIA
consider those records from the Directorate of Operations, Directorate ofScience and
Technology, and Office of Security that pertain to medical support for operations, the
CIA "Office of Medical Services (OMS)," and "medical intelligence." 1 The CIA Office
of Medical Services has been an integral part of the Agency since 1947. In 1997, Dr.
John Tietjen, DireCtor of OMS froild947-1974, was designated as a "CIA trailblazer" by
fonner DCI George Tenet. Dr. Tietjen was instrumental in establishing the Agency's
worldwide medical program and pioneering aspects of medical and psychological field
support for clandestine operations. Since at least 1963, the "VIP Health Watch" program
to monitor the psychological and physical health of foreign leaders has been an integral
component ofthe Agency's leadership analysis efforts. Since 1949, the CIA Office of
Scientific Intelligence has been responsible for producing intelligence on foreign
biomedical capabilities, trends, and research and development for inclusion in various
analytical products, such as National Intelligence Estimate 11-6-56, Capabilities and
Trends in Soviet SCience and Technology.
My interest in the above subjects stems from research towards a scholarly history
of medical intelligence and medical support for clandestine operations from World War II
to the present. My research is based, first and foremost, on the extensive archival records
held in the United States National Archives, Center for Military History, US Army
Military History Institute·and several private archival collections. I have made extensive
use of declassified archival material related to this subject that are maintained in Record
1

DOD Dictionary of Military Terms defines "medical intelligence" as "That category ofintelligence
resulting from collection, evaluation, analysis, !llld interpretation of foreign medical, bio-scientific, and
environmental infonnation that is of interest to strategic planning and to military medical planning and
operations for the conservation of the fighting strength of friendly forces and the fonnation of assessments
of foreign. medical. capabilities in both military and civilian sectors." DOD Joint Publication 1·02, 7
October 2004

I
Group 263 at the National Archives, including the CIA Research Tool (CRES1) CDROM also located at NARA. 1 have also found important docwnents on the CIA
Electronic Reading Room website (http://wWw.foia.cia.gov).
The first part of my book will be an in-depth organizational and administrative
history of medical intelligence within the United States military beginning in 1933 to the
present day, Armed Forces Medical Intelligence Center (AFMIC). I will attempt to trace
the development of medical intelligence doctrine over the past 60 years. I wilJ include an
analysis of the intelligence cycle (i.e., tasking, collection, analysis, production, and
dissemination) from the standpoint of medical intelligence, and using historical examples,
will show how each element of the cycle works in this field. I also hope to discuss the
role of the CIA Office of Scientific Intelligence/Medicine Division and Life Sciences
Division in the production of medical intelligence for the US Intelligence Community,
and specificaily, the National Intelligence Surveys and various National Intelligence ·
Estimates.
The second part of my book deals with "medical support for intelligence
operations." This section will essentially constitute a history of the Office of Strategic
Services (OSS) Medical Services Branch and its eventual evolution into the CIA Office
of Medical Services. I will then attempt to describe the organizational and administrative
history of CIA/OMS from its inception in 1947 under Dr. John Tietjen, to as close to the
present time as possible. The focus of this section. will be on the development of the basic
policies and practices of OMS; historical problem.S related to the recruitment and
retention of career physicians; the Medical Career Service Board, the development of
individual OMS subunits such as the Operations Division, Field Support Staff, and the
Psychiatric Division; the "VIP Health Watch,. program, and the Regional Medical Officer
program.
I would like to point out that several recent widely reported news stories have
underscored the public's interest in the medical aspects of the U.S. intelligence effort.
For example, extensive speculation has been made on the ·circwnstances surrounding the
exact cause of death of Palestinian Presi<,lent Yasir Arafat, the alleged poisoning of
Ukrainian opposition candidate Viktor Yushchenko, and the health of Osama Bin Laden.
These cases have highlighted the public interest in the government's effort to monitor the
health of such individuals. The recent outbreak ofSARS in China, and the proliferation
ofHIV/AIDS in Sub-Saharan Africa and India have highlighted the vulnerability of
developing nations in handling emerging public health issues. The public has an interest
in our nation's intelligence efforts to monitor epidemics and pandemics which may
potential destabilize areas of strategic interest or possibly directly effect U.S. national
security.
I have performed an exhaustive search of the open source intelligence literature
and have found a veritable dearth of scholarly research on the field of medica]
intelligence or medical support for Agency operations. Moreover, extant literary coverage
of the CIA Office of Medical Services is limited to one-line blurbs, mainly focusing on
lurid tales of mind control experiments gone awry, assassination plots, or errant

-
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psychological profiles of Daniel Ellsberg or fonner Haitian President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide. I am confident that my book will make a unique scholarly contribution to the
body of inteJHgence literature and shed a positive Jight on a fascinating and little known
aspect of intelligence work. The declassification of even portions ofthose fiJes, or
information contained therein, would greatly assist my endeavor to make a substantial
contribution to the public's understanding of the role of the Central Intelligence Agency
and the government in these areas.
. Sincerelv.

Explanation of Exemptions

Freedom of Information Act:

(b)( 1) exempts from disclosure information currently and properly classified, pursuant to an
Executive Order;
(b)(2) exempts from disclosure information, which pertains solely to the internal personnel
rules and practices of the Agency;
(b)(3) exempts from disclosure information that another federal statute protects, provided that
the other federal statute either requires that the matters be withheld, or establishes
particular criteria for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld.
The (b)(3) statutes upon which the CIA relies include, but are not limited to, the CIA Act
of 1949;
(b)(4) exempts from disclosure trade secrets and commercial or financial information that is
obtained from a person and that is privileged or confidential;
(b)(5) exempts from disclosure inter-and intra-agency memoranda or letters that would not be
available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency;
(b)(6) exempts from disclosure information from personnel and medical files and similar files
the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy;
(b)(7) exempts from disclosure information compiled for law enforcement purposes to the
extent that the production of the information (A) could reasonably be expected to
interfere with enforcement proceedings; (B) would deprive a person of a right to a fair
trial or an impartial adjudication; (C) could reasonably be expected to constitute an
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; (D) could reasonably be expected to disclose
the identity of a confidential source or, in the case of information compiled by a criminal
law enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation or by an agency
conducting a lawful national security intelligence investigation, information furnished by
a confidential source; (E) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement
investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk
circumvention of the law; or (F) could reasonably be expected to endanger any
individual's life or physical safety;
(b )(8) exempts from disclosure information contained in reports or related to examination,
operating, or condition reports prepared by, or on behalf of, or for use of an agency
responsible for regulating or supervising financial institutions; and
(b )(9) exempts from disclosure geological and geophysical information and data, including
maps, concerning wells.
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28 December 2004
Edmund Cohen
Director of Information Management Services
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
SUBJ.ECf: Decennial Review of Operational Files Designations

Mr. Cohen,
With regards to operational files designations, former CIA director Richard Helms in his memoir
A Look Over My Shoulder said the fo1lowing with 1'egards to the U.S.S. Liberty AG.T.R 5, an
"auxiliary general technical research" ship outfitted as an NSA/NSG (National Security
Agency/Naval Security Group) mobile intelligence gathering unit, sailing in the Eastern
Mediterranean Sea on 8 June 1967, when it was attacked by Israel Defense Forces from the air
and sea:
·
~'Israeli

authorities subsequently apologized for the incident, but few in Washington could
believe that the ship had not been identified as an American naval vessel. Later, an
interim intelligence memorandum concluded the attack was a mistake and not made in
malice against the U.S....
·

r

"I had no role in the board of inquiry that followed, or the board's finding that there
eould be no doubt that the Israelis knew exactly what they were doing in attacking the
Liberty. I have yet to understand why it was felt necessary to attack this ship or who
ordered the attack." [emphasis added]

I would like this "board's finding" that Mr. Helms mentions to be declassified so it can be
released to the general public. I will also be submitting a FOIA (Freedom of Information Act, 5
U.S.C. § 552) request on this matter.
I look forward to your reply on this matter. I would appreciate your communicating with me by
telephone or email, rather than by mail, if you have questions or even comments regarding this
request. Thank you for your assistance.
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December 2&, 2004

Edmund Cohen ·
Director of Information Management Services
Central Intelligence Agency
Washingto}\ DC 20505
RE:. Comments on Decennial Review of CIA Operational Files
i'

Dear Mr. Cohen:

f.
-)

{f

,'

''

I am a historical· researcher soecializing_in Ameri~elliaence aireno.ies. I
publish my work· on the internet atL
. _. .
__ _I Two of
my webpage~ on.e on the OSS and the other on the counterinsurgeucy war in Colombia
· are also archived ·by the U.S. Army Special Warfare Center and $Chool at Fort 114!&
N.C. These webpages contain about 4000 images of declassified documents, presen~ in
outline form. I have also writtten webpage5 about F.B.I. counterintelligence programs, '
the Cuban revolution, and the political historie$ of Pakistan and Mghanistan.

.

'. Over the past four years, live spent about 300 days jorking at the National
Archives in College Park. MD. I have also worked in the archives at Ft. Bragg and Ft.
McNair, in the FBI's FOIA reading room, and elsewhere. 1 have filed several FOIA
requests with
CIA.· These were either met with "Glomar'' responses - neither
confirming nor denying the existence of.any information- or with a response that the .
CIA's records· systems are not organized to accommodate my request. One of the .CIA's
"Glomar" responses has been in ligitation for about three years now.· I am so :fi'llstrated
by my experience with the CIA that I'm writing a law revieW article on the circularity of\,..
the CIA's legal. arguments, which have effectively circumvented the broad ·disclosure t
requirements of the Freedom of Information Act. · l. intend to vigorously pursue the
judicial review route prose until the CIA's disclosure policies c¥nge.

'

the

I am writing to e)(press my interest and d~cribe the historical value of a wide
· variety of CIA operational files. If they are not releasable yet, they should at least be
preserved for future historians.. Neither the CIA Information Act nor its 'legislative
history (House Report No. 98-7~6 (I & II) and Senate Report No. 98-JOS) contemplate
· that decennial review be used as an opportunity to destroy files. The purpose of the CIA
Information Act was to relieve the Central Intelligence Agency from the ·burden of
processing unproductive FOIA requests. for operational files, w~ich almost invariably
proved not to be releasable under the FOIA. Atthe same time. the CIA Information Act

•1
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-intended to impro~e theClA's ability to .proc~~ FOIA requests in a timely manner,
'

·

pte$erving. undiminish~d the amount of meaningful information releasable to the public
. under the FOIA, • as well as to provide additional assurance of confidentiality to CIA
. sources. · Nowhere in Section 702 of the National Security Act (50 USC 431) is the
d~truction of records contemplated iri the decennial review process. The recent 9/11
tecoR;~mendationsimplementation Act did nothing to change this.
'

l

i. -

The records of the OSS provide a model example for how CIA operational files
should be released to the public. Those records have been well preserved and organized,
+i and\are perhaps the best primary materials available on the Second World War. As you
may know, it was not Until William Casey became DCI that the CIA would agree to
" r-elease these tiles to the National Archives in urir.cted form. I believe that the best.
sol~tion for the CIA would be to send op~rational fi.les more than 25 yeats old to the
Natio~ Archives, and to let the. National Archives declassifY them~ The FOIA proc;ss
·is time consuming and difficult for poth sides. . Time has shown that the wu:ed~d
records of .the OSS may be. released to. the public without any identif18ble. harm to o~
. . national security. In the words of Victor. Marchetti, what we are facing is a cult of
·-· ~ ~~ilf.Y which serves neither the public interest nor the interests of the CIA
.; ~

.. }

,t •(

My pec:sonat interest is. in the flies of the Directorate of Operations, including the
· · Covert. Action· Staff {CAS), Special Operations: {SO), the Counterintelligence Statl;
_Regional Divisions ·of the Directorat!) of Operations, .the National Collection Division .
· .. (Net>); arur·the Foreign. Resources Divisi~n (FRD). A$ the names·ofthese department$.
have. changed ?ver jme. ~·- am als? interested in ~heir prececessors and. successor~. I am
not personally mte~d 1n the Directorate of Sctence·and Technology nor the Office of"
Sectuity. . . . . .
.
·
.
·
.
·.
.
·
.

~

·1

Op~rations

.· ·
While Special
· have received widespread media attention, · political .
wart}lre practiced by the Covert A~on Staff is pre>bably more important. from a historical
perspec:.tive_, and.i.s entirely missing .from aily historical accoU.nts I have seen. This.means
that the voting public is uninformed about many important aspects of our history~ 'tins is·.
.exactly the problem Congress was trying to solve in passing the Frec;,dom of Information.
Act, and in its subsequent strengthening of the judic.ialreview provisions of the FOIA

l :
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. . . . App~ndix I to this !e~ter consists of~ list .o~ known CIA special opera~i~nf5·
adapted from the work ofWalh~ Blum. I expect this 1s far .from a complete accoulltJJ;lg ·
of eyen the SO files. Mr. :Blum takes a decidedly negative View of the CIA's. track
record.. Since·the ClAdoes not release its operational files, Mr. Blum•s accounting.is
the historical record. It is in· the CIA's interest, and in the. interest of tfle repUt~on of
the '£!nited States, to. allow others to add whatever context the CIA operational files may
pro~de.
·
. ~· It is mY sincere h~pe that my eomments are taken into. consideration
your
. . nial revi~.,v.. There is· no doubt of ~e public intere~ in the. pr~serva~ion. and elease
o CIA operational files. The mere mention of the CIA m conliectton wtth any
I
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practically guaranteed to to be ne-Wsworthy. If the work of the CIA Directorate of
Operations has been significant. then it is hi$torically important.

.

. l · .·1 hop~ th~t the question yo.u are facingis w?en th~ files will be r~leasable, and not
· · ~~ether they can.be.~&destroyed. To u~ the decenmalrevaew as an eXCUfe to destroy CIA
- - · ·~ational. ftles wot~ld be contr~ 'to the purpose of the CIA Infopnation Act. and
·
~hst the mterests of both the Umted States and your agency.
.
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Appendix I· Known or Suspected CIA Special Operations
.

.

~

.an .

· . ,ppe~ation PAPER~ - &:inhar~ Gehlen, Hitler$ master spy, had built up
tt)teJhgence networkm the Sovtet Uruon. After the war, the CIA created the "Gehlen f .
Orgartiz&tion~" a band of refugee Nazi spies who reactivated their networkS in Russia.
:rhese included SS intelli,sence officers Alfred Six and Emil Augsbtirg (who massacre~
tt'Jews in the Holocaust), Klaus Barbie (the "Butcher ofLyon"), Otto von Bolschwing (tfe
.Holocaust mastermind who worked 1with Eichmann). Gehlen inflated Soviet military .
capabilities at a time when Russia was stiiJ rebuilding its devastated society, in order t~
inflate his own importapce to the Americans (who might otherwise punish him).

.,

I

: IJr: 1948, Gehlen almost convinced the Americans that war was imminent, and the Wes

J ' should make a preemptive strike. In the 50s he produced a fictitious "missile gap." The
R..issian.s ?ad thoroughly pe~etrated th..e Gehlen Organization with df:b]e agents,
unaernurung the very Amencan secunty that Gehlen was supposed, protect.
1947: .Greece~· President Truman request~ military aid to Greece to support right-Wing ·
forces fighting communist rebels. For the rest ofthe Cold W~, Washingtc:;m and the CIA
b~Jced notorious Greeko leaders with deplorable human rights records. .

"

II:

·

•

.

• ;

•

•

· 1948: .Italy ·-The CIA ibfluenced democratic elections in Italy, where Italian
. , amuniSts threatened to win the/elections: The CIA boujht votes, bro.adcast ·
.
· P'fopaganda, thr~ened and beat up oppositiort leaders. and infiltr~ed. and disrupted their
.:·_organizations. • · ·
··
·
·· · ·
· ·
·
·
.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'
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Colombia - Jorge Eliecer Gaitan is assassinated during the formative meeting ofthf,S
. Organization of Aplerica. States (OAS), leading to ten years of civil wai in that country.
The CIA's first dire~or, ROscoe Hillenkoetter, demonstrably lies to .a congressional ·
·
investigating comn1ittee 4)fthe CIA's first "intelJigence failure." .

'1949: Radio Free 'Europe - The CIA. creat~ iu first major p~ppaganda outlet, Radio
Free.Europc;:everthe next several decades, it was.illegal to.publisb transcripts of its
broad¥aSts in the U.S. ·
· ·
~· .·
. Late 40's: Operation MOCKINGBmD _..The CIA recruited American n~s
· organizations and jourrialists to become spies and dis~minators of propaganda. Frank
Wisner, Allan Dulles, Richard Helms and ~hiJip Graham headed the effort. Graham wa8 .·
publisher of The Washington Post, which became a major CIA player; Eventually, the
CIA's media assets included ABC~ NBC. CBS, Time, Newsweek, Associated Pres~
. United Press Int~atio~, Re~ters, Hearst Newspapers. Scripp&-Howard, Copley News
~ervic~ an.d. more. By the CIA's own admission, at least 25 organizatio~s and 400
JOurnalists became CIA assets.

.
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1~3: Iran - CIA overthrew the demo~ratie~y el~~ted ~omunmed ;Mossade~h in ~
mJ1atary coup;· after he threatened to natlonahze Bntash otl. T~e CIA r.eplaces him With a
. dwor,the. Shah of~ran, whose secret police,.SAV~·was as brutal as the.Gestapo.

~ULTRA -lniptred by North Korea s bramwashmg program,. the CIA began
1

. experiments in mind control. Funded in part by the. Rockefeller and Ford foUndations,
At~cbincliJ.dedpro~~gaJ\da, ~r~washing, publ~c relations, advertising, hypnosis,.and
·_ ..-· T~r forms of suggeStion. While the CIA has testified that ?v.IKULTRA files were
d~yed, researchers are highly doubtful. ·
·

-~ !=IA overthrew the democratically elected Jaeo~ Arbenz in a
military roup. Arbenz had threatened to nationalize. the Roclcefeller·owned United Fruit·
· Company. Arb.•:mz was replaced with a series of right-Wing dictators whose bloodthirsty
. policieskiUed over 100,000 Guatemalans in the next 40yea.rs.

l

195.4: Guatemala

195.~1958: Not1h Vietnam- CIA officer Edward Lansdale spent four years trying to
•overthrow the communist government of North Vietnam. The CIA also attempted· to. ·.
legitimize a tyrannical regime in.South Vietnam headed by Ngo binh:Diem. .·

... I

;~.·

l

11956: B.:angary ..... Radio Free Europe incited Hungary to revolt by broadcasting .

·i · Khruschev's. S~et Speech, in which he denounced· Stalin. It also· hinted that Americ~~:n

f'

a~ Will

·

•••••

help .theltunganans fight. The aid fails to materialize as Hul)garians launched a
arincxl revolt. which only invited a Soviet jnvasion. The conflict kille.d 7,000 ·
·. ioviets and 3();000 Hungarians.
,
.
.
. . · · .· ••
~rped
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

195.7-1973:. Laos -- The CIA carried out approximately one coup per, year trying to
nullify Laos' d.emocratie elections. ·In the late SO~ the CIA created an "Army · ..
Clandestine'' of Asian mercenaries to attack the Pathet Lao. After the CIA's army
· suffered numerous. defeats, the U.S. started bombing. dropping more bombs on Laos than
!Ill the U.S. bomb~ dropped in World War II. A quarter of all Laotians eventually bec;;ame

refugees.

·

·

.,

·

·

1959: Haiti -:-The U.S. military helped "Papa Doc'' Duvalier become dictator ofHaiti.
. · He created his own private:: police force, the "Tonton Macoutes." who terrorized the
t;opUJation with machetes. They ki lied over I 00,000 dun
.. ng the Duvalier family reign. . .

~P to Late 1950s: Colombia- The CIA manipulated Colombia.n~olitics through the
Movimiento Revo1uci()nario Liberal (MRL). The history of the counterinsurgency in ·
·
·
Colombia has been one of continuous disaster.
· 1

,

.
.

1950.-19608: Eait Pakistan-- now Bangad~sh• .the anti~communiSj program in East .
Pak,ita:n may.have laid the foundation for resentment .and eventuai1Pdepen<tence from· ·
West Pakistan. The CIA's 'role, if any, is unclear. · · . • · ·· .. ~ · . ·. · . .
· , .
. 1961: Tbe Bay of Pigs - The CIA se.nds 1,500 Cuban exiles to invade Castro's Cuba., ·

. •JBut "Operation Mongo.ose" fail~ due to poorplanning•. security and backing. The .. ·.·. ·

....
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planners had imagined that the i!wasiqn would spark a popular uprising against Castro-. ·
which m:)ver happens. A promised American air strike also nev~r occurs. This is the
's first pubJic setba~k, causing President Kennedy to fire CIA Director Allen Dulles.
·.·

.

Di:Oliitit~Ln·

u•""'"'"'•

.

.

..

Republic 7'- The CIA purportedly a8sassinatcii Rafa~l Trujillo, a murderous
Washington had supported since 1930.
· ·

~CIIIB[IOr. --The, CIA-backed military forced thedemocraticaliy elect2d President Jose
elasco to resign. Vice J-resident C~.los Arosemana replaced him; t~ CIA filled the now
vacant vice presidency with its OWf\dFn.
... ·.
·1 · .· _ .
.·

l ·. .. . ·.

. Con1o (Zaire) -- The CIA purporteq}y assassinated ~e demoeratic.ally elected Patrice
Lumumba. Four years of political ti.mnoil. followed._ J . . _
·
.

~63: Assassinati~n of US President Jobn F. Kenn~dy- While many CIA files related
totbe assassination of President ~edy have been relea&ed pursuant to an act of
gr~~ more than 25 years have passed since the assassination, an~ the CIA's
I
aining files should now be transferred to the National Archives f.r review.

'

.

~963: Dombaiean Republic - The CIA overthrew democratically-elected Juan Boseh in
a military coup. The CIA installed a repressive, right wing junta in his. place. .
.
..

·,..

.

.

.

+

.

.

· Eeuador-:- AOA•baek~ inilitary coup o-verthrows )?resident Arose~a, whose.
·. .· !ndependent (not ·socialist.) poli.cies h.ve become ~naccqJtable to Was~
.• ngt.on. A -~litQ.ry ,. .
·...
Junta a~med .:om.mlltld. canceled the 19~4 elecuona. and began.abusmg human nghts; . · .·
·r

J

Brazii-~ACIA-~acked

overthrow~d d~mocraticaUy e~eeted

military_coup
the
.
, .. ··
government ofJoao Goulart. The Junta that replaced it, became one of the most .
. .· ·
plood~irsty in ~tory. 'Gener~ Ca5t~lo.Bran~ ereated l:&tin Amerlca1s firsfdeath
·
. 'squadsto hunt down -~~oonununtsts" for tortUre, 1Qterrogatlon and murder. Often these
·"cominunjsts'1 were no lllon:: tban :&ranco's political opp.onents. Later it· wa.S revealed that ·
:-;the C!Atralned the~ death squads~ · ·.
·· ·
·
·
· ·
. 15164:

.· i..
19~:

lndoaeaia ~The C~ overthrew the democratically elected Sllkamo. in a military
The CIA bad been trying to eliminate Sukamo since 1957, using everything ftom
. . . ~. pted aSsaBSin~ion t.0. sexu.aJ illtri.gue, for J\O~hin.g mons than his declaring neutrality -. 1.
e Cold W•. His successor, General Suh~. massacred between 500,000 to I
.•mtllion ·civilians accused· of being ~mmunists. The CIA suppli~ the names of countiess •
·
·
· su.spects.
.

.

. Dominican RepubBc ... Apopularrebellion broke out, promjsingto reinstall Juan Bosch
. as the oountrf~ electe~ 1e~er. The revolution was crushed when O.S: Marines
to
uphold the mtbtary
regtme. . by. force.
..
.. ·
. .· .
.
:
.

l1ed

.

.

.

.

.~.Greece -• With the CIA1s backing, the ki~g rem.oved Ge9rge Papandreous as prime .
minister.

····~·

· '.

·

·

·

· ·

· . .

. · .

·

·.

.
.
.

·

...
.i

.

".

.

.

'

Congo (Zaire) - A CJA...backed military coup installed Mobutu Sese Seko as dictator.
.

.

~

.

.

.

·.

.

.

·.966: The Ramparts. Affair w• The. radi.caJ ~agazine Ramparts began a serie.s of .
·
.precedented anti-CIA articles. Among their sc0 ops: the CIA had paid the University of
Michigan $25 m.lllion doJl~,~.rs to hire profe$80rs to train Sputh Vietnamese students in
eovert police methods. Mfr and other universities received similar payments. Ramparts
also revealed that the National Students' Association to be CIA front. Students were ·
sometimes recruited. through blaekmail and bribery, including draft defe~ents.

a

.

.

.

..

.

.

-

.. ·

.

·.

.

.

'

· · !>~6~: (;ongress .for.Cultural P)."eedom- This CIA operation recruited academios.to ·
· ij\lnote CU:.tu~al.pro~ in the third worl~. Subsequent exposu~e.bas mad~ the work of
, aJ humanatartans more dafficult, as they are now susp~ed ofbemg CIA sptes. .

.•.
l

}960s:

~ord Foundation '":" T.he "ldeol.ogical Offensive ofthe Cold War in_volved major .·
11

foundations and QSS psychological warfare veterans, cowopting leftist elements in the

·u.s. arid Steering them away from their radical po$itions.·.·Thesef()undations promoted
the war in V!etnam .a~d television
as. a:n instrument o~ psychological manipulation. .
.
.

'

.

.

.

.. l967: Greece ....,. A CIA-baclced military coup overthrewthe govemmenttwo days before ·

fthe elections.. The favorite tO Win was George Papaptdreous, the libet:al candidate. During .

··the next s~ years, the "reign of the colonels''- bac!ceP" by the CIA~ ushered in the

.;.:::~:::;:::.::7..::rent:::·~

&I~ V.et.

murder
..
. ng leaders operating in .South Vietnamese villages. AccOrding to .a 1971 congressional
report; this operation killed. about 20, ooo "VietCong." .·
· . . ..
. . . ·

/

•· 196&: CHAOS -- The CIA has been illegally spyini on Amedcan citi2ens since 1959,
•.. but with Oper.atiqn C8AOS, President Johnson dramatically boosts the effort CIA agents
~o under~ver u.' .student radicals to spy. on and diSIUpt. cainpus organizatiom protesting. ··
· ~~1\e Vietnam War. They are se~hing for Russian instigators, which they never find .. ·
CHAOS will eventually spy on 7,000 individuals and 1,000 or~ations.

· Bolivia -- A CIJ\-organized military operation captured Iesendary SUeriJla Che Guevara. ..
The Bolivian
government
executed him to prevent worldwide calls for clemency. · ·
.
.
.

·, .• .-· .. _: .· ·. ·. ·.t· ... ·. ·.

;

.

'¥

1969: Uruguay .;.-The notorious CIA torturer Dan 1trione arriv.ed in lJruguay, a .. · ·
country. tom with political strife. Whereas right-win forces previously used torture only
la$t resort,. ~trione oonvinced them t~ use it' asa routine, widespread practice. .·.
·..

1970: Cambodia~ The CIA overthrew Pnnce S•hAAouk, who was popular.among . . .
Cambo.;lians for kee.pin~ them out of the Vietnam War. He was replaced by CIA puppet .
. Jon NoJ. who immediately sen.t Cambodim troops into batt.le. This unpopular move · · . ·
.. Jftrengthened the Khnier RQuge~ which achieved power.in 1975 and m~ed millions of
. . its .owri people. . ·
··
.·
·.
·• .
··
·
··
.
.
.

..

I
!

......

~-·

f .
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1971: Boliv4t- After: half.a de~e 9fCIA-inspired political tu11Iioil, a CIA-backed ..
,...: mHitary coup overthrew the leftist President Juan Torres. In the next two years. dictator'
Hugo Banzer had. over· 2,000 political opponents arrested without trial, then tortured,
r,;~d
executed.
.
.

and

uaiti - ''Papa Doc" Duvalier died, leaving bis 19-ye.ar old s.on "Baby Doc" Duvalier the
· fictatorofHaiti. His son continued his bloody reign with ful1 knowl~ge of the CIA _,_
1972; Watergate Break-in~- Presi~ent Nixon sent in a team of burglars to wiretap
Dem.Ocratic offices at Wat~rgate. The team members had extensive CIA histories,
.
. including James McCord, E. HQward.Huntand five ofthe Cuban burglars. They worked
·for the· Committee to Reelect. the President (CREEP), which disrupted Democratic
qunpaigns and laundered.Nixon's illeg~l campaign Contributions. CREEP's activities
.. 'fere funded and organized by another CIA fro~t, the Mullen CompanJ.f
.
·

·.t·.·

tn3: Chile - The CIA overthrew and purportedly assassinated Salvador Allende, Latin.
· Aplerica's first den:ocratically elected socialist leader. The Cl.A replac~ All~de with
.
eral August.o :?inochet, who tortured and murdered thousands of his pwn countrymen
a crackd.own on labor leaders and. the political left:
.
j· · · ·
·

"_ .
1
·t •

,. .

Ji.

\

~

atergate SQndal.:... The CIA's main collaborating newspaper in Americ~ The.
.· ·
long before any.othernewspaper .. The two
. T!Qlorters, Woodward and Bernste1n, made almost no mention of~e CIA's many
·.
fingerprints alLover the scandal. It was later r:evealed that Woodward. was a Naval
"in~lligence briefer.t9 the White House, and knew n:tany important intelligence figures.
/r!~"g ~-al Al~d~ IWg ftis main "Deep Throat," was probably QDO of
\fashingtonPost;.reportedNixon·~·crimes

i

f 4"5: Australia -The CIA helped topple tJte democratically elect~ left-leaning
·.. governmen~ofPrime M!~ister Edward Whit1am.
·
Angola- HenryKiss4lger launched a CIA-backed war in Angola. The CIA backed the
brutallead.er oftJN1TAS, Jonas SavimbL This polarized Angolan politics and drove his
ppponents into the arms of Cuba, and·the Soviet Union for survival., Congress cut off • .
funds.in·l9.76, .but the CIA WaS able. to run the war offthe b.ooks until 1984, when .·
.
funding
was
legdized.again;
This
entir~ly
pointless
war
kilJed
over
3()0,000
Angolans.
.
.
..
. .
.

tn9: Iran-- TheClA failed to predict the fall of the Sllah of Iran, a longtime CIA

puppet, ~d the rise ofMt,aslim fund~mentalists who were fUrious a1: the. CIA's ba.clcirig of
, SAVAK, the Shah's ~loodthirsty secret p6llce. In rev~nge, t~e Muslims took 52
.
'~ericans host.~e in the U.S. embassy in Tehran. ·
·
-- -:Lebanon:-~ CIA trains falangists. on how to bomb civilians

'".,!)
.;

';

•

I"

. I

.j

I
\
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·,.Salvador-- An id.eaJistic ,group of young military officers, repul~e~ by the mas~acre
ofthe poor, overthrewtberight-wing government. Howev.~r~ the U.S. compelled the
in:¢xperienced o~cers to includemany of the old guard in key positions in their new
.government ·
·
·

.

.

. Nicaragua-- Anastasios Samoza II, the CIA-backed dictator, fell. The Marxist
Sanqinistas took over govem~erit, and wete initially popular because of their·
4
· commitment to-land and anti-poverty .reform. Samoza had. a murderous and hated. · ·
perSonal arn1y caJied theNational Guard. Remnants of the Guard became ·the Contras,
who fought a CIA-backed guerilla war against the Sandinistagovemment thro~$hout the . ·
.

l~L

.

.

.

1970s: India~. MoraJji Desa,i, a top Indian government official. :was reportedly in the
. pay' ofthe CIA.

·~.

·.

·

.. 1?80: ·El Salvador -- The Archbishop of San Salvador. Oscar Romero~ pled with · . ~.
· ·~ ~;s.ident Carter to stop aidin~ the tr,iilitary government slaugbf:ering his people. Carter .
·1 ~sed~ Shortly afterw;p-ds, ngbt-wmg le~der Roberto I>'Aubu•sson. had Romero shot.
through tbe heart whil~ saying Masa. The countzy ·~oon dissolved into civil war, With the·
peaSants in the hills fighting against the military government. The CIA and U.S. Armed
..Forces ~upplied t~ government with overwhelming military and intelligence superiority. · ·
-trained d~th squads roamed the countryside. cormnitting atrocities such as.El
· ·
~>te i.n 19.82, where they massaer.~d between 700 and 100.0 men, women and children:
992~ some. 63, OQO Salvadorans were killed.
· .
·
.
.

)981:

Ir~~Contra Scandal b.,~~-- The CIA began semng arms tQ Iran at high prices,

f!ing the profits to !U'D1 the Contras fighti~ theSandinjsta governm~nt in NiCaragua..

· ... ·

1::,e C~'s Freettom. F:ighte! SManual d!sP1lrs~ to the Contr~ ~ncluded i?Structions ~n · ·· ·
1

· economtc sabotage, pr()paganda, .extortion~ bnbery,
· murdet aild .~litical as5arssinad.on. . · ·
·
·

blackmaJ~

·

anterrogatton, torture, ·
· ·

·... ··19~: Bonduru ·--The. CIA gave Hondural\ military officers the Human Resource
· .~oitation Training Manual- 1983, which taught' how to tort~e people; Honduras'
. notorious •Battalion· 316". useds ·these techniques, with the CL\'s full· knowledge. on
. · .thousands of leftist dissidents. At least 184 are murdered. . · ·
. ·

Eug~ne H~.senfus

1
.

d~wn

·~port

rt,86:
- Nicaragua shot
a C-123
plane. carrying
·. military &Uppli~s to the O:>ntras. The lone &Umvor, Eugene Hasenfus, turned .Out to be a
CIA employeeoas wer~ the two dead pii.Ots:. The airplape beloilged to Southern Air .
Transport, a'CIA front..Th.e incideqt made a mockery ofPresident Reagan's claims that .
. tJie CIA is not illegally armingthefontras.
._ . ·
. . ·
· · · .. ·.
I

.

. .

.

.

.

. .. . ·_ .

.

..

.· . ·.Iran/Coa.t.ra ~candal - J\!thol.lgh the details had long been ~own, the Inul!Contra
.scandal finally captured themedia~s atterttion in 1986. Congress held hearings, 8Jtd
several keyfisures (like Oliver Nortll) lied: under oath to protect the intelligence,
eommunity. ·
··
·
·
·
· ··

j.

I·
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Haiti-- Rising popular revolt in HaJti m~t that 11Baby Doc'' Duvali~r will remain
.
"President for Life" only if he had a short one. The U.S. flied th~ (iespotic Duvalier to the
South ofFrance for a comfortable retirement. The CIA then rigged :the upcoming
eleCtions in fa~or of another right-win.g military strongman. Howev~r. violence kept the
country in political turmoil for another four years. The CIA tried to strengthen the
·
military by creating the National Intelligence Service (SIN), which suppressed popular .
·
·
·
. r~volt through torture arid assassination.

- 19&9: Panama ~ The U.S. invaded Panama to overthro~ a dictator of its own making.··
·General Manuel Noriega. Noriega had been on the. CIA's payroll since 1966, ·and had
·• been transporting drug& with the CIA's knowledge since 1972. · ·

1

t

.. 1980s: Afgh~btan·;...TheCIA·sponsors GulbuddlnHekma.tyar, Os.ama.bin Laden. an4
·ail assortment. of other unsavory Afghan mujahideen. While these operations. seem to · ..
,have contribQted to the dissolution oftbe Soviet Union. they would come back to bite us
.·later, would our· cohorts) the .lSI. The CIA.'s knowledge of Charlie Wilsqn's contacts
With Mossad also need to be jnvestigated determinelsrael•s influence in these events.

.
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. '19~9s: Iraq ~ us sup,pons Saddam fi:ussein and provides cherrrical reapons despite
we apmstlran, The CIA's role 1s unknown.. · .

. . . ;

C~mpetin~

.

.

I.

.

..

~~tes. l~ftist p~est

·. ·:·Haiti .:..
against'! 0 com.paratively wealt.hy can.Cu.·
·. . .
-Bertran4 Arist1de captured 68 percent of the vote. Afte,r only etght months 1n power,
· ,'.]j>wever, the CIA•backed miljtary deposed him. ;More ntilitar:Y dictators .brut~iz.e the
·country, as thousands ofHaitian refugees escaped the turmoil in.barely 8eawortby boats; .
·. ;· ·., P?Pul.·ai opinion c~lled (orMstide's return, the CIA began a disinformation.,mp~ig~ • .
.·. ntmg the oo\,lfageous pnest as mentally unstable. · ·
· . · · . · . · .· · . ·
·. ·

·· .

·

'·,. . '..
,·. .
..
:
.
.
.. 1991: The F~. of tJle Soviet Union -The CJ:A. failed to predict this most imp.ottant · . . .
event ofth~ COld War. Th,is suggests tha,t it had been so busy underiJlining govequnents
.tftat it h•d.n't. been doing ~ts primary job: gathering and analyzing information. Tl)e fall of· .·
the Soviet
Union
also robbed the· CIA of its reasorj fot exist~ce:, fighting communism.
.·
.
.
"'
..
.

·..

t..

"

'

. .··. ..:

'

'

'

·,. . .

.

·.

'

. ·. . .. .

'

.

.·.

.

.

.

. . . ..

.

. . . .. .
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.

.

.

1993: Haiti - The chao. in:. Haiti grew .so bad. that,President Clinton had no choice but to
remo~e the }'IaitjaJl mili~ ?ict~r~ Ra.oul Cedr.S, ~n threat ·~fU.S. inv~sion.1Jte U.S. l; .
. occupJ~s dtd nonures.t Hatti's nubtary lead~rs for cnmCi against humaruty, bun..nstead. · · '
~n. 8\lred their ~fety ·and rich retiremen~.. Ari.·.stide was r~tume.d'to power only after being J.)
· forced to accept an agenda favorableto.the cauntry's ruhng class.
·.
.
. ZOOI: World Trade. Center and Pentagon attacks.·· While U.S. air defenses "stand
·
. down, • soon-to-be DClPorter Goss entertain& Maltmud Ahmad. Chief of the Pakistani · · ·
Inter-Services Intelligence, who is linked by tbelndian .media t() a wire transfer of.
$100,000 to the banlc account. of Mohammed Atta just before the attacks. Ahmad was
relieved of service; however, the 9(11 Commission declined to investigate this m()st
cUrious ~pect o/9/11.
·
1

__ -..:..,

~··
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·. NATIONAL COALITION FOR HISTORY .

·~ Ofllc.et: 400 A Slreet, se
·Washington, D.C. 20008.
(202) 544-2422 ext.116; Fax: (20:2) 54<4-8307
Webpige: hllp:/Jwww2.h-net.msu.ad!N-nch/· e-mail: rberalgOhlstorycoaiition.ocg

Edmund Cohen
· ..
.
Director of Information Managem~nt Services .
central Intelligence Agency · .
Washington D.C..20505 ·

January 18, 2005

Dear Director Cohen:
·on behalf of the Nat1or1a1 coalition. for History, a consortium or ov~r 70.hlstol)t and archives related

f.

organizations, we would llke to provide the following comments on the CIA decennial review of agency
operational files. .
.
·
·
·

The C}A lnfonnation .Ad. of 1984 defines •opera~ons• flies as foreign Intelligence or counterintertlgencP .
matem1ls from the Otrectorate of ~allons, sc.entlflc or technical documentation from the Oirectorale
of Science and Technology. and Investigations .of foreign Intelligence or counterintelligence 5ouroas from
the Office of Personnel Security. The decennial review ~ulres serious conslderatlort by the DireCtor of
Central IntelligenCe (DC,I) re-examine. and exempt and ultimately release files for ttielr hiStorical value
or public lnte~ we L.rge you to do just that.

to

We believe ttiat operat1onal flies older than 30 years can and should be declassified for several reasons.
First, b~u5e of dlminphed lf not non-existent security concerns and second, beCause of the potential
·
· fo\lncreased· usefuln• of these records to hiStorians arid political s~nUsts whose speciality area Is the
hl:;ory of u.s~ Intelligence.
·
·
·
i

1

· Declassification serves the purpose of historical value stated in the ciA Information Ad by enabling ·
historians to gather a wlde:range of sources In their ongoing efforts to assess the past, The CIA's
.. prevlous.declasslflcatton efforts suCh thQSe involvi.!'IQ the JFK assassination records and Chile dutlng the ·
· Cold War, and thoug~ not CIA recards, the National security Ageney'$1996 decision to release of the · ·
VENONA decryptS ·aU .ended. up possessing :Immense historical and publiC Interest values: They also .
\vere all rele&sed Without any hann to national SeCurity; . ·
·
· ·
· ·
.
·
· ~
.· There IS also little doubt that the ·history of u.s. lnteUige.nee efforts throughout the world is espedally
,..
..;· .
Important and of lntet'eflt to the public, especially glveh ~ contemporary.threats posed by jOleJY~atlonal
. .
terrorism; DeclassJfl~ .selves the piitilc Interest by enhancing the eredlbiiHy of the CIA. offering· ·
·.
lessons for futUre· poJIO)• makers, and .setting the record straJght about Important and at times .
.
.controvefslal hlstodcaJ -svents. o~uon ca~ dlspet popular myths aboUt a perUcufar agency's ·
lnvol~ment In ~rticular·lncident In American history. The releaae Qf the JFK ·aS$8SSination records, · ·
· · for example, set the I'G(;ord straight with respect to the CIA's Involvement (In this case a lack of ·
.
InvOlVement)
In the controversy
surrouridlng
the death oHhe p(esident.
· · · ·· · · ·
. .
.
.
.
..

a.

.,

.,

,,

In advancing. th& objective of greater government openness, we wge reevaluation of the existent
operational series file system. It Is of conc:8m to us that there Is som~ evidence that-the Agency may be
Inappropriately d~na11ng so~ materialS as •opetatlo~l~. m~rety because they. fall Within t~e ·~me file.serfes op'ratiOnaJ dc.cuments.· Therefore, all. Such. flies ·$hould be C8f4'f9lly reviewed .(or re-revlewed ...
·· . ·as the case warrants) a'ld, when appropriate, materials shoufd be released under provisions of ~rrent ··~

as.

laW.

.

.

.

.

.

·.

Scholars a~ are finding It IncreaSingly fRI$1ratlng that promises made by high-ranking CIA officials
relaung to reiease of operational files .have not alWays been brought to full truiUon despite specific
promises to dQ so: some ~ch promises have ~ven been made b8fore Congressfonaf,commiUees•. For
example, ·on 28 September 1993, In comments made before the·House Permanent select Committee on
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~lA Docum~niS,

1-lgence hearing on itncreasing Accessibility to
• OCI R. James Woolsey declare(:f
. that he had ·directed· mvlew for declasslfl~tlon or Significant Cold War covert actions more than 30
year$. old.• (See page ~J ofthe he~~ring record).· In his testimony,the Director specified for review such
CIA·~ctlons as activities In support of democracy ln. France and Italy In the 1940s and 1950s; support to
Tibetan guerrillas in tho 1950s and early 1060s; operations against Norttt Korea during the Korean W,ar;
· operations In Laos in the 1960s; coups attempts againSt and agalnstPrime Minister Mossadeq in Iran,.
and operaUons In the Dominican Republic and the Congo, Little has come o.f any of these promises in
tenns of comprehensive review and release of relevant documentary materials..
·

Th~ National Co~lltion for Htstory i!lSo finds troubJing recent assertions by so.me scholars tbat the CIA is
not In full compliance With provisfons of the Freedom of lnfcmnation Act (FOIA) with respect to the
subject files. The principles behind FOJA seek to create an informed eleCtorate and open society, but
there Is a growing body of evidence that the CIA has been denying previously released Information to
n::h rs or".efused additlonallnformafkm. about previouS!.y declass.lfied lnformatloJJ that Is of ·
·
nterest to hl$tOr1ans. For example, one broad assertJon of exemption is the Office of Electronic ·
Information frOm 1982-68 that was already deelassJfl6d for the National Archives. The CIA ·
=frted baCk to re1'uslng to release lnroimatlon and asserted the claim that these files are relevant .
current adlvltles•. . .
.
.
.
.
.

.
=

,,.

'.

. wJI!sc.q
. W . ~ note that th~ OC!Historical Review P!lnel conclusions and recommendations from Septe.riber

· 1996 seem to have gone largely unimplemented. We believe most of thPSe recommendaUons still have
•. · . relevance today. ·.The CIA should prppelfy rep()rt this panel's findings and the CIA's response to these
findings to •ppropriate congressional ®mmlttees on lnleUigence.
·
·

Finally, tn recent years WeStern historians have gained access to historicaUy significant documents from·
· .. ·Russia, Eastem Europe and even the People's "'~bile of C.hlna that relate to the Cold· War era. .
Gaining
to sfmllw ~ated material In this countly remains fiU$lrated by'the efforts ot fede,ral
· agenCies· including the C:IA In what appears to be an effort to Implement o.utmoded and outdated
intelligence laws. ·As a consequence•.the official records of these fonner Eastem bloel<. countries that .
h~ve been rete~ "'ay wall be painting a picture of the:CJA that may not be correct. Only the release ·
· of the Agency's own reo:mfs wfJf e.nable :schOlarS to sett:tle record straight.
· ·

accesS

In concftislon; W. recommend the CIAconslder targeted declassfflcatiOn of selected flies or parts of such
·operational flies, arid projeCt a final dale for r;Jeelasslflcatlon of the oklflr documents passed over by th~
review as weir.
· ·
·
·· · ·
Thank you for your cons1deratlon of our comme11ts. ·

CC:

.l·

Senate Select CMlmiUee on lnleJIJgence
House·Permaner~t Select·commlttee on Intelligence
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6SI Fed.Reg. 76449 (Decerri:ber 21, 2004)

Th~

.i

historical value of the three categories o'f/Jr.A operational
files noted in the Federal Register is significant, and the
material should be m~de availclble to researchers and others to
the maximum· l!xt~,mt possibl.e.
3

I

The best evidence of the historical use of the operation! files

l

might be the opening of records under t:he speci'\1 act which
crpated .the JF.K Assassination Recorqs '1ieview Board. The Bpard, ,
compoeed in part ·of noted historians in the. diplomatic and
, national security fields, used its authority to direct the
l ~isclOfl.lre of various operat.ional records. The. CI;A acquiesced
l.n som~ aotions·of the Soard and unsuccessfully sought
presidential review of other decisions. These records were of
);Tificant historial value. .·
·

t

l

.~

}

f

t ~
~

Thf Sommit.tee on Documentary Preservation of the American
, Society for Legal History stands ready to assist. r may be

l-

icQntacted at the above address, by telephone at 1 512.232.1JJO or
'by e-mail at mchurgin@rnail.law.utexas.edu
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Dear Mr. Cohen:
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tor the. opponuaitY to. provide c;OUIJIII::.tlts for cOn.ideration d.UfiDe the d.cctm1ial review of r.be CIA'&

.11 files•. l'hc N&tiona.l.Arebivts an41tac:ordl A.dminbtration. (N'Al\A) submic.t three c:~ts
g.to thea biJtorlca.l value o!t.bcJ.e r"otds.
.
.
• " .
. ·
" ·

.

i lA ill PcdenlB.A:ailter notice. the CIA pro~ broad outimc$ aftJ,reo eypu of opcrati~nal files within the.

.DlrtctOrates ol OperatlOn.s, Stie11n mel TeehnoloJY, 1J1d Security that are c;overe4 by this OXAmption. NAB.A
·bdieves 'that it \UOuld bt in a batter pa.sitica to &Uiat 1ho CIA io. idcntt~ speeifia bodies ofreoorcli for
reaaCWI{ frozn exempted ~tatu ifprapCrly cleared ·ibd. britn"eli NARA sta.!t'mii!Zilbera were permitted to
wdnc mar-t closely the.spe.cific se:n~·tO which,lbc e:uan~tiOJtappl~es. . . . . ..
.· .

.

NO:r.. NAS.A recogniZes tb.D.t ciA 'has ·~d aver tCI us rofcmlcc cc.piei ofteoor411ha1: it hal rcvi..wed fOr
dec.tauiticalioa.. We Qelicve thau:hil rct'ereilce.materlal (in pa(ti~ ;opia of docu.vu::ms ·ooDtained ih 'tlm
QI.!ST ays~em) is·be.Dfdicial to tha ~IIN~Cb commUDity,.lloJ34 w1 encou.raae the CIA to al~ow: N.AR.A to ·
acceaion d:u: .GGq)letc.sorie$ from wbi(rb those .se]-- and revi~ ~ origillatL l'Jiia W~'U allow
. the ~bivaHntegrjw:y (pro\IC:pancc ·and ari,gin;al ·ordc:r;) to be tnaintl.ined. ·It ·may also· inc::reace tb bcn~t 10
l tbmre re&t'llrc:lters by \mp{ovina- the r&te ia. wlsiCh acceu d~ req~,Wts are r~lved..

·,

.sue for aceessioJrlDa. We
tho CIA. 10 work: Witll appropnato N.A.I.A umta to e:nNe that alJ &\ICh :reccriJ are apprapri&lely
s•
and that pum.ancntly valuable records 11'1 trwtmed in a. timely nwmcr. In partioul~. CIA has
.sobedulecl som.a icrie.s otncords. tor trlt'!Sfcr. to N~.w'hetl SO ycm old. It may be ,.aialo ta UA the
nqwed decenaial nVie~ru a ~hazU&m f'o(bl~ldnc and trandirrinc
to NAJA. We recommend..
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The National Security Archive
The George Washington University
Gelman Library, Suite 701
2130 H Street, N.W.
Washitigton, D.C. 20037

Phoria: 202/994-70

Fax: 202/994·7005

nsarchive@gwu.e
www.nsarchive.org

January 19, 2005

Yia Facsioille (703) 613..3020
Edmund Cohen
Director of Information Management Services
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington. DC 20505
RE:

Request for Public Comment on CIA Decennial Review of Operational
File Designations. 69 Fed. Reg. 244. 76449-76450 (December 21. 2004)

Dear Mr. Cohen:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Central Intelligence Agency's ("CIA") d~cennial
review of the record categories in the Directorates of Operations and of Science and Technology and the
Office of Security that are currently designated under the CIA Information Act of 1984, 50 U.S.C. Sees.
431-432, as exempt from the search and review requirements of the Freedom of Information Act
("FOIN'), 5 U.S.C. Sec. 552.
These comments are submitted on behalf of the National Security Archive ("the Archive"), a not-forprofit foreign policy research institute and library that uses FOIA to assemble collections of declassified
government agency records documenting key U.S. foreign policy issues. The Archive •s publications are
widely distributed through botli print and electronic means. In its work, the Archive regularly submits
FOIA requests to the CIA and frequently receives denials of FOIA requests on the basis of the operational
files exception. These denials are received even in cases involving records that are several decades old,
that concern publicly acknowledged programs and activities about which there already is substantial
declassified information in the public record, and that do not appear from their title or description to meet
the statutory definition of an operational file.
Introduction
As Congress recognized when it enacted the CIA Information Act,
The (FOIA] has played a vital part in maintaining the American people's faith in their
government, and particularly in agencies like the CIA that must necessarily operate in secrecy. In
a ftee society, a national security agency's ability to serve the national interest depends as much
on public confidence that its powers will not be misused as it does on the confidence of
intelligence sources that their relationships with the CIA will be protected. Central Intelligence
Agency Information Act, H. Rep. No. 98-726, Part I, at 9 (1984)
[The CIA Information Act] confmns that the CIA maintains information about which the public
may legitimately inquire. It recognizes that the FOIA plays a vital part in maintaining the public's
An IBdependeDt DOD-gcwernmental reseueh institute IUid Ubrary located at the George Washington Unlvenlty, the Archive eolleeb
IUid pablshetl dedasslfttd doeumeuts obtalaed dlrough the Freedom of l.aformatioa Act. Publleatio:a royalties and tax dedaetlble
eontrllnitJons through The National Seeorlty Archive Fund, Inc:. wderwrite the Arehlve'• Budget.
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faith in government agencies, including agencies like the CIA which must necessarily operate
substantially in secret. The continued availability of information under the FOIA helps to foster
public confidence that the powers of the CIA are not being misused and that the CIA is serving the
. national interest. Central Intelligence Agency Information Act. H. Rep. No. 98-726. Part IL at 6
(1984).
It is for these reasons that the Archive urges the CIA to rigorously examine its prior designation of
records as operatiomtl and to narrow the categories of materials that are exempt from the FOIA. The

significant barrier posed by the broad designation of records as operational and exempt from FOIA
interferes with the ability of scholars, researchers, and the public to understand the history of U.S.
intelligence and to learn from past experiences. Moreover, the CIA's practice with respectto its
designation of records as exempt from the search and review requirements of FOIA will serve as a model
for other intelligence agencies thathave more recently been granted operational files exceptions and have
'been using them improperly. 1
These comments address the following issues:
(I) The Characteristics of Protected Operational Files;
(2) The PUblic Interest in and Historical Value of CIA Operational Files;
(3) Denied Reoords That Should be Removed from the Operational Files Designation; and
(4) Removal of Records Older than 40 Years from the Operational Files Designation.
The Characteristics of Protected Operational Fnes

The CIA's request to Congress that the Agency be provided protection from FOIA for operational files
. was premised explicitly on the representation that the types of files sought to be protected are so sensitive
that there are virtually no circumstances under which a FOIAreview would result in the release of
material to the public. The statutory definition provides:
·
(b) "Operational files" defined
For the purposes of this title the term "operational files" means(1) files of the Directorate of Operations which document the conduct of foreign
intelligence or counterintelligence operations or intelligence or security liaison
arrangements or information exchanges with foreign governments or their intelligence or
security services;
(2) files of the Directorate for Science and Technology which document the means by
~ SJly Agencies Abuse Freedom of Information Bxem.Q!ions (June 11, 2003) (available at
http://www2.gwu.edu/-nsarchiv/news/20030611/ ). For example the National Reconnaissance Office ("NROj has invoked its
own operational file exception - which applies only to records !hat describe scientific and technical means of surveillance - to
refuse to search for reconls that were released with only partial redaction in response to a 1992 FOIA request and that discuS& a
wide range ofbistorical and organizational matters. These include "Report to the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory
Board on the National ReconnaiS&ance Program. January 1 to June 30, 1967" and "Report to the 40 Committee on the National
Reconnaissance Progrmn, July 1, 1970 to June 30, '1971." It also has refused to search for the Final Report of fonner Director
of the NRO Hans Mark- a document that is currently publicly available on the CIA CREST system at tbe National Archives
and Records Administration and that discusses a wide range of matters beyond scientific and technical means of surveillance.
Siinilar abuses of the operational files exception have occurred with tbe National Oeospatial-Jntelligence Agency.
1

'
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which foreign intelligence or counterinteUigence is collected through scientific and
technical systems; and
(3) files of the Office of Personnel Security which document investigations conducted to
determine the suitability of potential foreign intelligence or counterintelligence sources;
except that files which are the sole repository of disseminated intelligence are not
operational files.

50 U.S.C. Sec. 43l(b) (emphasis added).
As Congress explained when it passed the CIA Information Act, this language describes:
Only those files concerning intelligence sources and methods. These files concern the
intelligence process as distinguished from the intelligence product. They include
information on the identities of and contact with human intelligence sources, the various
methods used to collect intelligence from human and technical sources, and day-to-day
administration and management of sensitive human and technical intelligence activities.
These files are distinguished from what may be called intelligence product files the
function of which is to store the intelligence gathered from human and technical sources.
Central Intelli~ce Agency Information Act, H. Rep. No. 98-726, Part I, at 520-21(1984) (section by
section analysis).
.
·
..
With respect to the Directorate of Science and Technology, Congress explained that it was seeking to
protect on]y documentation of the "scientific and technica1 systems which collect foreign intelligence and
counterintelligence." hi.: at 21.
It was Congress's understanding that it would be possible for the CIA to easily distinguish be.tween

sensitive operational files and other files that should not be exempt from FOIA because of the
"characteristics of CIA file systems." Central Intelligence Agency Information Act, H. Rep. No. 98-726,
Part I, at 17 ( 1984). According to CIA testimony to Congress, the CIA maintained operational files in the
Directorate of Operations for documents generated in the course of the conduct and management of
intelligence gathering activities, but maintained raw and finished intelligence in separate files maintained
by the Directorate of Intelligence. Id. at 17-18. The CIA also told Congress that policy matters, including
operational policy matters, would be considered. by CIA officia1s outside the Directorate of Operations
and, even if eventually returned to operationa1 flies, they would be logged in the CIA's Executive
Registry and remain subject to search and review. Id. at 19.
Based on this understanding of the special characteristics of the CIA filing system and numerous CIA
assurances3, Congress considered "it to be ofprimary importance in providing CIA relief.from undue
~ ii§.Q CenlDI Intelliiieooe Agency Information Act. H. Rep. No. 98-726, Part I, at 5 (1984) (operational files describes
"certain specificaJly identifiable CIA operational rec()rds systems, containing the most sensitive information directly
2

concerning intelligence sources and methods. "); ~ jg. at 9 (same).

·

3 Legislation to ModifY the Ap,plioation of the Freedom of Infonnation Apt to the <;entral Intelligence Agenov. Hearing& before
the Subcommittee on Legislation of the Pennanent Select Committee on Intelligence, House of Representatives, 98111 Cong., 2d
Sess., at 5, 12 (1984) (statements ofJobn N. McMahon, Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence Agency that "by removing
these sensitive operational files from the FOIA process, the public is deprived of no meaningfullnformation whatsoever.").
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FO/A processing burdens to preserve undiminished the amount ofmeaningful information releasable to
the public under the FOIA." Central Intel1igence Agency Information Act, H. Rep. No. 98-'726, Part I, at

17 (1984) (emphasis added).
The Public Interest ln and Historical Significance of CIA Operational Files

Despite the controls on operational files. thousands of pages of CIA records have been declassified to
reveal important information about past CIA actions and policymaking in which there is a strong public
interest in disclosure but that appear to come from record groups that.fall under the operational files
designation. These include numerous records that were released as part of the Kennedy assassination
declassification project which was conducted pursuant to separate statutory mandate. Thus, in the case of
the Kennedy assassination release, there were hundreds of cables from the CIA stations in Miami and .
· Mexico City that would have been wholly unreachable through FOIA due to the operational files
exception. Yet the release was justified by the strong public interest in access to the information including the need to satisfy public questions and concerns about the assassination of a sitting presidentand the passage of time.
A similar large scale release took place under the Nazi War Crimes Disclosure Act and resulted in 800
CIA name and subject files. Se~ www.archives.gov/media desk/press releases/nr04-55,html. As the
Interagency Working Group overseeing the matter recogilized, these documents ..alter[ed] our
understanding,. of certain aspects of the Holocaust, including ''the failure ofU.S. and Allied intelligence
to understand how closely tied the •Jewish question' was to the central goals of the Nazi regime; the ways
in which us; fmancial institutions helped the German government between 1936 and 1941, and the
extent to which U.S. and Allied government aided and protected war criminals after the war.'' Id. In
particular these records:
Show that at least five ofEichmann's.associates, each a significant participant in Hitler's war upon
the Jews, had worked for the CIA. Additionally, the records reveal that at least 23 war criminals
or Nazis were approached by the CIA for recruitment. The documents help answer the question of
. how and why these war criminals were given employment, assistance, and, in two cases, U.S.
citizenship by a nation that had lost more than 300,000 lives in World War II.

!d.. All these records - which could have been held back as "operational files.,- were released without
any resulting harm. There is no question that these records are historically valuable and that there is a
strong public interest in their release despite the fact that they are operational files.
Indeed, the Archive's own research projects on U.S. relations with geographic areas including Guatemala,
Cuba, and Chile have all relied on records released under special declassification projects that - due to the
CIA Information Act- would not have been accessible to the Archive through FOIA. The information in
these records has significantly affected public understanding about the history of CIA policies and
(note 3, cont.) ~ also Central Intelli~WDce Agency Information Act, H. Rep. No. 98-726, Part II, at 6 (1984) ("CIA Executive
Director Charles A. Briggs 0 testified that the bill will not result in the withholding of any information that is now made
public."); Notice of Operational File Exemptions, 59 Fed. Reg. 40,339,40,340 (Aug. 8, 1994) (acknowledging legislative
history stating that the CIA Infonnation Act of 1984 "will improve the ability of the CIA to respond to FOIA requests from the
public in a timely and efficient manner, while preserving undiminished the amourit of information releasable to the public
under the FOIA.").
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operations in Latin America, U.S. intelligence relations with security services, and key human rights
cases. In the case of Chile, operational records were released with no discernible damage to national
security. These records are today being used as educational tools throughout the United States, and have
contributed to advancing U.S. efforts at strengthening democracy and justice in Chile. Operational
documents also have contributed to fostering international understanding of the history of terrorism in the
Caribbean and the Southern Cone, which are relevant to U.S. efforts in the current war on terror.
Finally, the Archive has requested a number of records that were summarized and quoted in the Final
Report of the 9111 Commission, but were denied as operational records. In some cases the Archive is
appealing these denials. 4 Notably, however, there can be no doubt that the best selling 9111 Commission
Report documents matters of great public interest and historical value. Accordingly, the CIA should
consider removing these items from the operational files designation so that records can be released as
their sensitivity diminishes.
These examples demonstrate that the passage of time and changing circumstances in the world can affect
the sensitivity of operational records even though the public interest in the records remains strong. These
examples also show the viability of systematic declassification efforts for such files. By removing older
records and records that the Archive and other commenters identify as historically valuable or of great
public interest from the operational file designation, the CIA will facilitate a historical declassification
effort that results in the release of comprehensive groups of records and that has a positive impact on the
nation.

Denied Records That Should Be Removed
From the Operational File Designation
The Archive's experience suggests that there are materials being blocked from search and review that do
not qualify under the statutory definition of operational files. For example, histories of the Directorate of
Science and Technology, its components, or its activities have been designated part of the Directorate's
operational files and thus exempt from search and review-even when those histories cover activities that
have been the subject of substantial declassification. 5 Two of the requested histories had been specifically
cited and referenced in other CIA documents that have been declassified. These include, for example, a
history of the Office of ELINT (electronic intelligence) from 1962-1966, and any histories of the Office
of Research and Development. Much about these offices (which no longer exist) has already been
declassified and the National Archives & Records Administration has a number of articles from the CIA's

4

For example, many of the documents were not created by the Directorate of Operations, Directorate for Science and
Technology, or the Office of Personnel Security, and thus should reside in non-operational files. Many also appear to be
intelligence records that are not considered operational files. See Freedom oflnformation Appeal Lodged With Agency
Release Panel (January 13, 2005) (Archive No. 20041375CIA174/ CIA No. F-2005-00359).
5The

requests were for: "History of Office of Special Activities from Inception to 1969," DS&T Historical Series, OSA-1,
(April 1, 1969) (Request No. F-1994-0 1452 (appeal denied July 16, 2002)); Elizabeth Fi~her,. "History o~ the Office of ~LINT
to December 1966" (1968) (Request No. F-1994-01561 (appeal denied July 16, 2002)); h1stones ofthe Duectorate of Science
and Technology (Request No. F-1996-01465 (appeal denied July 16, 2002)); and histories of the Office of Research and
Development (Request No. F-1998-02484 (appeal denied July 16, 2002)).

--
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operations in Latin America, U.S. intelligence relations with security services, and key hwnan rights
cases. In the case of Chile, operational records were released with no discernible damage to national
security. These records are today being used as educational tools throughout the United States, and have
contributed to advancing U.S. efforts at strengthening democracy and justice in Chile. Operational
documents also have contributed to fostering international understanding of the history ofterrorism in the
Caribbean and the Southern Cone, which are relevant to U.S. efforts in the current war on terror.
Finally, the Archive has requested a number of records that were summarized and quoted in the Final
Report of the 9/11 Commission, but were denied as operational records. In some cases the Archive is
appealing these denials. 4 Notably, however, there can be no doubt that the best selling 9/11 Commission
Report documents matters of great public interest and historical value. A~cordingly, the CIA should
consider removing these items from the operational files designation so that records can be released as
their sensitivity diminishes.
These examples demonstrate that the passage of time and changing circumstances in the world can affect
the sensitivity of operational records even though the public interest in the records remains strong. These
examples also show the viability of systematic declassification efforts for such files. By removing older
records and records that the Archive and other commenters identify as historically valuable or of great
public interest from the operatioruil file designation, the CIA will facilitate a historical declassification
effort that results in the release of comprehensive groups of records and that has a positive impact on the
nation.
·
Denied Records That Should Be Removed
From the Operational File Designation

The Archive's experience suggests that there are materials being blocked from search and review that do
not qualify under the statutory definition of operational files. For example, histories of the Directorate of
Science and Technology, its components, or its activities have been designated part of the Directorate's
operational files and thus exempt from search and review-even when those histories cover activities that
have been the subject of substantial declassification. 5 Two of the requested histories had been specifically
cited and referenced in other CIA documents that have been declassified. These include, for example, a
history of the Office ofELINT (electronic intelligence) from 1962-1966, and any hiStories of the Office
of Research and Development. Much about these offices (which no longer exist) has already been
declassified and the National Archives & Records Administration has a number of articles from the CIA's

• For example, many of the documents were not created by the Directorate of Operations, Directorate for Science and
Technology, or the Office of Personnel Security, and thus should reside in non-operational files. Many also appear to be
inlelligence records that are not considered operational fifes. See Freedom of Information Appeal Lodged With Agency
Release Panel (January 13, 2005) (Archive No. 2004l375CIA174/ CIA No. P-2005-00359).
·
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Studies in Intelligence that recount ELINT operations 6 and concern the Office of Research and
Development. 7
The same is true of the history of the Office of Special Activities from its inception to 1969. Between
1962 and 1969 the Office of Special Activities was responsible for the CORONA satellite reconnaissance
program, the U-2 program, and the OXCART (A-12) program. Substantial aspects of these programs
have been released, including all800,000 CORONA images, a history of the U-2 program written by
CIA's history staff 8, and Studies in Intelligence articles on the histories of CORONA and OXCART. 9
Similarly, a significant amount of information already has been released about the Directorate of Science
and Technology. 10
These histories are highly likely to contain extensive information beyond documentation of"the means by
which foreign intelligence or counterintelligence is collected through scientific and technical systems."
Moreover, the Directorate of Science and Technology informed the public in 1994 that it "does not
maintain its records in distinct files," that "documents of all types are interspersed throughout the DS&T' s
components," and that "DS&T searches all of its records in response to a FOIA request." 11 If this is true,
then the search is being conducted whenever these records are requested and the real issue is review. As
described above, it is extremely likely that the majority of these histories are not so sensitive that they
should be protected from search and review under FOIA. Just as the CIA removed from the operational
files designation the files of the defunct Office of Policy Coordination and the inactive National
Committee for a Free Europe and Asia Foundation projects in 1994, it should now remove from the
designation the files of the Office of ELINT, the Office of Research and Development and the Office of
Special Activities. The Directorate of Science and Technology played a key role in the collection and
analysis of intelligence during the 1960s and beyond. Thus the files of the Directorate and its
components are of significant value to historical treatments of intelligence during the Cold War. The CIA
has recognized the value of making such information available to the public and historians in its
releases of document collections and its sponsorship of conferences.
Notably, historical material was a matter of particular concern to Congress, which specifically raised
questions about the disclosure of historical operations with the CIA during hearings on the CIA
~.William H. Nance, "Quality ELINT," Studies in Intelligence (Spring 1968); Gene Poteat, "Stealth, Countermeasures, and

ELINT, I960-l975," Studies in Intelligence (1998); Henry G. Plaster, "Snooping on Space Pictures," Studies in Intelligence
(Fall 1964); Frank Elliot, "Moon Bounce ELINT," Studies in Intelligence (Spring 1967).
1

.!;1g., "ORD Milestones," (Sept. 1966) (NARA 1998 CIA Release); Inspector General, CIA, "Inspector General's Survey of
the Office of Research and Development (Oct. 1972.) (NARA 1998 CIA Release).
8

!hg,. Pedlow and Weisenbach, ''The CIA and the U-2 Program, 1954- I974"; see also "Directorate of Science and
Technology Decennial Review of Designated Files" (1995) (noting "DS&T now conducts FOIA searches and releases material
on the research, development, and operations of U-2 and SR-71 reconnaissance aircraft, both of which were formerly in
exempted files").
9

!hg,. Thomas P. Mclninch, "The OXCART Story," Studies in Intelligence (Winter 1971).

10!1g.,

Donald E. Welzenbach, "Science & Technology: Origins of a Directorate," Studies in Intelligence (Summer 1986).

11 See Archive Calls on CIA and Congress to Address Loophole Shielding CIA Records From Freedom of Information Act
(October 15, 2004) (available at http://www2.gwu.edu/-nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB138/index.htm) (reproducing statements
provided at CIA meeting with members of the public on the occasion of the 1994 decennial review).
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7

Studies in Intelligence that recount ELINT operations 6 and concern the Office of Research and
Development.'
The same is true of the history of the Office of Special Activities from its inception to 1969. Between
1962 and 1969 the Office of Special Activities was responsible for the CORONA satellite reconnaissance
program. the U-2 program, and the OXCART (A-12) program. Substantial aspects ofthese programs
have been released, including all800,000 CORONA images, a history of the U-2 program written by
CIA's history staff 8, and Studies in Intelligence articles on the histories of CORONA and OXCART. 9
Similarly, a significant amount of information already has been released about the Directorate of Science
and Technology. 10
These histories are highly likely to contain extensive information beyond documentation of "the means by
which foreign intelligence or counterintelligence is collected through scientific and technical systems."
Moreover, the Directorate of Science and Technology informed the public in 1994 that it "does not
maintain its records in distinct files," that "documents of all types are interspersed throughout the DS&T' s
components," and that "DS&T searches all of its records in response to a FOIA request."11 If this is true,
then the search is being conducted whenever these records are requested and the real issue is review. As
described above, it is extremely likely that the majority of these histories are not so sensitive that they
should be protected from search and review under FOIA. Just as the CIA removed from the operational
files designation the files of the defunct Office ofPolicy Coordination and the inactive National
Committee for a Free Europe and Asia Foundation projects in 1994, it should now remove from the
designation the files of the Office ofELINT, the Office of Research and Development arid the Office ·or
Special Activities. ·The Directorate of Science and Technology played a key role in the collection and
analysis of intelligence during the 1960s and beyond. Thus the files of the Directorate and its
components are of significant value to historical treatments of intelligence during the Cold War. The CIA
has recognized the value of making such infonnation available to the public and historians in its
releases of document collections and its sponsorship of conferences.
Notably, historical material was a matter of particular concern to Congress, which specifically raised
questions about the disclosure of historical operations with the CIA during hearings on the CIA
~William R Nance, "Quality ELINT," Studies in Intelligence (Spring 1968); Gene Poteat, «Stealth, Countermeasures, and
ELINT, 1960-1975," Studies in Intelligence (1998); Henry G. Plaster, "Snooping on Space Pictures," Studies in Intelligence
ELINT," Studies in Intelligence {Spring 1967).
(Pall 1964); Frank Elliot, "'Moon

Bounee

7 JLg.. "'RD MUestones," (Sept. 1966) (NARA 1998 CIA Release); Inspector General, CIA, "Inspector General's Survey of · ·
the Office of Research and Development (Oct. 1972.) (NARA 1998 CIA Release).
8 !3..&.. Pedlow and Weisenbach, "The CIA and the U-2 Program, 1954-'1974"; see also "Directorate of Science and
Technology Decennial Review of Designated Files" (1995) (noting "Ds&Toow conducts FOIA seard:les and releases material
on the research, development, and operations ofU-2 and SR-71 reConnaissance aircraft. botli ofwhicb were formerly in
exempted files'~.
9

E.g.. Thomas P. Mclninch, "The OXCART Story," Studies in Intelligence (Winter 1971)..

11J.g.. Donald E. Welzenbach, "Science & Technology: Origins of a Directorate," Studies in Intelligence (Summer 1986).
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Information Act of 1984. For example, when asked whether a special study on the Berlin Tunnel
Operation- a historical study- would remain subject to release under the FOIA, the then-Director of the
Office of Legislative Liaison of the Agency, Clair George, confirmed that such ''special studies will not
be in designated [operational] files, this type of material_ will continue to be accessible." 12
In addition, the CIA has declared histories of acknowledged covert activities exempt from search and

review even though the CIA Information Act excludes from the defmition of an operational file "any
special activity the existence of which is not exempt from disclosure under the [FOIA]." 50 U.S.C. Sec.
431 (b)(2). Yet the CIA has refused to search or review "Covert Action Operations: Soviet Russia
Division. 1950-1968", which is one of many histories the CIA ailowedjournalist Evan Thomas to
examine while he was writing The Very Best Men: Four Who Dared, his 1995 book on Richard Bissell
and other key CIA officials. Documents about acknowledged covert activities are not protected by the
CIA Information Act and must be reviewed for release. Moreover, the fact that a researcher was provided
access to the document is an indicator that the sensitivity of the record has diminished over time. The
covert action operations against the Soviet Union between 1950 and 1968 that are discussed in the
document are an important part of the historical record of U.S. relations with the Soviet Union. Hence,
any account of the U.S-Soviet conflict is incomplete without a discussion of those operations.
In fact, from 1991-1998, the CIA actually committed to declassification of 11 CIA covert operations,
· including the 1948 Italian and French elections; the 1953 Iranian coup, the 1954 Guatemalan coup, the
1958 Indonesian coup, the 1962 Cuban missile crisis, support to Tibetan guerrillas in the 1950s-60s,
operations against North Korea during the Korean War and operations in Laos in the 1960s, and
operations in the Dominican Republic and the Congo. These publicly acknowledged special activities are
not protected by the operational file exemption and are of tremendous interest to the public, both for the
myth and reality of CIA involvement. The CIA has an Opportunity as it reviews its FOIA and
declassification policies during this decennial review to live up to the commitment made by three
successive Directors of Central Intelligence13 , and then broken. 14 Systematic declassification projects
12

Legislation to Modifv the APPlication of the Freedom of Information Act to the Central Intelligence Agency. Hearings
before the Suhcommittee on Legislation of the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence. House of Representatives, 98th
Cong., 2d Sess.,at 121 (1984).
13

See Recommendation of the CIA's Task Force on 0p61llless, 1991 (DCI Gates accepted this recommendation in January
1992, promising "a bias toward declassification" of these docwnents) ("Initiate in the near-term the declassification of speci:fic
events, particularly those which ate repeatedly the subject of false allegations, such as the 1948 Italian Elections, the 1953
Iranian Coup, 1954 Guatemalan Coup, 1958 Indonesian Coup and the Cuban Missile Crises in 1962 [and n]otify the public of
the availability of the resulting materials."); Testimony ofDCI R. James Woolsey to Congress (Sepl28, 1993) ("I have also
directed review fur declassification of significant Cold War covert actions more than 30 years old. These include the following:
activities in Sllpport of democracy in France and Italy in the 1940s and 1950s; support to anti-Sukamo rebels in Indonesia in
1958; support to Tibetan guerrillas in the 1950s and early 1960s; operations against North Korea during the Korean War; and,
operations in Laos in the 1960s. In reviewing these actions for declassification, we are building on the steps my predecessors
took in announcing plans to declassify records on the Bay of Pigs operation, the coups against President Arbenz of Guatemala
and against Prime Minister Mossadeqh in Iran, and operations in the Dominican Republic and the Congo."); Letter to the
Editor from DCI John Deutch, New York Times, Page A30, May 3, 1996. ("We have doubled the resources devoted to the
agency's declassification of historically valuable records [W]e have also promised to review records of 11 covert actions of the
cold war era.,;).
14 See July 15, 1998 Statement ofDCI George Tenet ("[\v]e COJltinue to face the dilemma of where to apply our available
resources. [In addition to the Bay ofPigs and Guatemala, w]e also will initiate declassification reviews, as soon as resources
are available, of the materials involved in the covert actions undertaken during the Korean War, and in the Congo, Laos, and

7
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related to these actions would provide historians with a treasure trove of information that is historically
valuable and would serve the public interest. 15
As you know, the CIA Information Act provides the CIA Director with the option of excluding categories

of information from the operational files exception. These materials merit the exercise of the Director's
authority to permit release because Congress intended the public to continue to have access to historical
records of CIA activities and operations. 16
Removal of Records Older Than 40. Years
frC)m "Operational Files" Desienatlon

Information that can harm the national security must certainly be protected. Indeed, we have an extensive
system designed to protect such information, including a classification system, security clearance
procedures, and careful FOIA officers who guard against disclosure of sensitive information. The CIA
Information Act also is one of the components of this elaborate protective framework.
Experience shows that information requiring absolute secrecy at the time of its origin can be opened to the
public after the passage of time without any harm to national security. This was recognized by Congress
when it specifically required the decennial review to "include consideration of the historical value or other
public interest in the subject matter of the particular category of files or portions thereof and the potential
for declassifying a significant part of the information contained therein." 50 U.S.C. Sec. 432. The two
most recent U.S. presidents enshrined this concept the automatic declassification provisions of ·
Executive Order 12958 (Pi'esident Clinton) and Executive Order 13292 (President Bush), which require
declassification when a document reaches tne age of 25 years.

in

The diminished sensitivity ofhistorical information also was recognized by the CIA's own history staf.t:
which is comprised of individuals who have security clearances, who have had access to operatiogal files
Dominican Republic during the 1960s••.• We will address the remaining five covert actions identified by my prederessors as
soon as the others have been completed. The fact is, we do not have sufficient resources at the cttt:tent time to review the
documentation involved in these five remaining covert actions.... I have opted, therefore, to bold the reviews of these covert
actions in abeyance for the time being.").
15
In opening up older files, the CIA should always ensure that chronological groupings of records are treated the same. As the
National Archives and Records Administration ("NARA") recognized wben NARA conducted its evaluation of records
management in the CIA, researohers need "access to coherent blocks of organized records, not artificially-created collections."
To learn from our past we need infunnation that is bo(h aoourate and as comprehensive as posst'ble. The selective release of
individual records ftom a variety of different files, or releases that do not provide sufficient context, interferes with the
development of historically important infonnation.
·
16
Legislation to modifv tbe Application of the Freedom oflnfonnation Act to the Central Intelligence Agency; IL~g before
the Subconu:nitteo on LegiSlation of the Pennanent Select Committee on Intelligence. House ofR.quesentatives. 98 Coog.., 2d
Sess., 19 (1984) (statement of then-Deputy Director of CIA Office of Legislative Liaison Ernest M.ayerfiel.d in response to a
questio.n about CIA plans to review files of interest to historians: "[The DCI] can, if a case is made, ... orifhe determines that
a certain file ... is of such interest to historians or to other groups, ... redesignate a category of files or a portion of a category
of files to permit access under the FOIA''); Intelligence Information Act of 1983, S. Rep. No. 305,98111 Cong. 1st Sess., at 18
(1983) ("The CIA assured the committee that 'the designation process will be a dynamic one, in which recommendations for
·the removal of :files from designated status will be made to the DCI whenever such a lifting of the designation is appropriate
either because of the passage of time or for some other reason."').
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and who have the Agency's best interest at heart. During the 1994 decennial review, CIA history staff
recommended that the CIA remove operational files designations from all records older than 40 years.
The CIA rejected this in light of the advent of automatic declassification for records older than 25 yeaiS,
explaining that the CIA history staffs recommendation was "unnecessary and impractical." Yet, there is
no real logic to this determination, as the CIA has the ability to obtain an exception from automatic
declassification for its operational files. So, a decision by the Agency to make all records older than 40
years (i.e. records from 1947-1965) subject to search and· review under FOIA would be a significant
advance in the CIA's accessibility.
Thus, the Archive urges the CIA to open up for FOIA requests operational files that oontain
documentation from a period 40 or more years ago. While there may still be materials in these files that
are sensitive, ~is likely that the vast majority of the materials will no longer be sensitive and that search
and review of the files will be productive. In additiori. by opening up these files for review, the CIA may
find that it encounters non-operational docwnents included in operational files under now-obsolete filing ·
systems, thereby restoring to FOIA access documents that never should have been protected.
Conclusion

An informed citizenry is one of our nation's highest ideals. Thus, much of our public policy is predicated
9n the idea that comp!'tition in the marketplace for ideas should be fair and unfettered. To this end, we
support a free press, a diveme scholarly community, and an inquiring citizenry- all dedicated to ferreting
.out and publishing facts. The Freedom of Information Act is a critical component in this effort to permit.
public access to facts- facts abOut government. In a world in which war.and terrorism are commonplace,
an essential component of national security is an informed citizenry that, as a result of its education about
issues, believes in and strongly supports its government. This is glaringly apparent at a time when
· American soldiem are being called oil to risk their lives to protect. national security and democratic ideals,
when the public is held in a balance of terror, and when our resources are committed to establishing and
maintaining our defense.
We are hopeful that this decennial review will result in the removal ofil substantial body of records
currently categorized as "operational files" exempt from.search and review under FOIA. We urge the
Agency to consider current realities, including the substantial changes' in the world since the last decennial
review, as it makes decisions about the public's interest in understanding.the activities of the CIA and
how those activities relate to U.S. foreign policy. Responding to requests under the Freedom of
Information Act is the one direct obligation that the CIA has to the American public. The Agency will
gain and retain the support of the American public by being as open as security will permit
Thank you for considering our comments on the decennial review of the operational file designations. If
you have any questioQS or we can provide any additional infonnation, please· do not hesitate to contact
Meredith Fuchs or Thomas Blanton (202-994-7000).
Sincerely,

Thomas Blanton
Director

Meredith Fuchs
General Counsel
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·,,.
.
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In the latta 1970s congress c.onduoted an invttat:lqetion of tb.t(. · .-, ·.
assassination of ·l't"es14ent ltennec:Sy which tocqsed, in part.,: on. ·the ·
iaaue of wbetb&r ·certain ~llt. ottioe;r;s may have been involved in·

tJoDta· way .Ln .tmi Jtreaident"a murdtU::. ·. zt i• .now. ·mown t.:ta;at;. t.b~ ca · .
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·

·

·

·

.. .
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· Director of . ormation Management Services .
:Centmt ~sence As~ncy ·
·
, •· Was.bington., DC 20505 · .

J

RE: Availiibility ofCgmments on.¢JA Dccenni81 Review 9fQperationai'File Designations
DearMr.Cohen:, .
.
.
.
..
. . ;...
.
.

.. ;;

As yoll know, the Nalioml\ Security Arehive filed comm~ts last. we~k ~!i the CentraUntellige:hce
Agency's decenmal rc~vicw of the record ca,tegories designated as operational f}le.s exempt from search
·~
anP. re:vicw under the Freedom ofiD;CoanatioJ;l Act. .l. Ul.lciemand tb.at the CIA maintains its iDformatio~ .
.~ . teclmol~ay syst~ a:par,t ftom' tbe Intenict ~perhaps thJt ~why tho CIA dOe$ ~ot participate in the
. It .. J- . elect:romc docketing !lys:teml now used by J)tQSt f<!doral agonc1es, such as Regulation,s.gov. Nonethele1s~
·
1 proceedi:tlgs ~ as f:l.C c~· s det;cnnial review. ire of si~ificant p~lic interest~.
;
'
.·.·
. ' '' .· '' ' ' ·. ' '
' ' ' ' : :' ,' : . .· < '
'
'
. '.
· -~ · I am .writin~ thercfoJ'eJ. to request:.~ the CIA consider methods ofDJ.aking the decennial review doc~t
_ publicly available, perbaps by reproducing~ federal register notice, public comments and rela~ J
~t~n the CIA's pul,;)Ucly accessible:web ~te. Such an effort wnuld demonstrate the CIA's de$ife to
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Washington, D.C. 20505

27 September 2012

Reference: F-2009-01576

This responds to your 22 August 201 0 letter appealing our 09 August 201 0 final response
to your Freedom oflnformation Act (FOIA) request for a copy of the comments submitted to the
CIA for the 1995 and 2005 decennial reviews of the operational files exemption. Specifically,
you appealed the determination to withhold portions of two documents on the basis ofFOIA
exemptions (b)(3) and (b)(6).
The Agency Release Panel (ARP) considered your appeal and determined that more
information can be released in both documents, while withholding portions of material that must
continue to be protected on the basis ofFOIA exemptions (b)(3) and (b)(6). Exemption (b)(3)
pertains to information exempt from disclosure by statute. The relevant statute is the Central
Intelligence Agency Act of 1949, 50 U.S.C. § 403 , as amended, e.g., Section 6, which exempts
from the disclosure requirement information pertaining to the organization, functions, including
those related to the protection of intelligence sources and methods, names, official titles, salaries,
and numbers of personnel employed by the Agency. Therefore, in accordance with Agency
regulations set forth in part 1900 oftitle 32 ofthe Code ofFederal Regulations, the ARP partially
granted your appeal. Sanitized copies of the documents are enclosed. In accordance with the
provisions of the FOIA, you have the right to seek judicial review of this determination in a
United States district court.
Sincerely,

/(~~
Michele Meeks
Executive Secretary
Agency Release Panel
Enclosures
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NATIONAL COUNCIL on PUBLIC HISTORY
Patricia Mooney-Melvin, President
(312)915-6528
FAX (312)915-6448

September 7, 1994

Edmund Cohen
Director
Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
Dear Mr. Cohen:
I am writing on behalf of the National Council on Public History In response to the request for comments
in the Federal Register concerning the historical value of CIA files designated under the CIA Information
Act of 1984.
Although the Openness Initiative of the CIA has Increased the amount of information available to the
public, the list under "Declassification and Release of CIA Information of Historical Value" includes
relatively few documents. The opposition of the historians testifying in 1983 to policies that closed off
large bodies of records still Is pertinent. Scholars need comprehensive access to records. Preselected
groups of documents pulled from the files are not a satisfactory alternative. Instead, this practice raises
mbre questions than provides answers.
The principle that the sensitivity of a record declines with age should be a part of all access policies. A
most troubling aspect of the current designation of files to be exempt from the Freedom of Information
Act is that there is no consideration of the age of documents. Thus, a 1950 document is as inaccessible
as one from 1990, if it falls within one of the exempted categories.
'
If the CIA Is to defend Its mission In our rapidly changing world, there needs to be more information
available that will allow a meaningful debate on the role of Intelligence gathering and analysis for the
conduct of foreign policy. Secrecy has hampered the CIA's ability to make a case for the value of
Intelligence assessments as well as handicapped the quality of analytical studies by insulating those who
prepare Intelligence assessments from dialog with specialists outside the agency.
The CIA, the American public, and the historical. profession all will be well-served If there will be a full
scale revision of the operational categories defined in the CIA Information Act of 1984. The categories
need to be redefined In such a way to ensure that older records of historical value are accessible to
scholars and the public.

~Inc~

J

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY•LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
820 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE•CHICAGO, IL 60611
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ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN HISTORIANS
OFFICE OF EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

112 NORTH BRYAN STREET • BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA· 47408-4199
TEL. NO. 812-855-7311

September 9, 1994
Mr. Edmund Cohen, Director
Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
Dear Mr. Cohen:
I write on behalf of the Organization of American Historians, a professional
association whose twelve thousand individual and institutional members are
dedicated to the promotion of teaching and research in American history. The
OAH appreciated the opportunity to have a representative participate in your
August 29 meeting to discuss the historical value of the subject matter in the
CIA's operational files, and I believe that our concerns were well articulated at
this meeting.
In response to your August 8 Federal Register notice requesting comments, we
would like to stress that historians of American foreign relations are thoroughly
convinced that the full and accurate account of U.S. foreign policy is dependent on
access to CIA operational files. We therefore urge that there be a full-scale
revision of the operational categories defined in the CIA Information· Act of 1984
in order that older records except for a few personnel files within all these
categories will be subject to FOIA requests.
Sincerely,

Arnita A. Jones
Executive Secretary, OAH
AAJ/klh
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September 7, 1994

Edmund Cohen
Director, Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
WashingtOn, DC 20505
Dear Mr. Cohen:
I write on behalf of the American Historical Association, the nation's largest
and oldest professional association for historians. We are concerned about unnecessary
restrictions on scholars' access to the immensely valuable records of your agency and
urge a full scale revision of the operational categories defined in the CIA Information
Act of 1984. Specifically, we are lroubled by the continuing resistance of the CIA to
making older records subject to FOIA requests. Despite the agency's "openness
initiative" in recent years, relatively few documents have been made public, and the
historical record remains seriously deficient in regard to the role of intelligence
gathering and analysis for the conduct of foreign policy. For example, the CIA's
declassification refusals have undermined the Stare Department's effort to provide a
record of American foreign policy through its Foreign Relations of the United Stares
documentary series, even though the volumes cover events over thirty years ago. In
reviewing the categories of records exempt from FOIA requests, we urge the CIA to
take into account the age of documents and their declining sensitivity and tl.ke the
appropriate steps to ensure that records of historical value are accessible to icholars and
the public.
Please let me know if you have any questions regarding our position.
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FAX: (301) 670-2765

E-MAIL: HAIGEN@MCIMAIL.COM.

September 8, 1994

Mr. Edmund Cohen, Director
Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
Dear Mr. Cohen:
In response to your request for comments on the operational file exemptions from the
CIA Information Act of 1984 which appeared in the August 8, 1994, Federal Register, I
would like to communicate my opinion as an historian. As a researcher, I have worked
with classified records in both the Department of Energy and the Department of
Defense.. In addition, as a Professor of History at Rutgers, I recently taught an
undergraduate course in the history of modern espionage.
The selected groups of released documents mentioned in the Register announcement
appear quite interesting in themselves; however, I believe the Agency, the historical
community, and national security could benefit from a more forthcoming policy.
I would suggest that the panel of historians, the Archivist, and the Librarian of Congress
be reconstituted and reconvened to consider further procedures and categories of
release. I would suggest that the panel be widened to include not only more historians
and ar-chivists, but experts from other disciplines who are familiar with declassification
procedures and problems in other agencies. In particular, I would suggest that the panel
should make recommendations toward reviewing agency recommendations of automatic
exemption of documents from FOIA. It should consider further recommendations for
transfer to NARA, particularly of documents over 30 or 35 years old.
Specific and detailed guidelines, similar to those developed for the Department of
Energy regarding the declassification of nuclear information, could be applied in an
automatic downgrading procedure. That is, operational files could be presumed to be
declassifiable if they reach a certain age, unless they contain information pertinent to
individual sources or projects still operating. Such information could be regarded as still
sensitive.
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As many obsetvers have noted, the holding of whole collections away from public and
historical use has contributed to a sense of cynicism and to a general distrust of historical
information, often feeding completely. unfounded conspiracy theories about many events,
frequently incorrectly blaming the Agency. In the area of foreign policy, it is extremely
difficult for historians and for tbe public to come to a realistic appraisal of events in the
absence of solid information about the role of the Agency. Much of what has been
released and what has "leaked" about the Agency's role has helped an informed public
come to an understanding that the Agency has been a responsible partner in the conduct
of American foreign policy. More detail and a broader policy of opening early
operational files would go far to enhance both the Agency's image and producing a
realistic appraisal of its successes as well as its failures. However, more than a halfhearted level of release of documents is required to build public confidence in the work
of the Agency and in its commitment to clarifying the record.
As noted by the State Department Advisory Committee on Historical Diplomatic
Documentation, the Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS) series is severely
flawed by an absence of documents from the Agency pertinent to events in the Kennedy
Administration.
For all of these reasons, I would suggest that the panel needs to be reconvened,
broadened in its constituency, and that it needs to make further recommendations for a
more genuine release of historical operational records.
Sincerely,

Rodney Carlisle
Vice President, History Associates Incorporated
Professor of History, Rutgers University
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Edmund Cohen
Director of Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505

Dear Mr. Cohen:
I am writing as president of The society of Historians of
American Foreign Relations (SHAFR) with regard to the decennial
review of CIA files. SHAFR has a membership of over 1600
historians, political scientists, and international relatione
experts. We teach tens of thousands of students each year and we
write about American foreign relations and diplomatic history in
popular magazines as well as scholarly journals. We write
academic monographs fC>r specialized audiences as well as popular
histories for the general public.
·
As a group we applaud the publicly stated position of the
CIA that it will extend greater access to its records and files.
Several of the conferences sponsored by the CIA have been useful
and informative. The three or four volumes of documents that have
been an outgrowth of these conferences have added to the
documentary record. The access that State Department historians
now have to CIA files in compiling the Foreign Relations series is
an especially positive step forward. The CIA Historical Office
under the leadership of Ken McDonald has made a serious attempt to
reach out to the larger scholarly community.

WILLIAM &RINX.EJ!

Tcnncsstt Tcthnoloalcal Universlly

On the whole, however., CIA actions have not comported with
its rhetoric, and the agency has hardly complied with the spirit
of the 1984 law calling for openness. Most members of SHAFR do
not dispute the need to protect some specially designated
operational files and some specialized files related to science
and technology, but we do object to the failure of the CIA to
provide access to the vast majority of files that are of great
historical interest.
The CIA has not presented any plan for the systematic review
and possible declassification of entire groups of the agency's
records. Although the CIA has released documents related to the
Kennedy assassination, Raoul Wallenberg, and the Cuban missile
crisis and although it is publishing the basic intelligence
estimates of the Soviet Union and selected documents from the
early years of the Truman administration, no plan has been
submitted regarding the declassification of entire groups of
records.
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The CIA has not presented any description of its records and
of its filing system. It has not done this even for the early
years of the agency's existence. The public has absolutely no way
to judge the significance of CIA releases of selected materials
until it has a full and accurate listing of its records.
When documents have been released, for example, on the Cuban
missile crisis, ther~ has not been any enumeration of or citations
to the files from which the documents emanated. Publication
without citation violates the basic standards of documentary
editing. Without provenance, scholars have no way of looking for
related materials on the same topic or of checking to see whether
the published documents are at all representative.
aids.

The CIA has refused to list or make available its finding
These aids and indices are indispenable for research.

The CIA official histories that have been declassified in
recent years, fol:' example on Walter Bedell Smith, provide almost
no information at all about policy and intelligence assessment.
They are organizational histories that are welcome, but they are
of limited utility. They are scarcely comparable to the official
histories of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, of the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, and of the Atomic Energy Commission.
The CIA has created an historical advisory committee, but it
has met infrequently. There is little evidence to suggest that
the agency takes the advice of this committee seriously.
Scholars in general and members of SHAFR in particular
welcome the CIA's rhetoric of openness. But we lament that the
agency's actions have scarcely lived up to the 1984 law or
comported with its public oratory. We fully understand the need
to protect intelligence sources and methods, but we feel that vast
numbers of files remain unjustifiably closed even after the
breakup of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War.
The CIA should provide a full and accurate listing of its
records and finding aids and it should present a plan for
systematic review and declassification. Whenever releasing
documents, the agency should provide citations to the files from
which those documents emanate. The agency should confer
frequently with its advisory committee on historical documentation
and heed its advice (much as the State Department does with regard
to its own historical committee).
I would be pleased to confer with you on any of the matters
discussed above.
Lerelv.
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Melvy~P. ~Leffler
President
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Director
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September 7, 1994

Mr. Ed Cohen
Director, Infonnation Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
Dear Mr. Cohen,
I appreciated the opportunity to participate in the August 29 meeting to
discuss the historical value of CIA files designated under the CIA Information
Act of 1984 and the process the CIA is using to conduct a decennial review of
these files.
·
As I stated at the meeting, historians strongly urge the CIA to make
major revisions in the categories of designated files to ensure that older records
of historical value are accessible to scholars and to the public. While it was
clear that the preliminary reviews being undertaken by the CIA were taking the
age of records into consideration, my impression was that these preliminary
reviews were recommending that only a few of the 13 subcategories of files
listed in the Federal Register be redefined to make older records subject to
FOIA requests;
Through its Openness Initiative the CIA has in the last few years made
some select information available to the public. But the long list in the Federal
Register under "Declassification and Release of CIA Information ofHistorical
Value" includes relatively few documents. At the March, 1994 CIA
Conference on the Origin and Development of the CIA in the Administration of
Harry S. Truman, Dr. Anna Nelson of American University in a session titled
"Research, Records, and Declassification Today" made clear that "the ·efforts
of CIA public relations officials notwithstanding, the Agency has released very
few of its records." The CIA collection in the National Archives consists mainly
of intelligence estimates, articles from Studies in Intelligence, some documents
used in the preparation of official CIA histories, records related to the JFK
assassination that were required by law to be deposited at the National
Archives, and some selected documents dealing with specific issues. Recent
CIA declassification efforts have resulted in two archival boxes of material
related to the Cuban Missile Crisis being placed in the National Archives. As
Professor Nancy Tucker of Georgetown University pointed out at the meeting,
so few documents raise more questions than provide answers.

Miaaissippi
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Director of Central Intelligence, R. James Woolsey, stated before the House Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence on September 28, 1993, that the CIA was undertaking its
openness initiatives "to help serious scholars and researchers understand recent history as
completely as we can." He noted that "revelations about intelligence required the history of
World War II to be rewritten," and suggested that "the information we have may require a
rewriting of critical events in the Cold War. 11 For many decades historians engaged in the study
of American foreign policy relied primarily on State Department records. Today, the National
Security Council, as well as the CIA, have pivotal roles and historians need access to the records
of these agencies. Although the CIA may be engaged in an openness initiative, this effort appears
only halfhearted without providing access to the historical records. A major revision of the
categories of exempted records would be a very concrete way to forward the Agency's Openness
Initiative.
Historians and representatives of public interest organizations are hopeful that this
decennial review will put in place policies that will allow the American people to have access to
significant portions of its history that for too long have remained secret. While we were
encouraged by your willingness at the August 29th meeting to hear our concerns, we are
distressed by the CIA's unwillingness to declassifY crucial historical documents for the State
Department's Foreign Relations ofthe United States (FRUS) documentary series of30 year old
documents that provide an authentic and comprehensive presentation of American foreign
relations will be distorted. The State Department Advisory Committee on Historical Diplomatic
Documentation, which is mandated by law to have oversight over both the publication ofFRUS
volumes and the State Department's declassification program, noted in its August annual report
that the Committee is preparing to contest declassification refusals by the Department of State
and the CIA. The Committee has unanimously agreed that there would be serious distortions to
the record of American foreign policy with at least two volumes on the Kennedy presidency, if
these documents over thirty years old are not included. If the CIA is unwilling to declassifY
documents for the State Department's historical office, individual scholars feel that their chances
for gaining access to older records ofhistorical significance are not very good.
In closing, our primary recommendation is the incorporation of the principle that the
sensitivity of a record declines with age be a part of the access policies for most categories of
records. By far the most troubling aspect, for historians, ofthe current designation of files to be
exempt from the Freedom of Information Act is that there is no consideration of the age of
documents. A 1950 document is as inaccessible as one from 1990, if it falls within one ofthe
exempted categories.
Please feel free to call me if I can assist you in any further way
Sincerely,

Page Putnam Miller, Ph.D.
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SUITE 308110 MARYLAND AVENUE N.E.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20002
(202) 546-2239

Mr. Edm4nd Cohen
Director, Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
August 15, 1994
Dear Mr. Cohen,
I am writing in response to the request for oommAnts
published in the Federal Register (August, 8, 1994, pp.
40339-40341).

I am a journalist, a historian, and author of a
forthcoming book on the Central Intelligence Agericy. (Blond
Ghost: Ted Shackley and the CIA's Crusades, .simon and
Schuster). Over the past five years, I have filed dozens of
Freedom of Information Act requests with the CIA.
Before addressing the subject of the operational files
exemption, I would like to offer some general observations
about the CIA's handling of FOIA requests. I have been
dismayed by the lack of responsiveness from the FOIA
office. During a period in which the CIA has tried to
become more open, I have noticed little change in the FOIA
office. In the course of doing my book, I found the FOIA
office to be uncooperative. When I requested information
that had been previously released, it sometimes took over a
year for the request to be processed. When I asked for an
electronic list of documents previously released by the
Agency's FOIA office, the office denied my request. I and
the National Security Archive had to threaten a lawsuit to
obtain such a list. And I found some responses to FOIA
requests hard to believe.
For example, when I asked for materials regarding the
tribespeople whom the Agency supported during the "secret
war" in Laos during the 1960s, I was told that no such
documents could be found. It surprised me that there were
no intelligence reports--! was not asking for operational
material--on the tribespeople and their leaders. When I
asked an employee in the CIA FOIA office about this, he
told me that such intelligence reports were probably kept
in operational files which did not have to be searched.
This suggested that the Agency was abusing the exemption
for operational files--and that non-exempt material was
improperly being stored beyond the reach of requesters.
When I further inquired about this through a lawyer, the
CIA maintained that the FOIA office employee had been·~
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misinformed,
I can understand that it is difficult for an
intelligence service to respond to outside inquiries for
information. But while the CIA has made strides in its
historical unit toward greater openness, the atmosphere in
the FOIA office has struck me as being overly protective in
almost a vindictive manner--to the extent that it is hard
to trust the office when it reports it cannot find
responsive documents.
As for the operational files, I believe that their
exemption has not served FOIA requesters or the public
interest. The request for comments notes that response time
for FOIA requests is down and attributes that to the
exemption. As I stated above, I have not seen evidence of
the shortened response time. Moreover, I believe that the
exemption keeps under wraps material that should be
released and that can be released without damaging our
national security or compromising sources and methods.
In the course of my research, I reviewed a list of every
document the CIA has released under FOIA. (At the time, the
only version of the list the CIA FOIA office would make
available was a 4000-page computer print-out which listed
the documents in random order.) I saw that much
historically valuable material came from operational files.
These documents were obviously released before the
operational files were exempted. I found cables from
stations and memos from station chiefs and other officers
that were tremendously useful for historians and that had
compromising sections deleted. Cordoning off operational
files is a true disservice to history and the public
interest.
An examination of the CIA files released in response to
the JFK assassination records act confirmed my
observations. After this record set was released last year,
I spent several weeks going through each of the 60 or so
boxes of material in what is called the CIA Segregated
File. As you know, these records had to be released with a
minimal amount of deletions, and most of these records came
from operational files. Again, I found cables to and from
CIA stations and hundreds (if not thousands) of memos
written by officers of the operations directorate that are
of great use for historians. Sources and methods were
deleted, as they should be. Still the documents have much
historical value. This record collection yielded many more
documents useful for my research than all of my dozens of
FOIA requests to the CIA.
The release of these records--as well as the work of the
historical unit, which has also released operational files
(e.g. the Cuban missile crisis documents)--demonstrates
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that the Agency can review and make available documents
from the operational files.
With the end of the Cold War, the Agency has indeed
become more open. The historical unit is to be commended
for its important efforts: But true openness allows for
Agency outsiders to have a say in what historical materials
are to be declassified and released. The only tool for
doing so is the FOIA, and to CIA outsiders the FOIA office
still seems dominated by an old-guard mentality. With the
changes that have occurred in the world and the passage of
time, the CIA should change its policy regarding the
exemption of operational files. This exemption has
undermined drastically the value of FOIA to historians and
is a challenge to the spirit of the Act. Perhaps Langley
should consider a partial exemption: say, exempting
operational files only of the previous ten years.
I am confident that if the Agency wants to proceed with
its devotion to openness that it can devise a wiy to
include operational files in FOIA requests and safeguard
those secrets that need to remain hidden. A review of
previous released material and the JFK records shows that
there is room for more openness. History will be better
served by ending the operational file exemption, and that
is undeniably in the public interest.
Thank you for considering my views. If I can be of any
further assistance, feel free to contact me.

editor
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Washington, DC 20408

September 7, 1994
Director, Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washingcon, DC 20505
BY FAX

Dear Sir:
This is the National Archives and Records Administration
response to your request for comments regarding the
historical value of, or other public interest in, the CIA
files designated under the CIA Information Act of 1984. Our
Military Reference Branch, which is the custodian of CIA
records in the National Archives, says that their Agency
records are among the most heavily used and will probably
continue to be so with the release of subsequent materials.
The Office of Records Administration, responsible for the
appraising and scheduling of the disposition of Federal
agency records, said that from the description in the
Federal Register notice, the records clearly included those
of continuing archival value and also, after consultation
with the Agency records officer, appeared to be already
scheduled. However, since the descriptions were not
sufficient for them to relate them to specific scheduled
records, they have asked the Agency for further details.
Therefore, they limited their comments to the need for
scheduling reccrds any that may not already be schedulep.
If you have any questions/ please call David G. Paynter at
(202)

501-5638.

Nan~l Archives

and Recun:is Administration
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September 7, 1994

VIA FAX c_____ _ ~ and VIA MAIL
Edmund Cohen
Director, Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505
RE:
Dear Mr. Cohen:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Central Intelligence Agency's
decennial review, currently underway as required by the CIA Information Act of 1984
(codified at 50 U.S.C. sections 431 and 432), of the record categories in the Directorates of
Operations and Science and Technology and the Office of Security that are currently
designated as exempt from the search and review requirements of the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. section 552.
These comments are submitted on behalf of the National Security Archive and the
American Civil Liberties Union Center for National Security Studies. The Archive is a
non-profit foreign policy research institute and library that extensively uses the FOIA at
CIA and other federal agencies to build collections of declassified government agency
records documenting key U.S. foreign policy issues. In its work, the Archive regularly faces
serious barriers to fully documenting these Issues due to the broad range of records now
designated as "operational files" exempt from FOIA. The Archive has found that the lack
of public access to CIA documents -- especially records now several decades old -- resulting
from the current "operational files" designations severely restricts the ability of scholars,
researchers, and the public to know about, understand, and learn from events in our
nation's past in which CIA played a role. The ACLU is a nonpartisan organization
dedicated to the principles of mdividualliberty embodied in the Constitution that works to
ensure that broad access to government information, including the records of intelligence
agencies, and other civil liberties are not eroded in the name of national security.

Introduction
The CIA's primary justifications for seeking the "o£erational files" exemption, as
recorded at length in heanng testimony and the 1984 Acts legislative history,, were its
assurances that by allowin~ the CIA's director to designate large blocks of f1les for
exemption from the FOIA s search and review requirements no noticeable shrinkage of the
amount or type of information releasable to the public would result, responses to FOIA
requests would be far quicker, and that declassification review of "operational files" was a
waste of time because 1t never yielded significant useful material. Although the Agency's
August 8 Federal Register notice itself recognizes that the purpose of the Act was to
expedite the Agency's review of information for release to the public, we believe that the
Agency is wrong in asserting that the Act's original purposes have been met. The Agency's
FOIA operation, freed of its burden to search for and review "operational files", has not
become more efficient but in many cases is far less responsive to public requests than
before.

1
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Our comments address two major issues. First, we recommend subject categories

an~ fil~ gro.ups that should be rem~>V~d from .the "operational files" ~xemption based on

theu h1stoncal value or other pubhc mterest m them and the potential for declassifying and
releasing to the public significant information contained in those records. Second, we
describe the continuing delays and other serious defects in the CIA's FOIA practices that
requesters have consistently experienced during the decade since the "operational files"
exemption was passed and identify necessary reforms that are long overdue.
I.

Records aroups recommended for removal from "operational files" exempt status.

CIA witnesses at the congressional hearings prior to the 1984 Act's passage testified
that the Agency's need for the "operational files" exemption was based on the premise that
FOIA's
"search and review process[] results in an ever-present risk of exposure of
sources and methods, and creates a perceived risk on the part of our sources
and potential sources ... At the same time, with this exclusion, the public
would receive improved service from the Agency under the FOIA without
any meaningful loss of information now released under the Act ... In the
case of records gleaned from operational files, virtually none of this
information is released to the requester ... The public derives little or
nothing by way of meaningful information from the fragmentary items or
occasional isolated paragraph which is ultimately released from operational
files." 1
We acknowledge that there likely are files in the CIA's Directorates of Operations and of
Science and Technology, and Office of Security that require continued secrecy in whole or
in part on national security grounds to protect intelligence sources and methods. However,
it has become increasingly clear over the past decade that there is much information
contained in files now designated as exempt "operational files" which can and should be
publicly released.
As the August 8 Federal Register notice soliciting public comment states, many
thousands of pages of CIA records have in fact been declassified in whole or in part to
reveal much information crucial to understanding past actions and policymaking involving
the CIA. Many of these apparently come from record groups that fall under the current
"operational files" designatiOn. For example, the initial declassification and release to the
public of scores of boxes related to the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, done
pursuant to a separate statutory mandate, has resulted in the declassification of hundreds
of cables from the CIA stations in Miami and Mexico City, materials that the current
"operational files" exemption render wholly unreachable through FOIA. 2 Other examples

1
S. 1324. An Amendment to the National Security Act of 1947. Hearin~s Before the
Select Committee on Intelligence of the United States Senate. 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 6.
(Statement of John N. McMahon, Deputy Director of Central Intelligence).
The CIA's declassification of a handful of Cuban missile crisis records, cited in the
2
Federal Register notice as another example of CIA's declassification efforts reveals the
problems inherent in too broadly exempting whole record groups from FOIA's search and
review requirements. Although the 100-odd documents declassified in 1992 and published
in a book distributed at its conference on the crisis were important and useful, CIA's
actions here ended up not being particularly useful to researchers and scholars because the
documents were taken out of the context of the files from which they came, their origins

2
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of CIA records relating to once-highly sensitive intelli&ence operations and special
activities but declassified and made publicly available m the recent past, which can serve as
models for types of files that can be removed from the "operational files" exemption,
include:
* the Penkovsky case, one of the CIA's most important intelligence operations;
* covert activities against Cuba in the early 1960s, including details of assassination
plots against Castro and their (>Ianning;
* covert political and psychological warfare in western Euro(>e, u, Germany; and
• intelligence findings referring to and drawing on data provided by U-2 and
satellite photography.
Thus, it is critically important to take the opportunity provided by this decennial review to
limit the number of records and record groups designated as exempt "operational files."
If the review the Agency is undertakin~ here is to have a useful and lasting impact, it
should seek not just to identify particular subJects that should be deemed eligible for FOIA
search and review but also establish a set of workable, common-sense standards to apply in
identifying record groups for removal from the "operational files" category in the future.
The 1984 Act does not limit the Agency's review of designations to once every ten years but
only requires that at a minimum a review be done decennially. As the "operational files"
designations currently operate, they treat a file or document from 1954 no differently from
one generated in 1994. In adopting such standards, we encourage the Agency to take into
account the passage of time, recognize that changing circumstances in the world require
flexibility in evaluating what needs continued secrecy, and incorporate a variety of review
strategies such as bulk declassification. These standards should also require that when
documents or record groups are identified for removal from the "operational files"
exemption, the declassification review should incorporate markings that indicate where and
why information has been redacted, from what agency component and file group the
records originated, and provide access to contextual information about the entire set of
records from which the document or file group came.
A.

Directorate of Operations Files.

While not exhaustive, the following list identifies file ~roufs in the Directorate of
Operations that should be removed from the current "operatwna files" designations of
records exempt from search and review:
* Records related to U.S. government support for non-communist political and
social movements in Western Europe, especially durin~ the early years of the Cold War
from 1947 through the mid 1950s. This includes matenal relating to support for anticommunists in the 1948 Italian election, support for the Force Ouvriere m France during
the late 1940s, and Psychological Strategy Board activities in the 1950s;
were not identified, nor was the scope and range of materials not declassified for the
conference described.
In contrast, in response to a lawsuit brought by the National Security Archive in
1988, the State Department over a period of time declassified and released in whole or in
part several thousand documents on the crisis, many of them formerly classified at the "Top
Secret/Eyes Only" level and no less sensitive than the documents on the crisis that are still
being ke(>t secret by CIA. These declassified State Department documents, now housed at
the Archive (and disseminated to the public through an indexed microfiche collection
containing over 15,000 pages of documents and a document reader) provide a far more
comprehensive view of the event than the CIA's selected declassification of only a few
records possibly can.

3
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* Records related to political and economic warfare against communist regimes in
eastern Europe, for example U.S. government supJ?ort for WIN in Poland;
* R~cords related. to covert politi~al act~v1t1es in the third world, including
Guatemala m 1954, Iran m 1953, Indonesia dunng the late 1950s and early 1960s, Syria in
1957, and those records designated by the CIA's Center for the Study of Intelligence for
~lock 9ec1assifica!ion (for which no tim.etable for release been publicly announced),
mcludmg France m the 1940s, Italy dunng the 1940s and 1950s, North Korea during the
early 1950s, Tibet in the 1950s and 1960s, the Bay of Pigs operation in 1961, and the Congo
the Dominican Republic and Laos in the 1960s; and
'
* Files currently included in the "Obsolete Category", as described in the August 8
Federal Register notice.
We also stronwly recommend that the CIA affirmatively state as part of this review
that it will not deem' assassination records" under the President John F. Kennedy Records
Collection Act of 1992 to be "operational files" that are exempt from search and
declassification review under the terms of the CIA Information Act of 1984.
B.

Directorate of Science and Technology files.

We recommend the removal of record groups in the Directorate of Science and
Technology from the "operational files" exemption based on their historical value and the
likelihood that significant amounts of information can be released after declassification
review without harm to national security. Examples of record groups from this directorate
that we believe could and deserve to be made eligible for declassification review and public
release include records related to the history of the U-2 program, the early years of the
reconnaissance satellite programs, and on early efforts to collect data on the Soviet nuclear
program.

An instructive perspective on the suitability of files from the Science and
Technology Directorate, in particular satellite imagery, for inclusion in FOIA search and
review procedures is contained in an observation by Admiral Bobby Ray Inman at a
conference a few years ago organized by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace:
"Some years ago, Hans Mark [then director of the National Reconnaissance
Office] and I conspired to declassify U.S. satellite imagery. We believed that
making quantities of that imagery selectively available would help inform
public debate. We were eminently unsuccessful--not because of the raging
policy debated: we might have won that. Instead, lawyers carried the day by
rendering the judgement that the Freedom of Information Act, in their
opinion, made it very clear that if selected photos were released, then all
photographs derived from all systems would become fully subject to the
Freedom of Information act process, meaning a laborious and expensive
review process for everyone mvolved." 3
We believe that the CIA should, as it undertakes its review of the current "operational files"
designations, adopt Admiral Inman's and Hans Marks' conclusion, based on their extensive
experience with ima~ery, that at least some of these materials can be safely declassified and
released to the pubhc based on evaluation of the materials' particular nature and the
3
B.R. Inman, in M. Krepon, MJll,, Commercial Observation Satellites and
International Security at 5 (St. Martin's Press, in association with the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace, 1990).
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contribution to the historical record and informed debate that public release would
provide.
Similarly, we believe that CIA should consider including some categories of signal
intelligence records in the files removed from the "operational files" exemption. SIGINT,
particularly COMINT (and especially the cryptanalytic portion of CO MINT) traditionally
has been treated as the most sensitive of sources -- so much so that some material relating
to U.S. cryptanalytical successes in the 1920s is still classified at the "Top Secret" level. Yet
at the same time, the government has declassified historical material concerning
COMINT/cryptanalysis from World War II. Other COMINT material has been made
public on selected events, such as the C-130 incident in the 1950s, the KAL-007 downing,
and the Berlin nightclub bombing. The most useful COMINT that could be declassified is
historical material that has been written about extensively and the declassification of which
would be of great use to scholars-- for example, VENONA material related to Soviet
espionage in the U.S. and Britain.
C.

Office of Security files.

As described in the August 8 Federal Register notice and based on our experience
with government records, the files of the Office of Security appear the least likely of the
three main categories of exempt "operational files" to produce significant releasable
information of great interest to scholars, historians, and students of intelligence
policymakin~. We encourage the CIA to remove from the "operational files" exemption all
records in this office that may appear eligible for declassification review and release based
on the passage of time, changing circumstances, and their historical and public interest
value. Given the finite resources available for the Agency's review of records for removal
from the current "operational files" designations, we suggest that the bulk of those
resources be focused on identifying files in the directorates of Operations and of Science
and Technology rather than on those of less broad significance and interest in the Office of
Security.

II.

Reform of CIA's FOIA practices.

In hearin~s before Congress seeking support for passage of the CIA Information
Act, rer,resentatives of the CIA repeatedly promised that "[t]he public can only stand to
benefit' from an "operational files" exemption to the FOIA because the law's "reduced
administrative burden will permit the CIA to respond to requests more quickly, thus
providing more useful and timely information." 4 Congressional support for the law was
based on the belief that "this legislation does not frustrate the essential purposes of the
FOIA. Requesters will continue to have access to CIA files containing the intelligence
product and to information on policy questions and debates on these policies." 5 In our
experience as frequent FOIA requesters at CIA, this has not turned out to be the case.
A.

Use of "glomarization" to avoid searches for requested records.

Over the years an increasingly large percentage of our requests have not been
processed on the grounds that "the agency may neither confirm nor deny the existence or
nonexistence of records responsive to your request." This overreliance on "~lomarization"
has been extended even to requests for types of records other agencies routmely produce
4

Hearings on S. 1324, .smrr.a note 1, at 8.

5

Id. at 2 (Statement of Chairman Barry Goldwater).
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under FOIA such as bio~raphical records on foreign political leaders, basic information
that the CIA as an intelligence organization should be compiling if it is not doin~ so now.
See. e.g., Exhibit A (refusal to corifirm or deny existence of records containing biOgraphical
information on certain Czech political leaders involved in the country's reform movement
in 1967-68, including Alexander Dubcek).
Moreover, despite acknowledgement from the CIA Office of General Counsel that
non-designated ''operational files" remain subject to search and that materials contained in
"operational files" that are referred to by "markers" in non-operational files are also subject
to FOIA, we cannot identify a single category where it a.epears that such searches are in
fact undertaken in response to FOIA requests. ~Exhibit B, copy of July 19, 1990 letter
to the Center for National Security Studies from the CIA Office of General Counsel.
B.

Continuing multi-year delays in receiving responses to reQJJests.

It is simply not correct, as claimed in the Au~st 8 Federal Register notice, that "a
primary goal of the Act [to hasten FOIA response timel has been and continues to be met."
It is true that "the major benefit to the public from this 1egislation" was, in the words of a
CIA official, that:

"FOIA requesters now wait two to three years to receive a final response to
their requests for information when they involve the search and review of
operational files within the Directorate of Operations ... [I]f this bill is
enacted, I assure you that every effort will be made to pare down the queue
as quickly a possible. This would surely be of great benefit if the pubhc could
receive fmal responses from the CIA in a far more timely and eff1cient
manner. 6
Another CIA representative summarized the delay situation in 1984 and predicted
improvements for the future in thisway:
"It takes about 2 or 2 1/2 years today to process a request if it involves
Directorate of Operations records. If it does not involve the Directorate of
Operations, it can take less, say up to 6 months to clear a case. We are hopeful
that with the passage of this bill we will be able to respond in terms of weeks, or
at most, months, to get a request back to the public. The DDO queue is by and
large the holdup at the moment. They have the bulk of our workload, and
with some of the cases dropping out with the passage of this bill, we believe
that the flow of materials throughout the Agency would be enhanced."
(emphasis added) 7
The current median time lapse cited in the August 8 Federal Register notice of2.4 months
before requesters receive substantive responses to their FOIA requests is not even close to
the delays we, as regular CIA requesters, have experienced for years. Nor has the average
processing time we have experience even been close to the CIA's estimate of 6 months or
less for non-operational files. Instead, based on our analysis of hundreds of requests filed
6

Hearings on S. 1324, ~ note 1, at 8.
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since 1984, our average delays in 1989 and 1990 were three to four years, and in 1992 the
median time before a substantive response still stretched to two years or more. Worse,
even after waiting several years for a response, the end product is often the release only of
documents already in the public domain, such as Foreign Broadcast Information Service
records. See. e.~., Exhibit C (of eight documents retrieved after a three-year wait, six FBIS
documents were released and the two substantive policy documents dented in full).
Those requests for which we have received a response in six months' time or less
have all, in our experience, been complete denials, "glomarizations" (refusals to confirm or
deny that CIA has documents responsive to the request), or requests in which the CIA did
no new search or declassification review but only pulled from its database of previously
released FOIA documents (called "ORIS") a handful of materials, sometimes last reviewed
for declassification several years before the request was filed.
C.

Requests rejected

as "unsearchable" or "requirin~ research".

Increasingly, bureaucratic hurdles imposed by the CIA's FOIA operation make it
extremely difficult for requesters to use the FOIA in a meaningful fashion. For example,
the CIA regularly refuses to conduct searches in response to requests on the alleged
grounds that the subject of the request is "unsearchable" -- a response we receive from no
other agency in the federal government. No other agency in our experience has responded
to a narrowly-drawn request like the following one for "copies of all items concerning the
People's Republic of China in the National Intelligence Daily from June 1-30, 1989" by
statmg:
"Your request as stated is unsearchable in our records systems. The
FOIA does not require us to perform research or create records for a
requester. Neither are we required to study a body of material to see if any
of It is related to a specific event, activity, or incident. To study a body of
material to see if any of it relates to the specifics of your request would
constitute research which is neither reqmred nor authorized under the
FOIA."
~Exhibit

D, July 13, 1994letter from CIA to the National Security Archive. Even more
astonishing was the rejection as "unsearchable" of a request for retrieval and release of two
public statements issued by CIA itself discussing congressional testimopy on and CIA
mformation regarding the Banca Nazionale del Lavoro (BNL) affair. M,, August 9, 1994
letter from CIA to the Archive. (Other examples of requests rejected as "unsearchable" are
also found at Exhibit D.) Given that a reasonably described request for records is all that
the FOIA requires to trigger an agency search for responsive documents, these
"unsearchable" responses to precise, narrowly-worded requests frustrate the requester and
betray the access purposes of the Freedom of Information Act. Nor do practices like these
tend to convince the public that the CIA takes its FOIA responsibilities seriously in the
wake of having been granted its unique waiver from searchmg for and processing
"operational files."
D.

Inadequate searches.

The CIA's refusals to conduct even preliminary searches and the small number of
documents generally produced in response to requests is especially troubling to us given the
existence of the Agency Records and Information System (' ARCINS"), which contains
. "subject listin~s down to the folder level" of over 30 million records. Searching additional
databases mamtained by various directorates, such as the Directorate of Intelligence's
three central data bases which index raw and finished intelligence reports at the document,
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not merely folder title, level, should produce even more documents in response to requests,
even if portions of them are ultimately denied under a FOIA exemption. ..5,e.e Exhibit E,
excerpt from June 27, 1994 Advisory Committee on Human Radiation Experiments Staff
Memorandum re "Methodological Review of Agency Data Collection Efforts: Initial
Report on the Central Intelligence Agency Document Search" (describing CIA databases
able to access agency records).

It is difficult to believe that any database at all was used in processing a recent
request from the National Security Archive for the declassification and release of copies of
four intelligence reports on the BNL affair, all of which were provided by the CIA to the
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence and were specifically referred to in a letter from
that committee to then Director Robert Gates. The response to this request was, again,
that it was considered "unsearchable" and included the same boilerP.late language quoted
above as the rationale for refusing to process the request. See Exhibit F, letter from CIA
to the National Security Archive dated July 1, 1994 rejecting request and appeal letter from
the Archive dated August 9, 1994, with attached Congressional correspondence listing the
CIA documents sought in the request. We urge the Agency to encourage all components to
fully utilize all databases and other finding aids at their disposal to conduct adequate
searches for records requested under the FOIA.
Conclusion
We are hopeful that this decennial review will result in removal of a substantial
body of records currently categorized as "operational files" exempt from the search and
review requirements of the FOIA. As part of this review, we encourage the establishment
of standards for evaluating and removing additional record groups from the exemption in
the future on a regular basis which reflect current realities, not outdated assumptions,
about releasability to the public. We also urge the CIA to demonstrate that it takes
seriously its statutory obligations under the FOIA and to commit to cure the serious
problems with its current FOIA process, as described above, to comply with law and make
the Agency more responsive to the public it serves. Adopting more user-friendly practices,
including establishing a public readmg room containing copies of material previously
released by CIA under FOIA, are crucial if the CIA's FOIA practices are ever to reach
some level of credibility with the public. Without a major overhaul of the CIA's FOIA
operation~ it will be increasingly difficult to justify the CIA's continued exemption, unique
in the government, of large record groups from the scope of the FOIA.
We greatly appreciated the opportunity on August 29 to meet at CIA headquarters
with many of the CIA staff intimately involved in this review to share our ideas on what
needs to be done and how best it can be accomplished, and believe that the meeting was a
very useful first step. If you have any questions or if we can provide further information or
assistance, please do not hesitate to contact Sheryl Walter at the National Security Archive
at (2 ) 797-0882 or Kate Martin of the ACLU /CNSS at (202) 675-2327.

e
. a er
General Cou sel
National Security Archive

L.Martin

Director
ACLU Center for National Security Studies

Attachments
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Was!llng!OO. D. c. 20505

0 8 MAR 1994

RECEIVED nii.R l 0 b:;i
Mr. William Carnell
The National Security Archive
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Suite 500
Washington, D.C.
20036
Reference:

F94-0294

Dear Mr. Carnell:
This is to acknowledge receipt of and is a final response
to your 10 February 1994 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
request referenced above.
Specifically, your request was for copies of "any and all
biographical information on the following political leaders of
Czechoslovakia, all of whom were involved (on one side or
another) in that country's reform movement 1967-1968:
Alexander Dubcek
Antonin Novotny
Ordrich Cernik
Vaclav Prchlik
Jiri Hendrych
Drahomir Kolder
Cestmir Cisar
Miroslav Mamula
Ludvik Svoboda
Gustav Husak
Josef Spacek
Martin Vaculik
Alois Neuman
Jan Masaryk
Zdenek Mlynar
Bohuslav Lastovicka
Josef Lenart
Jiri Hajek"
The CIA may neither confirm nor deny the existence or
nonexistence of records responsive to your request. Such
information--unless, of course, it has been officially
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acknowledged--would be classified for reasons of national
security under Executive Order 12356. The fact of the
existence or nonexistence of such records would also relate
directly to information concerning intelligence sources and
methods. The Director of Central Intelligence has the
responsibility and authority to protect such information from
unauthorized disclosure in accordance with Subsection 102(d)(3}
of the National Security Act of 1947 and Section 6 of the CIA
Act of 1949.
Therefore, your request is denied under FOIA exemptions
(b}(l) and (b)(3); an explanation of these exemptions is
enclosed. The CIA official responsible for this determination
is John H. Wright, Information and Privacy Coordinator.
By
this action we are neither confirming nor denying the existence
or nonexistence of such records.
You may appeal this decision by addressing your appeal to
the CIA Information Review Committee, in my care. Should you
choose to do this, please explain the basis of your appeal.
We regret that we are unable to assist you further.

Enclosure
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Finlllly. w~· woul<lli~c to rais~ an issue thill we l.litl not discu~~
at til\! nwctinl!. It lw\ come to our attention that the agency m;~.y
f\lutincly dc~1y lr..:..:-l:~ncl! joum:tli~ts fee wuivers as repl'C·
~~nl:ltivc:s oltht: ru.:w' 111Cl1i<l. multhat it i~ very dlffil:ul! lbr such
journalists to lcnm <.~nd meet tlw ')twldards t"l>r establishing newt~
'rn<;diu ~tul\1~. Th11 ~tatulil clu:11":y intended ll'. unJ the regulations
spct•ifir:tlly do include fr~.c-hml'~ journalists ll~ representatives or
th~ new~ mcUia. Ju~t bt:<.:mJ~c a rct~\teM<;;r doc~ nut work for un
c~tabli~hi:<l new~ rnedia orguni/.ation ~hould not pre\'cnt him or
her from nhtai,1ins n fee w:1iv.::r. On the contrary. we believe that
once lht: requester establishes a publishint; hbwry, he ur ~he
should lx: prc~umptivcly siv~ll ;\ wnivcr. unles.; th~ ag.ency c;~n
:1flirnmtivdy demt>l'l~tr;llt: th:lt the• tl.'qU~St~r Still di)CS nOt meet

th~ new~

mc!liu critcrit•. Many othor ~~!,!~:ll(:ics aln~;tdy ''pt:ralc
under this ~t.mdnrrl. Wr:. cncourag•~ you lo review tlw st<IIHkmts
unl.l pmctices of th~; OIP in onkr 111 ensure tl1.1t ;ill fn.:~:·latll.:
jourmtlists un: [!ivcn new~ mctliu l'ct: wuiv~rs in ac<:r,r<l:liKc '"ith
the law.

Thank Y~l\1 rw )'llUI ;utentlon ((l thc~c rmtiiCI>io w. . uppr.:ci.ltc
your willingrtcs~ to meet wi\h \IS and to con~itln our vi~w~ on
these important i'su~. We too~ ft•rwarllto your rc,pt>nSl: t<l llUr
co111:ems in thi~ letter.
Sim:~,:rcly,

\-hntou II. Ihtlperin

---·-··· ··---······ ·-----

CIA RESPONSE
22 MW\:h 1991
h;tV~ hCt'll :t~ked (0 re~pond IO yOIJT letter Of i9 July
19'10 In which you raised cenain queM ion~ <tml concern:;
about CIA'~ inlcrpl'<.'tntion of the CIA Information Act
tmd CIA's l'l.lltlJIIi:Jnc~ with the Freedom oflnforrnation A~o:t
[fOIA l. We had previously met to discus~ Y\lUr concerns
and. <ll'tt:r rcuchlns whutl believe wus u 0enernl agreement
:\~ttll CIA\ ohlig:ttion~ undct· these AciS. George Clark.
whtl is no longer with Ill is office. agrccd to provide you wilh
u written rc~potw.:.

I

Ymir hrst ~·nnc~m was about rcpons you hav~ received
thm ~um~; A!fl:ll<:)' pmoum;l wllll admini~terthc FOIA may
interpret the CIA lnfomJ:ttion Act us obligating lhl' Agency

and rcvil.lw only "finished" inlelligcnce repons
u~ the ~tate Dcpnrtmcnt
Hr the Whitt~ H~~~~~~:. Allegedly, under thi~ interpretation,
everything prepar~d (or "in-hottSe" CIA use would be con·
sldered ~1s ''operational" and thus nor ~ubje~t to a FOIA
~carch and n.:vicw.
to

~carch

pn:parcd for <I CJA "dil:nL" such

A' Cicorge state.ll at our mccrin~. the Agency doc~ nol
i11tcrprct the CIA lnfonnntion Act in the manner reponed to
you. That A<:t cH·rnpt~ ft'Om the FOIA's senrch. review,
dis~lo~urc,and publir;nion requirements only those CIA
file:; dc~ignatcd by the: Director of Centmllntelligence ns
opcrutionul fib. As you know. the Act limits the designa·
lion (II operalil1mll lites !0 certain files or tl1c Oirectornieor
()pcratiom,thc Directorate of Science and Technology, and
the Offic~ or Security. In general !erms, files are eligible
for cn.•mpf.inn if they do1.·umcot the conduct ofintclllgeoce
activitic~. Piles th;rt nre th.; ~~)k n:pository of di~seminated
intollisence are not orerotional tiles. Of course. record~
frnm ~x.cmpted operational files arc fr<Xjuemly dlsseml·
nmcd to und referenced in fil~~ that have not been CK·
em pled. If such records are returned to and retained ~olely
in exempted operationallilcs. they nevertheless are subject

to ~cmch and revi~:w. In addition, lilc.~ thut tu·e not exempted nre subject to ~eat"ch and review. even if they
contain inlll!lnation denved or tlis~cminated from ex·
empted operational itles. I have b~:~.:n a.~:;urcd that Ag~nr.:y
pcr.;onncl rc~ron~ible for imp!eu1Cllti•18 the FOIA ~mlthe
CIA lnfonnation Act understand anll to !low these requirement~.

Your ~eeond concern wa~ ahnut CIA's response to re\Mt are l!lentlcal or sutlstuntlally similar to prcviou~
t'etjUC~t~ for the sumc mutcrilll. CIA nucmpts h> process
F'OIA rcquc~ts in the most ~tncient and least C:XJlCnsive
ntannct·in accordance witltl!s regulations, wllkh :Jllthorlle
consultation "with th~o: requester. os mny be apprupriul\:, in
order to ac<.:<JTllJlli~h ~uch ammg<:tnc:nts anJ agreement~
with the re(jucstcr a.o:. mny be ac~:cptal:Jl~o: Lu LILt: requester
cun<.:crning th; Agency's effurt~ illld ability to U<.:t 1)1\ hi.~
request e)lpcditiou~ly.'' 32 C.F.R. 1900.47(b).

quest~

One or the most el\peditioll~ wuy~ for CIA to il(,:l on a
request that cover:; ull or a ~ub>t:mtial p:ut ~~r a p•-eviou;;
rcquc~tls Hh~onsult with Ihe rtt:jucster. before acet:t>ting the
request for pri)I.;CS!iing, to detennlne wh~rh~.:r any records
disclo~ed ton previvu~ t'CtjUC.~ter would 5utisfy the request.
Previou.;ly disclosed record~ are hell! in CIA's Officially
Releasetllnronnauon System tORIS). ourexpertenw hat-.
~hown thllt nearly nil of the requester.; wh(> urc offered
ORIS mnterinl accept these rclc:~ses in satisfal'linn of their
requests. These rcquc~tcrs he nefti oecausc un ORIS release
is fnstc:r thun a ~:umplclcly new 5earch und review. CIA
benefit~ bec:l\u~c processing time is ~a11~d dmt c:tn be
devoted to the FOIA backlog.
Yuu hnvc su~gested that CIA ~h1luld do more to inrmm
nbout the suMuntive scope or the pmrrereJ
OK!S material uml about the proceduml nuturc llf the consultution procc~~- It is my und<:n·a:muing, however. 1ha1
CIA file ~y~tcm~ do not itlways pcrmit the Ag:ern.:y Ln
provide all the infom1ation you hove sugg~:sl'=d· Where it
is re~ponsible and feusiblc \(1 do ~o. CIA Is pre,)nred to
i nfonn a requcst.cr hnw Iong ago the priorrc4 Ul:sl was mn<tc
and whether there Is n reasonable likelihood thllt a n~.:w

a

reque~ter
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:1nd rl'view would re~ult 1n rhe rele.a~e of any addltiomll illlimnation. ~u~:11 a respon~c would help to enable a
rcqut:~h.:r decide whethf.:r to usk CIA to conduct a new ~earch.
A~ a pr;~~·tical rnattcr. e~dt Tl>sponse to 11 requester will
depcntl uron th~ l<tCt~ of the p<tniculur reque~l. and CIA's
reviewers m<.~y conclude thut a re.sponse th~tt ptovides
mut~riul from the ORIS datab:IS!! requires no funherelaborarion. However. the Agency·s Jnfnnnation and Privacy COOfdimuor is sensitiv~: to the Cll£1\,:Cm:\ you rnised and.nlthough
il is doubtful thur standard lungu!1.ge would k~ approprillte in
~II case~. the CMrdin:llor has 3greed IU runher consider lllC
Olitm~r nf what to tell rc4ucsrcrs.

~ean:h

Nevertheless. you should he aware that. if upon review of
the request antl ORIS mare1ial CIA concludes tnat a new
:~em·ch would he nppropriut\:, or if the reqvcster so desires,
CIA conduct~ new searchc\ nnd nttempls to relocote any
rectactctl <lnrumems to determine whether the previously
withheld portions of these documents, whi\.'11 may hmve been
reviewed tn:tny )'car~ nt,~n. can now be rc.l~ased. Moreover,
Cl t\ conducts these 11cw searches even i r the prior ~ean:hcs
anJ rcvic.w~ wcn; recently completed. the rec1ue~t i6 the sBme
;IS or is f\1lly cn~orll(YJssed by tile prior r\'quest~. no new
documents arc expected to bC found, and no infmmmion
withheld t'n,mt pn:viou~ly di~closcd documc:nl:l i3likcly to be
rclcuscd. Of courS\', if l'w~ llJ'e nssessabl(!. the requester will ·
h:wc tn p:~y for Jny new s~arc11es conducted,

I

I

L

If u new se:m:h is Cllrlducred, it will be processed along
\Vith all th~ other pending requests on a "first-in, first-out''
lla.~ls as oft he time iris accepted. 1lu; tim~ lo~tto u requc:\tcr
vuric~ depending upon hl•w ln•lg: the neg<Jti:~bons over the
ORIS muferi:ll take. but the Agency's expericnu: llas been
th:Jl in most cases, it is a relatively sh<,.-l period.

the Privacy Act. After considemblt: r~;:vi<;w, we lwvc concluded that, whcnp~rnon~eligibl~ tl.1r Pl'ivacy Act proces~ing
reque~t infonnation :tbnut themselves under the FOIA a~
well as the Privacy Act, It Is appropriate to pre.•~:~::~' their
requesu under both. /\cts us rel(UCMcd. This is our current
policy.

Finally, you cxpre.~~ed concern that CIA "muy routinely
deny free-lance jo11Tilllli~l~ fee waiven a~ representatives nf
the news media." First. I would point our that the FOTA
distinguishes hetween fee Wiliven; and reduced fee~ for rcpre~~:mutiv~ of the new& mcdid, and J assume you ~rc rcferrinl! to 111e latter. Second. Uu~ Agency does not.routincly deny
freelance joumalhts news media ~~~~u~. but 11cu.nJ~ ~uch
status if there is u rca~onable basi~ for doing so. I Iowever,
under !he FOI A. use oft he infonnation di~ciosed is a relcvilnt
factor in at:eoroing news mediil status and, thcrcfml.:, a
member of the news media might not qualify forreduccd fees
in a pllrticlll:lr ca~e. I understand that thi~ does not happen
very onen. anll rhe Agency giv~:s t.luc wusiucradon to any
reasonable ba~is .a freelam:e journalist may put forward that
he or ~he is entitled 10 m:w~ media stams.
We appre~o:iulc: your interest und conccm ahout CIA's
lldministr:nion of the FOIA. and think the di:lli.•guc between
us hns been fruitful. This kim! of di~t:usslon Improves our
undemanding of problems, cith~r n:;~l or perceived. thut
arise in the course of our complian<.~ with lhe FOIA and. I
hope demunstrute~ CIA's commitment to comply with bulh
the leucr :md the sphit of the law.
Plen~e

ler me know if I can he of further assistann:.
Yours truly.

W. GeNge l:Jmeson
Your rhird l'nnecm was thai C1 A clnri fy its response to
requests tor personal infonnation under both the FOrA and
..-----·

~mployi!<J~ were climin~ll<'d
wi1h pnlil ic:il assodalions.

lhcsc

~lll'h u~

·---------------thO\C h:tvinl) to do

SF-X~ wa~

revisl!d lo di111in:lle any <.jUI.',Iinns concerning
and am~st or mentaii1CUIU1 nlsrory. The
4Ul'MI011 (:om:cming arrest in the n:mt1iuin~; fonm wn3 ~pccUi
cully lirni1cd lu prcduJ~ USo.' in ;,:rirninal proceeding~. ar1d the
quc\tion concernin~ Cotnnwnist parry membership was
<.:lim in;ucd from the SF-Xt'l.
political

Associute General Counsel

;tssnciation~

lkspitc thl·sc inrpnwcment'\. problem~ remain. The broaa
inquiry concrrning dwg usl' rt·muin~ inta(.:t "~ df1cs the demund
fot· pc!l":il.llltll mcntul hculth information on the SF-85P and
SF-Hn. In tttldition new politil':tl :ltlvocacy llUCstions on rhe
SF-M itirncd at associations with organizmion~ that may be
inYnlvcd in unluwful condul'l remain llntc:sted. l'hose que~·

lions. aprarcnlly intended to !jet m knowing a11t1 !ntcn{ionut
'participation or u!lvvci1cy in .ln orgunizntio11 whmt: <lim is to
overthrow the Unitctl Sl.llles, remain vugtJC ami llV~rbroad.
finally. thl' new release provision. while ~igrtilkandy narrowt:r
t11an befor~:. t:lmliuucs to pose rbk 11.1 P"r~onal privacy.
In addition ro Con~:n:ssional hearings, a number of federal
unions· filed lawsuits seeking to enjoin further u~c of the old
form~. While niO~>l of d1e cases remain unrc~nlved. one C(lUrl
did enjoin the use of the old SF·K6. at least a~ applicu to luw
revet employees of the Railroad Rl:liremcnt Aoanl. hc'l.au~c it
violuted their Fir~l Amcr1Jment unc.l privucy ri!,lht~. ll1111'rican
FeJemriollt>fGrwemml'tll t:mptoyt•t•s 1'. U.S. R.R. Rrtirement
Board. 742 E Supp. 4~0 t:-J.D. 111. 1990) (Sec Fir.'/ f'tincipln,
V..1!. 15. Nu. :'!(Aug. 19'}0)). 1\'ocuses h:1vc ~·llx-cn liled under
the new forms. •
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Mr. Kenneth Mokoena
The National Security Archive
Suite 500
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20036
Reference:

1 0 MAY 1994

RECEIVED MAY 1 6 1SS~

F91-1004

Dear Mr. Mokoena:
In the course of processing your 7 November 1989 Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) request for records pertaining to
collaboration between Israel and South Africa on military
technology and nuclear research from 1975 to 1989, the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency located two CIA documents and
six Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) documents and
referred them to us for our review and direct response to you.
We have reviewed the documents identified below:
Documents:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

News release, 20 March 1980
News release, 28 February 1981
NES-90-229, 28 November 1990
AFR-89-219, 15 November 1989
NES-89-222, 20 November 1989
TAC-90-024, 15 August 1990
Memorandum, 6 December 1989 with attachment
Report, 8 July 1989

We have determined that the FBIS documents numbered 1-6
can be released in their entirety. Copies of the documents are
enclosed.
We have further determined that the CIA documents numbered
7-8 must be withheld in their entirety on the basis of FOIA
exemptions (b)(1) and (b)(3). An explanation of exemptions is
also enclosed.
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Ms. Jane Gefter
The National Security Archive
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Suite 500
Washington, D.C.
20036

Reference:

F94-1225

Dear Ms. Gefter:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your 14 June 1994 Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) request for copies of "all items
concerning the People's Republic of China in the National
Intelligence Daily from June l-30, 1989."
Your request as stated is unsearchable in our records
systems.
The FOIA does not require us to perform research or
create records for a requester.
Neither are we required to
study a body of material to see if any of it is related to a
specific event, activity, or incident.
To study a body of
material to see if any of it relates to the specifics of your
request would constitute research which is neither required nor
authorized under the FOIA.
·
We regret we are unable to assist you further.
Sincerely,

/\,WY

!/II.//1/!1o/d;j/f-j

1.1 t{i~
John H.

Info

7

Wr · h)( ·\;
tion and PriveSY coordinator
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Ms. Joyce Battle
The National Security Archive
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, D.C.
20036
Reference:

F94-146l

Dear Ms. Battle:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your 21 July 1994 Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) request referenced above.
Specifically, you are requesting copies of the following:
"1.
An October 10, 1992 public statement issued by
the CIA discussing testimony before the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence in regard to the Banca Nazionale
del Lavoro (BNL) affair.
2.
A public statement issued on September 18, 1992
regarding CIA information on the Banca Nazionale del
Lavoro (BNL) affair."
Your request as stated is unsearchable in our records
systems.
The FOIA provides for public access to reasonably
described records.
This means that a document must be described
sufficiently to enable a professional employee familiar with the
subject to locate the document without an unreasonable amount of
effort.
This, with few exceptions, means that the documents
must be locatable through the indexing to our various records
systems.
The FOIA does not require us to perform research or
create records for a requester.
Neither are we required to
study a body of material to see if any of it is related to a
specific event, activity, or incident.
We regret we are unable to assist you with your request.
If you can describe the reports in which you are interested in
greater detail, we shall be happy to search for them on your
behalf.

Info

bfld!J
''
Wri~

John H.
ation and Privac~~oordinator
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1 2 JUL 1994
Ms. Joyce Battle
The National Security Archive
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Suite 500
Washington, D.C.
20036
Reference:

F94-1278

Dear Ms. Battle:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your l July 1994 Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) request for all records relating to
"the export of nuclear equipment, technology, facilities,
technical assistance, training, or information from China to
Iraq from 1980 to 1991."
Your request as stated is unsearchable in our records
systems.
The FOIA provides for public access to reasonably
described records. This means that a document must be described
sufficiently to enable a professional employee familiar with
the subject to locate the document without an unreasonable
amount of effort. This, with few exceptions, means that the
documents must be locatable through the indexing to our various
records systems. The FOIA does not require us to perform
research or create records for a requester.
Neither are we
required to study a body of material to see if any of it is
related to a specific event, activity, or incident.
To study a
body of material to see if any of it relates to the specifics
of your request would constitute research which is neither
required nor authorized under the FOIA.
We regret that we are unable to assist you.

Infor
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Ms. Marjorie Robertson
The National Security Archive
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, D.C.
20036
Reference:

F93-2185

Dear Ms. Robertson:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your 28 October 1993
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request.
Specifically, you are requesting the following information:
"1. Documents of 1949 and 1950 relating to the
establishment of the Free Europe Committee (later changed
to the National Committee for a Free Europe) and the
founding of Radio Free Europe.
2.

CIA reports in November and December 1956 on the
of Radio Free Europe in inciting and
prolonging the Hungarian uprising.
responsibili~y

3. Memoranda by CIA staff on how to deal with
subsequent revelations in February and March 1967 that the
CIA financed Radio Free Europe."
4. You also request "[a]ll studies done specifically
concerned with Radio Free Europe."
With respect to items 1-3 of your request, we must advise
you that these portions of your request are unsearchable in our
records systems. The FOIA provides for public access to
reasonably described records. This means that a document must
be described sufficiently to enable a professional employee
familiar with the subject to locate the document without an
unreasonable amount of effort.
This, with few exceptions,
means that the documents must be locatable through the indexing
to our various records systems. The FOIA does not require us
to perform research or create records for a requester.
Neither
are we required to study a body of material to see if any of it
is related to a specific event, activity, or incident.
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2 0 MAY 1994
Ms ·. Kate Doyle
The National Security Archive
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Suite 500
Washington, D.C.
20036
Reference:

~cC~JVEO

J UL 1l t t994

F94-0746

Dear Ms. Doyle:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your 8 April 1994
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request referenced above.
Specifically, you are requesting all records relating to
the "June 30, 1984 abduction of Bolivian President Hernan Siles
Zauzo and the associated coup attempt." You ask that this
request also include "information on the following:
1. The role of the Bolivian counternarcotics police
UMOPAR in the abduction and coup attempt.
2.
The roles of UMOPAR officers Col. Rolando Saravia,
Col. German Linares, Carlos Barriga and Julio Diaz-Vargas.
3. The role of U.S. Ambassador Edin Corr in obtaining
the release of President Siles Zauzo.
4.
The discussions and decisions leading up to the
July 17, 1984 announcement by the State Department that
they would continue to work with UMOPAR despite their
involvement in the abduction of President Siles Zauzo."
We can search that portion of your request for records
concerning the "June 30, 1984 abduction of Bolivian President
Hernan Siles Zauzo and the associated coup attempt."
However,
any material located as a result of our search, if any exists,
would also include those portions of your request relating to
items 1-3 above.
Furthermore, since the FOIA does not require
us to perform research or create records for a requester, nor
does it require us to study a body of material to see if any of
it is related to a specific event, activity, incident, or
individual, it will be your responsibility to review whatever
releasable documents are located, if any exist, to see if they

pertain to the specifics of items l-3.
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*******STAFF MEMORANDUM******

TO:

Members of the Advisory Committee on Human Radiation Experiments

FROM:

Advisory Committee Staff
!'

. DATE:

June 27, 1994

..

...

4Y~·

RE:

Methodological Review of Agency Data Collection Efforts:
Initial Report on the Central Intelligence Agency Document Search

This initial repott provides: (1) background on the Central Intelligence Agency, its
involvement with human experimentation, and its records; (2) a description of the CIA's records
search; and (3) staff observations and recommendations to the Committee for future action.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

, 1.

/

CIA History and Records

The CIA was created in 1947 to serve as the government's principal intelligence collection
and analytical agency, as well as to engage in coven actions to influence events in foreign
countries through propaganda, economic, political, and paramilitary means. In the 1950s and 60s,
the CIA engaged in an extensive program of human experimentation, using drugs, psychol9gical,
and other means, in search of techniques to control human behavior for counterintelligence and
covert action purposes. The possibility that CIA itself engaged in human radiation experiments
emanates from references in a 1963 CIA Inspector General's (IG) report on Project MKUL1RA,
which was a program "concerned with research and development of chemical, biological, and
radiological materials capable of employment in clandestine operations to control human
behavior."
MKULTRA was the subject of extensive internal. congressional, and outside
investigations in the 1970s. In 1973, the CIA purposefully destroyed most of the MKUL1RA
files concerning its research and testing on human behavior. In 1977, the agency uncovered
additional MKULTRA files in the budget and fiscal records that were not indexed under the name
-MKULTRA. These documents detailed over 150 subprojects-that the CIA funded in this area,
but no evidence was uncovered at that time concerning the use of radiation.
CIA records are maintained at CIA Headqu~rs and the CIA record center. Most older
records, before 1980, are in paper form with electronic databases of the file-folder titles. The
MKULTRA files are held by the CIA General Counsel, although most have been released to the

'~---

public.
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Although the CIA has offices around the world and dsewhere in the United States. its
records are maintained in and controlled by CIA Headquarters in Langley. Virginia and at the CIA
records center (which is independent from the National Archives and the federal records centers).
The main database that the CIA has been searching is the Agency Records and Information
System (ARCINS), which contains information on the holdings of most of the major components
in the Agency Archives and Records Center. The data base contains subject listings down to the
folder level.
The following is a description of the ~rd system in each of the four directorates and the
DCI's offices and the CIA's repon of its search process.
(1) Director of Central Intelligence Area. The tiles under the control of the DC! are in

paper from years 1947-80. and are indexed in the ARCINS. The agency conducted a key word
search of these flies for topics dealing with human radiation experiments. Many of the
MKULTRA files. which are held by the General Counsel. were searched by hand; the agency also
contacted and interviewed former staff who were involved in or had knowledge of MKULTRA
projects, including Richard Helms and Sidney Gottlieb, the Director of TSD who ran the
MKULTRA programs. It does not appear that the agency contacted persons on the IG staff who
prepared the 1963 IG report on MKULTRA
/

.;·

(2) Directorate of Science and Technology. The DS&T used the ARCJNS and focused
its search primarily on two of its offices: the Office of Technical Service (formerly the TSD that
· conducted MKULTRA) and the Office of Research and Development. The directorate pulled
approximately 30 cubic feet of documents and is still engaged in a hand search of this material.
The agency brought in two retired persons ("annuitants") with knowledge of these activities to
help with search.
(3) Directorate of Intelligence. The DI has three central data bases which are
computerized index systems of raw and finished intelligence reports (depending on the time
frame), as well as two hard copy indices. The former are queried by subject categories. area
codes, and/or key words. The documents themselves (not merely "folder titles") are indexed.
The initial search was for any records relating to ionizing radiation experiments on humans. lQ.
those instances where there is no keyword capability, broad subject codes were linked with the
United States: i.e., if a document referred solely to foreign activities not including the United
States, it would not have surfaced. (Soviet atomic bomb developments were not the subject of
the initial request) The DI also searched for records archived by the Office of Scientific
Intelligence using ARCINS for topics dealing with human radiation experiments.· Approximately
18,600 pages. were reyiewed by hand. and no responsive documents were located. OSI files are
still under review. and the Directorate is conducting additional searches based on new information
supplied by the Committee.
(4) Directorate of Administration. TheDA's ftles are indexed primarily by name.
However, it also searched the Office of Security, because of its early involvement in MKULTRA.

9
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Ms. Joyce Battle
The National Security Archive
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, D.C.
20036
Reference:

r?ECEIVEO JUL ~ t 1994

F94-1013

Dear Ms. Battle:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your 12 May 1994 Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) request referenced above.
Specifically, you are requesting copies of "[t]he
following intelligence reports on Banca Nazionale del Lavoro
(BNL) dated:
1.

September 15, 1989

2.

October 5, 1989

3.

October 6, 1989

4.

October 20, 1989"

Your request as stated is unsearchable in our records
systems. The FOIA provides for public access to reasonably
described records.
This means that a document must be described
sufficiently to enable a professional employee familiar with the
subject to locate the document without an unreasonable amount of
effort.
This, with few exceptions, means that the documents
must be locatable through the indexing to our various records
systems. The FOIA does not require us to perform research or
create records for a requester.
Neither are we required to
study a body of material to see if any of it is related to a
specific event, activity, or incident. To study a body of
material to see if any of it relates to the specifics of your
request would constitute research which is neither required nor
authorized under the FOIA.
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We regret we are unable to assist you with your request.
If you could provide a specific subject or further describe the
reports in which you are interested, we shall be happy to
conduct records searches on your behalf.
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The National Security Archive
Document1ng U.S Foreign Policy
A Project of the Fund for Peace

August 9, 1994
John H. Wright
Information and Privacy Coordinator
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C.· 20505
RE:

F94-1013
Archive FOIA No. 94Q435CIA040

Dear Mr. Wright:
I am writing in response to your letter of July 11,
1994, in which you indicated that a request for four
intelligence reports on the Banca Nazionale del Lavoro (BNL)
was unsearchable in your records systems.
I question your
assertion that the information in my request i~ insufficient
to locate documents in your files. The subject and dates
provided should be sufficient for a keyword and date search
of your indexing system.
The documents requested were the subject of
considerable Congressional, media and public attention when
questions arose about the completeness of the CIA's response
to requests for information from judicial authorities
investigating the BNL affair. The requested intelligence
reports were-identified and provided to the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence for its review in response to a
request for CIA information pertaining to BNL.
I have enclosed a September 1990 letter from the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence referring to the documents.
With this citation, I believe that sufficient information
has been provided to locate these materials for review.
I look forward to your response.
If you have any
questions or believe a discussion of this matter would be
beneficial, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

'jhr_';::;:r_-:, ,z:ui:c_)
Joyce Battle
Enclosure
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Sept~mber

30, 1992

SSC1.# 92-4768

'•

Th~ Honorable Rob~rt M. Gato'
Director o! Ct~tral Intelli9ence
Centr•l rnt~lligvnce ~gvncy
Washin9ton, D.C. 20505

Dear Bob:
The Committ•~ requests furthe: information b~
provided ~ith resp~ct to the back9:ound and preparation of
the C!~ l~tttt of S•ptember 17, 1992, to th~ Depart~ent of
Ju~tice regarding th~ f~deral inve~ti9ation of activities
at tht Banca Na~ionale de Lavo~o Atlanta bta~ch.
rn
particular, ~• request reaponsea to the q~t3tion~ lis~ed
in the 4ttachm~n~ to thi~ letter as ~oon as po6Jible.

A.tto.chment

5/16 ·

tf~a51ft_OI

........C::"-'.

~J( P~'o.

I
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With tq$p~ct to th~ CIA letter of septemb~r 17, 1992,
the Pepart=ent o! Justice relatin9 to the federal
inve£ti9ation of activities at the e~nca Na~ionale del
tavoro Atlanta branch; ~leaat describe in detail:

to

1. All o! the contacts be~~•en th~ Depart~~nt of
Justice (including the reaeral ~ur~~u of Inv~stlgation}
and the CIA vhlch ltd to the trans~ittal ol this I•tter.
Such description afiouid include:
-- When did e&eh

occur?

cont~ct

What o!fict5 wer• involv~d in e•ch contact?
the individual& acting lor DoJ7 Who ~ece the
.individuals acting for CIA?

Who

v~r•

Wert tht communications oral, in writing, or both?
each

~hdt

wa1

~he

req~e&t

!or

intor~ation

5Ub~tanc•

of each contact, includtng
and each respon~e t~e:eto?

-- In the course of any of such contact, did DoJ ever
$hare vith CIA of!icials the ~tlanta prosecution theory or
5tratqgy? I! so, plea£e describ~ the ~ircumstanccs. ·
-- What 9uidance, if any, did OoJ official' give ClA
re~peet to the !or~ or conttnt of CIA r•spon3tS7
Was
Cl~ ever advised to conform th• cont•nts o! i t ' cespon3e
to !it the prosecution theory o! the cast? If so, please
~x?l~in the circum•tance,.

vith

-- Was C!A appri~ed in th• course of any contact that
DoJ planned to enter its response into tvid~nce in th~
Dro9oul c&se •nd;or release it to th~ public7 I! so, vh~n
d i d t hi S 0 C C'-1 r7
2. The Erocel£ vithin CIA
September 17 1992, to ine1ua•:

~hich

led to tht letter of

-- Which of!lce at CIA was responsible !or th9
draftin9, cevieving, and/Ot fi~al •pproval of the CIA
response of Septvrnber 17, 19927 Did tht General counsel
reviQV the response? Did_thc DCl or OOCI?
-- Oid any CI~ official take the position prior to
its releawv that any poction ot the September 17 lett~r.
or ~ny draft of that lett~r, ~as inaccur~t~ or misltading?
If so, how was thia objection dealt with?
'
.-- D~scribc all material& that wer• con~ult~6 in
preparin9 tht letter. Who was responsiblt !or sear~hins
for and ass~robling these materials ~nd what proce~~ ~~~
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Sptcitically, did th• author('} of the Septvmber
11 l~ttor prepare the &n,~ers with kno~ledge ot and/or
accesa to the s~pt•~•r 15. October 5, October 6, ~nd
Octob•t 20, 1989, clandestine reports concerning BNL that
SSCI st.atf di5CU$$ed •t tht Septc~er 28, 1992, meeting?
-- Pr~ciseli t¢ what.va5 ClA re!t~ring. in tht
Septtmbtr 17 letter's re!e~cnce in •nsver nu~er e to
•publicly avoll~blc in!orm•tion, acquired in the Oece~er,
1989 - JDnuary, 1990 timc-fra~e, ~hAt BNL-Romc ~•• aware
of tH• illegal activ1tit5 engagvd in by BNL-Atlanta~?
-- Why did CIA believ~ the Dece!llbtr 1989-January 1990
public information met the tQtt for ~any information•
•
rtgardlng its awarenet~ of •illtgal activities• vhil~ the
October 1989 clandestine reports cid not? ~ocs CIA still
adhere to thi• vie~?
--Did Cl~ consent to th~ Septv~ber 11, l992 lttter
being r~leased to the media and tht public? Which o!fic•
approved this7

3. Co~munications ~ith th« DoJ and Judqt Shoob
c?nctrning ClA information, to includ~:
-- When did CIA transmit to DoJ ra~ intelligenct and
any operational files or information relatin9 to any
kno~ltdge by DNL-~O~Q and/or entitie$ of the United States
Government o! BNL-Atlanta'• activi~ie'7 When the~e
documents were trans~itte~, did CIA ioclud• summari~s or
~xplanatocy infor~ation7
H~r• 'u~marie' trans~itted prior
to or a!ttr transmistion of the rav 1nttlli9enc•7 When,
if ever, wa~ DoJ provided with the September lS, October
s, october 6, and October 20, 1989, clandestine reports
concernin9 BNL that SSCI sta!f discussed at the Septt~b•r
28, 1992, ~eetin91

-- By the time that the !1rst SNL-~tlanta indlct~ent~
ittued in Febcu~ry 1991, had th~ Intelligence
Conullunity provid•d DoJ vith all availablt Intelligence
Col\ll!\unity intor1nation and documentation on on any
~ere

knowled~t

by

BN~-Romt

and/or •ntitie' of tht UnitQd Sta~es
If not, plea'e
inlor~ation ~•s not provided and why.

Governnent of !NL-Atlanta'' activities?
expl~in ~hat

-- Wh9n did Judge Shoob re~eive ra~ intelli9eric~ and
any opwrational riles or information rtlatin9 to any
knowl~dge by BNt-Ro~t and/or entiti~s of the United State$
G6vernment of. BNL-Atlanta•s activiti•'7 Has Judgt Shoob
had constant acct~s to the6e material~ since they came
into hi& posswssion7 When th~s~ ~ocun~nt$ were
tr~nGmitt•d to Judgt Shoob, did CIA or DoJ include
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..
612 IJncoln Avenue t~t3()1
St. Paul, Minnesota 55102-2829
612-224-8447
August22,

1994

Director
Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505

Dear S1r or Madame:
This letter provides conunents in response to the Federal Register Notice dated
Monday, August 8, 1994, page 40339.
The thrust of the CIA's information release activitles must, by definition, evolve in
response to changing world conditlons. Therefore, business as usual, is likely to be
unacceptable within the context of domestic and international concerns.
Although the CIA's Historical Review Program has expanded substantlally since
1992, much of the material released has been mandated by outside executive
branch,.dtrecdves. Por example, the "over 140,000 pages from the jPK sequestered
collection ot documents" was ordered reviewed and released by President Clinton.
I believe that the •over 1,500 pages of records on Raoul Wallenberg" has also been
released ln response to requJrements external to the CIA. A more proactive
approach is suggested, and one that concentrates on the needs of historical
researchers.

1)

THE CIA SHOULD USE A FLOATING 30-YEAR TIMELINB TO RETRIEVE
AND R1M.EW HISTORICAL MATERIALS FOR RELEASE.

Materblls of hJstorica.llmportance need to be made avaHable up through 1964, and
more recent matetials need to be reviewed when their 30-year anniversaries are
reached.

2)

nm CIA. SHOULD GIVE TOP PRIORITY TO THE REVIEW OF OLDER CIA
HISIORIC4J. REPORTS (WHICH CURRENTLY EXIST Bur ARE RESTRICTED
OR CLASSIFIED).

CIA Historical Reports and documents generated by CJA lntema1 historians are
already In a fonn suitable for use by historical re.'lcarchcrH. These secondary
documents will provide the most accurate interprcratlon of historical events for
historians, and the least additional work to be useful.
3)

11iE CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM SHOULD COMPILE AN
't..D.7<0LA.COZP.n::D

nznuoon.o\.E'.r:rv o;r

OL... :niD'I'OJUt)() 1
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KNOWN DOCUMENTS, rnEIR CURRENT LEVEL OP AVAILABIUI'Y, AND
'IHE ANTICIPATED DATE OF THEIR NEXT DECLASSIFICATION REVIEW.
This omnibus hJstorlcal bibliography will provide a good road map for historical
researchers, while potentially reducing the workload for those Involved in
processing FOIA requests.
4)

TO ENCOURAGE MAXIMUM uriUZATION BY HlSTORIANS OF

ONGOING DECLASSIFICATION MATERIAlS, THE CIA SHOOLO
CONTINUR TO SPONSOR ADDmONAL SYMPOSIA THROUGH THE

CENTER FOR TilE S11JDY OF INTELUGENCE.
This wlll serve to bring these newly accessible materials to a broad range of
researchers, and thus preclude misJnterpret:ation by potentially hostile researchers,
and also get the "biggest bang for the buck ...
5)

THE CIA SHOULD ESTABLISH A "PUBLIC READING ROOM" IN THE
WASHINGTON, DC METROPOLrrAN AREA FOR MATElUALS RELEASED
UNDER THE HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM. 1HE READING ROOM
SHOULD AlSO lNCLUDB MATERIALS OF GENERAL INTEREST WHICH
HAVE BEEN RELEASED TO REQUESTERS UNDER THE FREEDOM OF
INFORMATION ACf, AND THOSE MATERIALS WHICH 1HE CIA HAS
MADE ACCESSIBLE PREVIOUSLY UNDER OTiiER PROGRAMS.

Suggestloo.s for Materials which should be :reviewed for releaset
I also suggest that the following record sets be reviewed for declassiftcation and

avallabUlty Cor several reasons including that they address the topic of non-US
development of atomic weapons. Furthermore, they are over 45 years old.

FBIS (FOREIGN BROADCAST INFORMATION SERVICE) REPORTS DATED
PRIOR TO DECEMBER 31, 1950.
FOREIGN DOCUMENTS DMSION (FDD) REPORTS DATED PRIOR TO

DECEMBER 31, 1950.
Q INFORMATION REPORTS WRITI'EN PRIOR TO OECEMBER 31, 1950.

· FDD TRANSLATIONS DATED PRIOR TO DECEMBER 31, 1950.
U REPORTS DATED PRIOR TO DECEMBER 31, 1950.

Comments ott CIA Files Designated as Operational
I do not believe that, for the purposes of FOIA request, that all the CIA files
presently designated as Operation should continue to be treated as such.

.
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Speclftcally, the Personality files have contained records on persons surveilled
within the borders of the United States for partisan and political reasons rather
than counterintelligence reasons. The exemption of Personality ftle searches have,
by themselves, subverted the intent of the FOIA statutes, because the CIA POIA
office routinely refuses to search the Personality files for applicable records.
I feel that whUe much of the material within the Personality files, may In fact be
exempt under POIA statutes, treating the ~ set of files as such is
counterproductive, improper and illegal. Therefore, the older Personality files
(more than 25 years old) should be considered outside the scope of operational
files for the purpose of initial FOIA searches.
Thank you for requesting and considering my comments.

Michael J, Ravnit2ky

A
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Dr. Page Putnam Miller
DirectOf
Members
American Histotioal AHooialion
Organization of
HiStorians
Society of Anwioan Archivists
Weotern Hiotory Aosociation
Phi Alpha Theta
Southern Historical Association
Society lor Mifitary History
Society lor Historians cl
Amwioan l=oreign Relatione
SOO.ty lor History Education

Amer"*'

ABC-CLIO
Coordinating Commttee on Women
in the Hiatorical Prot..oionConf. Group on Women's History
History of Science Society
Society lor the History cl Technology
American Political Soienca Association
Berkahire Coni. of Women Historiane
Council on p...,. R-rch in History
lmmgration History Society
American Aooociation for
Stale and Local History

September 7, 1994

Mr. Ed Cohen
Director, Information Management
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
Dear Mr. Cohen,

Conference Group for

Central European History
Women Historians of the Midweot
Polish AmericM Historical Aoooci.ation
Agricultural History Society
American Lbrary AosociationLibrary History Round Table
Federation of Stale Human~ieo Councils
Society for History in the
Federal Government
National Council on Public History
National Arohive& Aooembly

I received the attached letter from Athan Theoharis, a professor of
history at Marquette Unversity. He heard about the request for comments in
the Federal Register but did not see the announcement. He has thus asked me
to forward his comments to you.
Sincerely,

American Astooiation for the

History of Medicine
Association lor Documentary Ed~ing
Midwest Archives CQnferenca
National Aoaciclation of Government
ArchivM and Record& Administrator~
Federation of G-alogical Societiao
Oral History Aooociation
Mid-Atlantic Regional Archiveo Coni.
American Society lor Legal History
American·Studies Association
Council on America's Mlitary Past
Eoonomic Hiatory Al.toeNltlon
History Aooociateo, Inc.
lnst•utalor Histotioai Study
(San Francioco)
New England Archivists
Society of Georgia Archivists
Society for Industrial Archeology
Southern Association for Women

Page Putnam Miller

Historians

American Council of Learned Societies
Cornmun•y Collage Humanities Association
National Genealogical Society
Urban History Association
Western A&&oeiation

a Women Hiator._.n•

State Coordinating Committees
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Connecticut
Gecrgia
Idaho
llinoie
Indiana

Kans•
Kentucky
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota

Misoouri
Montana

Now Harrpshire
New Jeroey
New Mexico
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
PennaylvanNI

Texas
Utah
Vermont
Wisoonsln

Mississippi
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MU

Marquette
University
Charles L. Coughlin Hall
Milwaukee, WI 53233
(414) 288-7217, 288-7385

August 26, 1994

Page Putnam Miller, Director
National Corrdinating Committee
Dear Page:
)C4./.Ii~~~e,.

A colleague advieed me of the cieptember ?, 1994 1 commentAre the CIA
request for comments on the historical value of CIA operational files and
other CIA records. Since this colleague did not report to whom I should
send this comment, I am mailing it to you and request that you send it
to the appropriate office or officialQ
Clearly it is difficult to offer a firm asse~sment on the historical
value of CIA records, and particularly the Agency s operational files.
That difficulty stems not from the questionable value of these records
but the fact that CIA records were not accessible to historical researchers
until passage of ke~ amendments to the Freedom of Informatio~t in 1974.
Even then, released CIA records were heavily redacted and then, in 1983,
CIA operational fiies were totally exempted from release under the FOIA.
In argbing for the passage of the 1983 amendment. CIA officials emphasized
the aensi ti vity of these records and how their public release would adversely
affect the Agency's liaison relationship with other foreign intelligence
agencies and the.gency's ability to recruit sources. In itself, this is
an argument for the importance of these records for historical research
(whenever released) and against the destruction of these records. Operational
files are ' record of the Agency's operations and procedures--and given
the Agency s importance to the formulation and execution of U.S. foreign
policy, these records provide an essential record to the student of u.s.
foreign po~cy. J1.e well 1 students of bureaucracy will find these records
of inesti..a{e value, providing insights into the Agency's methods, proce~ures 1
priorities, and as well ita successes and failures~ Last the very secrecy
of the A-seney's operations make CIA records of particular value providing
a record of,the Agency's relationship with the White House, conceptions
of Congress a ro!e, conceptions of public and press opinion. ~he very fact
that the CIA operated in secrecy means that CIA records offer a far more
comprehensive record of executive policy and decisions than those of other
executive agencies and the White House, whose personnel might have otherwise
hesttated to create written records of.sensitive decisionsa While retention
of the resulting massive records might create housekeeping problems» these
are records of great historical research value and should be preserved.
Sincerely,

I

~~A~tn~a~n~~~n~e~o~n~a~r~1"s.---~

Professor of History
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Dr. Page Putnam Miller
OiredO'

~ · WASHINGTON,
Admlnlatr•tlv. Olflcea: 400 A STREET SE
DC 200031(202) 54-4·2422

c

Mem!Mira
American Hlotorical Aaoocialion
()~alion al American HiotO'iana
Society al American Atc:hivilts
Weateon Hioto<y Association

• Phi Alpha Theta
Soutt.n Hiotorical Aaoocialion
Sociely lor Military Hlot<>'y
Sociely lor Hlotoriano ol

Anwrican Foreign Relations
SociMy lor Hlotory Educ:ation

ABCCLIO
Cooldlnaling Comrri- on Women
in the Historical Prote.alonConf. Group on Women'o Hiotory
Hillory al Science Society
Society lor the Hlotory al Technology
Americen Political Science Aatodation
Berkthire Cont. al Wonwl Hittoriana
Counoi on p...,. Reoewch In Hitto<y
lnvrigration Hillory Society
Amorioan AaiOOiation for
Stale and Local Hlotory
ConleMnoe Group for
Central Eu_., Hittory
Women Historians of the Mid-t
Polloh American Hittorical Association
Agricultural Hittory Society
Americen U>rary AssociationLibrary Hittory Round Table
Fede<ation al Stile Human~ieo Councilo
Socllly for Hittory In the
Federal Government
National Council on Public Hiotory
National Atc:hivea Aaoembly
Americen Aatodation fOf the
HiotO<Y al Medicine
Aaaoclallon IOf Documentary Ed~ing
M~ Atc:hivea Conference
National Aaoociation of Gowrnment
Atc:hi..... and Recorda Admlnittra!Ofo
Federation of Geneelogiool Sooietiea
()al Hiotory Association
Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Coni.
American Society for Legal HisiO<Y
Amorioan Studiea Aaooclallon
Councl on America's Military Peat
Eoonomic HiotOfy Asaooiation
History Aolociateo, Inc.
tnstlute tor Hitlorioal Study
(San Francitoo)
New England Arc:hiviato
Society al GeOfgia Archivists
Society !Of lnduatrial Atcheology
Soutt.n Association lor Women
Htatorians

American Council of Learned Societies
Cornrn~nky College Humanitiea Asoociation
National Genealogical Society
Urban History Associalion
Weetetn Auocialion ol Women Hia1ortans

State Coordinating Committees

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Connec1icut
Georgia

Idaho
tUinois
Indiana
Kana as

Kentucl<y
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Montana
New Harrpshire
New Jersey

N_M.,.ioo
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Pennaytvan6
Texas

Utah
Vermont
Wtscxmsin

NCC Briefing Sheet on Historical Value of Operational Files of the CIA
August 24, 1994
Background: On August 8 the Federal Register carried a request for comments
from the public regarding the historical value of the subject matter of the Central
Intelligence Agency's (CIA) operational files. Since 1984 these files have been
exempt from Freedom oflnfonnation Act (FOIA) requests. The CIA Information
Act of 1984 exempted from FOIA searches three categories of operation files - the
files of the directorate of Operations, the files of the Directorate of Science and
Technology, and the files of the Office of Security. Within these categories some
of the files that would be of most interest to historians are the Policy and
Management files of the Directorate of Operations, described in the Federal Register
announcement as files containing information concerning the management of
individual projects and decisions made for the conduct of operational activities. In
hearings in 1983 when this legislation was under consideration, historians testified
in the House and Senate in opposition to policies that closed off large bodies of
records Without any provisions for eventual access. In subsequent amendments,
spearheaded by Senator Patrick Leahy, some concessions were made to ensure that
the legislation not undercut the public's access through the FOIA to information
used in setting United States foreign policy. One of the amendments adopted
requires that not less than once every 10 years the Director of Central Intelligence
review those categories of records exempt from FOIA requests. With the end of
the 10 year period occurring in October, the CIA is soliciting comments to assist
with this review.

Key Issues:
1. Through its Openness Initiative the CIA has in the last few years made some
select information available to the public. But the long list in the Federal Register
under "Declassification and Release of CIA Information of Historical Value"
includes relatively few documents. At the March, 1994 CIA Conference on the
Origin and Development of the CIA in the Administration of Harry S. Truman. Dr.
Anna Nelson of American University in a session titled "Research, Records, and
Declassification Today" made clear that "the efforts of CIA public relations officials
notwithstanding, the Agency has released very few of its records." The CIA
collection in the National Archives consists mainly of intelligence estimates, articles
from Studies in Intelligence, some documents used in the preparation of official CIA
histories, records related to the JFK assassination that were required by law to be
deposited at the National Archives, and some selected documents dealing with
specific issues.
2. Scholars require comprehensive access to records. Preselected groups of
documents pulled from the files are not a satisfactory alternative. The historical
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profession has for a long time urged that older records of historical significance be transferred to the
National Archives and made available to researchers. While hist~rians value the FOIA, historical
methodology is best seJVed when researchers have access to the whole body of records and not
isolated documents. As the National Archives stated in a 1980 General Accounting Office report,
"To fully explore a research topic; a researcper requires comprehensive access to the records, i.e., to
examine the records with minimal constraints." The recent CIA declassification efforts have resulted
in two archival boxes of material related to the Cuban Missile Crisis being placed in the National
Archives. So few documents raise more questions than provide answers for historians.
3. The principle that the sensitivity of a record declines with age should be a part of all access
policies. A most troubling aspect of the current designation of files to be exempt from the Freedom
of Information Act is that there is no consideration of the age of documents. Thus a 1950 document
is as inaccessible as one from 1990, if it falls within one ofthe exempted categories.
4. Until the mid-twentieth century, the State Department was the primary agency involved in the
conduct of foreign affairs. Today, the National Security Council, as well as the CIA, have pivotal
roles. The CIA acknowledged this role in sponsoring a conference in October, 1993 on "Teaching
Intelligence." At this coDference the CIA provided participants with a collection of syllabi of
Intelligence-Related Courses. One such syllabus begins with the statement: "The flow of
information to policy makers, particularly on critical areas of foreign affairs, has been greatly influence
by what intelligence agencies generate and by their posture toward foreign policy issues. This course
will examine the role of strategic intelligence and intelligence agencies as a tool of United States
foreign policy." Although the CIA may seek to encourage the study of intelligence, this effort
appears only half hearted without providing access to the historical records.
5. If the CIA is to defend its mission in this rapidly changing world, there needs to be more
information available that will allow a meaningful debate on the rol~ of intelligence gathering and
analysis for the conduct of foreign policy. Many inside and outside of government feel that secrecy
has not only handicapped CIA's ability to make a case for the value of intelligence assessments but
has also handicapped the quality of analytical studies by insulating those who prepare intelligence
assessments from dialog with specialists outside the agency.
6. Unless the CIA makes available more of its historic documents, the Foreign Relations of the
United States (FRUS), the State Department's documentary series of 30 year old documents that
provide an authentic and comprehensive presentation of American foreign relations will be distorted.
The State Department Advisory Committee on Historical Diplomatic Documentation, which is
mandated by law to have oyersight over both the publication of FRUS volumes and the State
Department declassification program, noted in its August annual report that the Committee is
preparing to contest declassification refusals by the Department of State and the CIA. The .
Committee has unanimously agreed that there would be serious distortions to the record of American
foreign policy with at least two volumes on the Kennedy presidency, if these documents over thirty
years old are not included.
Recommendation: Historians urge that there be a full scale revision of the operational categories
defined in the CIA Information Act of 1984 to ensure that older records of historical value are
accessible to scholars and to the public.

A
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Argument

1.

Jonathan D. Clemente, MD
(author of manuscript on
"medical intelligence")

Requests special consideration of operational files
pertaining to OMS and medical intelligence

2.

Andrew M. Nacin

Requests a specific 1967 document relating to the
USS Liberty

3

Paul Wolf
(researcher/writer on intel
topics)

Concerned that decennial review process will result
in file destruction... argues that DO records are
historically significant and that disclosure is
essential for a well informed public.

4

R. Bruce Craig
Director, National Coalition
for History

Suggests declassification of ops files older than 30
years ... cites examples of major releases of ops
records that did not harm national security... asserts
ops file series encompass releasable
materials ... reminds us that CIA has not released
promised convert ops materials ... alleges CIA has
reclassified previously released material..

5

Michael J. Churgin
American Society for Legal
History; Univ. ofTexas

Urges maximum disclosure of ops records because
of their historical significance

6

John W. Carlin
Archivist of the U.S.
NARA

Believes cleared NARA staff to examine records to
help determine whether they should remain
exempt...wants NARA to accession full-text
version of CREST records ... wantS to ensure that
50-year old records are sent for accessioning, not
destroyed.

7

Thomas Blanton and
Meredith Fuchs
National Security Archive

Presents a nine-page argument asking CIA to
narrow its categories of exempt records because
scholars and public need to know intel history and
learn from experience.

8

James H. Lesar, Esq.

Everything CIA has ever done stinks and the public
needs to know the details of its corruption.

9

Meredith Fuchs
National Security Archive

Asks CIA to make the decennial review docket
(notice and comments) publicly available--on
CIA's website or NSArchive's.
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24 December 2004

Edmund Cohen
Director of Information Management Services
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505
Dear Mr. Cohen:
This letter is in response to the request for solicitation of comments on the
historical value of CIA files, which was published in the Federal Register, Volume 69,
No. 244, 21 December 2004.
I would like to suggest that the during the second decennial review, the CIA
consider those records from the Directorate of Operations, Directorate of Science and
Technology, and Office of Security that pertain to medical support for operations, the
CIA "Office of Medical Services (OMS)," and "medical intelligence." 1 The CIA Office
ofMedical Services has been an integral part ofthe Agency since 1947. In 1997, Dr.
John Tietjen,. Director of OMS from 1947-1974, was designated as a "CIA trailblazer" by
former DCI George Tenet. Dr. Tietjen was instrumental in establishing the Agency's
worldwide medical program and pioneering aspects of medical and psychological field
support for clandestine operations. Since at least 1963, the "VIP Health Watch" program
to monitor the psychological and physical health of foreign leaders has been an integral
component ofthe Agency's leadership analysis efforts. Since 1949, the CIA Office of
Scientific Intelligence has been responsible for producing intelligence on foreign
biomedical capabilities, trends, and research and development for inclusion in various
analytical products, such as National Intelligence Estimate 11-6-56, Capabilities and
Trends in Soviet Science and Technology.
My interest in the above subjects stems from research towards a scholarly history
of medical intelligence and medical support for clandestine operations from World War II
to the present. My research is based, first and foremost, on the extensive archival records
held in the United States National Archives, Center for Military History, US Army
Military History Institute and several private archival collections. I have made extensive
use of declassified archival material related to this subject that are maintained in Record
1
DOD Dictionary of Military Terms defines "medical intelligence" as "That category of intelligence
resulting from collection, evaluation, analysis, and interpretation of foreign medical, bio-scientific, and
environmental information that is of interest to strategic planning and to military medical planning· and
operations for the conservation of the fighting strength of friendly forces and the formation of assessments
offoreignmedicalcapabilities in both military and civilian sectors." DOD Joint Publication 1-02,7
October 2004
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Group 263 at the National Archives, including the CIA Research Tool (CREST) CDROM also located at NARA. I have also found important documents on the CIA
Electronic Reading Room website (http://www.foia.cia.gov).
The first part of my book will be an in-depth organizational and administrative
history of medical intelligence within the United States military beginning in 1933 to the
present day, Armed Forces Medical Intelligence Center (AFMIC). I will attempt to trace
the development of medical intelligence doctrine over the past 60 years. I will include an
analysis of the intelligence cycle (i.e., tasking, collection, analysis, production, and
dissemination) from the standpoint of medical intelligence, and using historical examples,
will show how each element of the cycle works in this field. I also hope to discuss the
role of the CIA Office of Scientific Intelligence/Medicine Division and Life Sciences
Division in the production of medical intelligence for the US Intelligence Community,
and specifically, the National Intelligence Surveys and various National Intelligence
Estimates.
The second part of my book deals with "medical support for intelligence
operations." This section will essentially constitute a history of the Office of Strategic
Services (OSS) Medical Services Branch and its eventual evolution into the CIA Office
of Medical Services. I will then attempt to describe the organizational and administrative
history of CIA/OMS from its inception in 1947 under Dr. John Tietjen, to as close to the
present time as possible. The focus of this section. will be on the development of the basic
policies and practices of OMS; historical problems related to the recruitment and
retention of career physicians; the Medical Career Service Board, the development of
individual OMS subunits such as the Operations Division, Field Support Staff, and the
Psychiatric Division; the "VIP Heaith Watch" program, and the Regional Medical Officer
program.
I would like to point out that several recent widely reported news stories have
underscored the public's interest in the medical aspects of the U.S. intelligence effort.
For example, extensive speculation has been made on the circumstances surrounding the
exact cause of death of Palestinian President Y asir Arafat, the alleged poisoning of
Ukrainian opposition candidate Viktor Yushchenko, and the health of Osama Bin Laden.
These cases have highlighted the public interest in the government's effort to monitor the
health of such individuals. The recent outbreak ofSARS in China, and the proliferation
ofHIV/AIDS in Sub-Saharan Africa and India have highlighted the vulnerability of
developing nations in handling emerging public health issues. The public has an interest
in our nation's intelligence effolt$ to monitor epidemics and pandemics which may
potential destabilize areas of strategic interest or possibly directly effect U.S. national
security.
I have performed an exhaustive search of the open source intelligence literature
and have found a veritable dearth of scholarly research on the field of medical
intelligence or medical support for Agency operations. Moreover, extant literary coverage
of the CIA Office ofMedical Services is limited to one-line blurbs, mainly focusing on
lurid tales of mind control experiments gone awry, assassination plots, or errant
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psychological profiles of Daniel Ellsberg or former Haitian President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide. I am confident that my book will make a unique scholarly contribution to the
body of intelligence literature and shed a positive light on a fascinating and little known
aspect of intelligence work. The declassification of even portions of those files, or
information contained therein, would greatly assist my endeavor to make a substantial
contribution to the public's understanding ofthe role of the Central Intelligence Agency
and the government in these areas.
Sinrprelv

Jonathan D. Clemente, MD
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Andrew M. Nacin

28 December 2004
Edmund Cohen
Director of Information Management Services
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505

SUBJECT: Decennial Review of Operational Files Designations
Mr. Cohen,
With regards to operational files designations, fonner CIA director Richard Helms in his memoir

A Look Over My Shoulder sai<.l the following with -regards to the U.S.S. Liberty A.G.T.R 5, an
"auxiliary general technical research" ship outfitted as an NSNNSG (National Security
Agency/Naval Security Group) mobile intelligence gathering unit, sailing in the Eastern
Mediterranean Sea on 8 June 1967, when it was attacked by Israel Defense Forces from the air
and sea:
"Israeli authorities subsequently apologized for the incident, but few in Washington could
believe that the ship had not been identified as an American naval vessel. Later, an
interim intelligence memorandum concluded the attack was a mistake and not made in
malice against the U.S ....

(

''I had no role in the board of inquiry that followed, or tbe board's finding that there
could be no doubt that the Israelis knew exactly what they were doing in attacking the
Liberty. I have yet to understand why it was felt necessary to attack this ship or who
ordered the attack." [emphasis added]

I would like this "board's finding" that Mr. Helms mentions to be declassified so it can be
released to the general public. I will also be submitting a FOIA (Freedom of Information Act, 5
U.S.C. § 552) request on this matter.
I look forward to your reply on this matter. I would appreciate your communicating with me by
telephone or email, rather than by mail, if you have questions or even comments regarding this
request. Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely_L_,----·-""',....,'----------,
I

L_ _ ~
Andrew M Nacin
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Edmund Cohen
Director of Information Management Services
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
RE: Comments on Decennial Review of CIA Operational Files
Dear Mr. Cohen:
I am a historical· researcher specializing in .American intelJigence agencies. I
publish my work on the internet at http://www.icdc.com/-paulwolf/index.htm. Two of
my webpage~, one on the OSS and the ot~er on the counterinsurgeicy war in Colombia
are also archtved by the U.S. Army Spectal Warfare Center and School at Fort BJ'agg,
N.C. These webpages contain about 4000 images of declassified documents, present~d in
outline form. I have also writtten webpages about F.B.I. counterintelligence programs,
the Cuban revolution, and the politi~lhistories ofPakistan and Afghanistan.

~.
Over the past four years, I've spent about 300 days jerking at the National
Archives in College Park. MD. I have also worked in the archxves at Ft. Bragg and Ft.
McNair, in the FBI's FOIA reading room, and elsewhere. l have filed several FOIA
requests with the CIA. These were either met with "Glomar'' responses -- neither
confirming nor denying the existence of any information - or with a response that the
CIA's records systems are not organized to acconunodate my request. One of the CIA.'s
"Glomar" responses has been in ligitation for about three years now.· I am so frustrated
by my experience with the CIA that I'm writing a law review article on the circularity of\,.
the CIA's legal· arguments, which have effectiVely circumvented the broad ·disclosure t
requirements of the Freedom of Information Act. I intend to vigorously pursue the
judicial review route prose until the CIA's disclosure policies c~ange.

I am writing to e"press my interest and describe the historical value of a wide
variety of CIA operational files. If they are not releasable yet, they should at least be
preserved for future historians, . Neither the CIA Information Act nor its ·legislative
history (House Report No. 98-726 (I & II) and Senate Report No. 98-305) contemplate
that decennial review be used as an opportunity tq deStroy files. The purpose ofthe-CIA
Information Act was to relieve the Central Intelligence Agency from ·the burden of
processing unproductive FOIA requests for operational files, wl}ich almost invariably
proved not to be releasable under the FOIA At the same time, the CIA Information Act

r
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t
~int~nded t~ i'_ll~rove the CIA's ability to ~rocess.FOIA r~quests in a timely manne.r,
pre&ervmgundtmtmsh~d the amount of meamngful mformatton releasable to the pubhc
. under the FOIA,. as weiJ as to provide additional assurance of confidentiality to CIA
sources. Nowhere in Section 702 of the National Security Act {50 USC 431) is the
dtBtruction of records contemplated 'iri the decennial review process. The recent 9/11
tecoll}mendations Implementation Act did nothing to change this.
~;

)

-

J

,,.

'

'

•

.•

i

The records of the OSS provide a model example for how CIA operational files
should be released to toe public. Those records have been well preserved and organized,
andJ!are perhaps the best primary materials available on the Second World War. As you
·h may know, it was not tihtil William Casey became DCI that the CIA would agree to
'i
release these tiles to the National Archives in unredacted form. I believe that the best
solution for the CIA would be to send operational files more than 25 yeats old to the
National Archives, and to let the. National Archives declassify them. The FOIA procc:;ss
·is time consuming and difflcult for both sides. . Time has shown that the unredact~d
records of the OSS may be released to the public without any identifiable hann to o~
_ national security. In the words of Victor Marchetti, what we are facing is a cult of
· .. ~ ~~i(Y which serves neither the public interest nor the interests of the CIA
) •

·. .• f.'

j,

• .•

My personal interest is in the files of the Directorate of Operations, including the
Covert Action Staff (CAS), Special Operations (SO), the Counterintelligence Staff,
Regional Divisions of the Directorat~ of Operations, .the National Collection Division .
. (NCD); and the Foreign Resources Division (FRD). As the names of these departments
have changed over ,Vine, I am also interested in their prececessors and successor~. I am
not personaUy inte~ted in the Directorate of Science and Technology nor the Office of .
See~J_rity.
· ·
·

~

.(

Op~rations

·~

While Special
·have received widespread media attention, · political.
warfilre practiced by the Covert Action Staff is probably more important from a historical
perspeqtive~ and. i.s entirely missing .from ~y Jllstorical accounts l have seen. This means
that the voting public is uninformed about mariy important aspects of our history. This is·
exactly the problem Congress was trying to solve in passing the Freedom of Information
Act, and in its subsequent strengthening ofthe judi(iiaireview provisions of the FOIA

l

of

I

Appendix .I to this letter consists of ~ list
lcnown CIA special operatiol¥,
adapted from the work of William Blum.. l expect this is far from a complete accountit;tg
of eyen the SO files. Mr. Blum takes a decidedly negative view of the CIA's track
record.. Since the CIA does not release its operational files, Mr. Blum's accounting is
the historical record. If is in· the CIA's interest, and in the. interest oftlle repUt~ion of
the United States, to allow others to add whatever context the CIA operational files may
provide.
·
·
d

o

.

.It is IllY sinc~re hope that my comments .are taken into consideration
nial reviey.r.. There is no doubt of the public interest in the preservation and
A oper(l.tional tiles. The mere mention of the CIA in connection with any ·
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practically guaranteed to to be newsworthy. If the work of the CIA Directorate of
Operations has been significant, then it is historically important.
I hope th~t the question you are facing is when the files will be r~leasable, and not
J-&~ether theycanbe,.destroyed. To u~e the decennial review as an excu~e to destroy CIA
-- _,_ <Jt~rational files would be contrary'to the purpose of the CIA lnfofmation Act, and
a~aiilst the interests of both the United States and your agency:
, ·.

~~

I s,mcerely,

-~

r

Paul Wolf
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Appendix I· Known .or Suspected CIA Special Operations

,,ppe~ation PAPER<:LIP- Re.inhar~ Gehlen, Hitler's master spy, had built up an

.
·• tqtelhgence networkm the Sovtet Uruon. After the war, the CIA.· created the "Gehlen
Organization~" a band of refugee Nazi spies who reactivated their networks in Russia. f
. _lhese included SS intelligence officers Alfred Six and Emil Augsburg (who massacre~
It Jews in the Holocaust), Klaus Barbie (the "Butcher of Lyon"), Otto von Bolschwing (tfe
1
Holocaust mastermind who worked withEichmann). Gehlen inflated Soviet military
.
capabilities at a time when Russia was still rebuilding its devastated society, in order t~
inflate his own importapce to the Americans (who might otherwise punish him).

1.

: ~ 1948, Gehlen almost convinced the Americans that war was imminent, and the Wes
Should make a preemptive strike. In the 50s he produced a fictitious "missile gap." The
R~ssian.s
thoroughly pe?etrated t~e Ge.hlen Organization with d£.u_ ble agents,
uni:lermmmg the very Amencan secunty that Gehlen was supposed, protect.

.t '

?ad

1947: Greece- Preside~t Truman requested military aid to Greece to support right-Wing
forces fighting communistrebels. For the rest of the Cold War, Washingtqn and the CIA
b~,ked notorious Greek leaders with deplorable human. rights records.
\i

.~

~-,4t·

'+ -~ ~~

•

;

1948: Italy --The CIA iilfluenced democratic elections in Italy, where Italian
., 8munists threatened to win the elections: The CIA bought votes, bro.adcast
propaganda, thr~tened and beat up opposition leaders, and infiltrated. and disrupted their
__.. -~rgan.iiations.
·
··
·
·
,

.

I

Colombia ~- Jorge Eli~er Gaitan is assassinated during the follilative meeting ofth~
Organizatio~ of Aplerica States (OAS), leading to ten years of civil war in that country.
The CIA's ftrst director, Roscoe Hillerikoetter, demonstrably lies to a congressional · ·
investigatil}.g committee ()fthe CIA's·first "intelligence failure." .

·t949: Radio Free ·Europe-:- The CIA creat~s its first major propaganda outlet, Radio
Free Europe;· Over the next several decades,' it was illegal to· publish transcripts of its
broadcasts in the u.s.
-~.

I

Late 40's: Operation MOCKINGBIRD.:... The CIA recruited.American neWs

organiza~ons and journalists to become spies and disseminators of propaganda. Frank
Wisner, Allan Dulles, Richard Helms and Philip Graham headed the effort. Graham was
publlsher of The Washington Post, which became a major CIA player~ Eventually, the
.t,_·
CIA's media assets includ(ld ABC, NBC, CBS, Time, Newsweek, Associated Press~
Uniied Press lnternatiomd, Reuters, Hearst Newspapers, Scripps-:-Howa.fd, Copley News
Setvice and more. By the CIA's own admission, at least 25 organizations and 400

Q

!

journalists became CIA assets.

,&;;.!
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1953: Iran -- CIA overthrew the democratically elected Mohammed Mossadegh in
military coup, after he threatened to nationalize British oil. The CIAteplaces him with a
d-to. r, the Shah of~ran,. whose secret police,. SAV~·was as bru.tal as the Gestapo.

~ULTRA -

Insptred by North Korea's bramwashmg program, the CIA began
experiments in mind control. Funded in part by the Rockefeller and Ford foundations,
Ah;fsearcbinci\Jded prop.aga11da, ~rainwashing, publ~c relations, advertising, hypnosis, and
_·_ .--'ift-~r forms ofsuggestton. ~bile the CIA has testified that MK.ULTRA files were
·
d~foyed, researchers are highly doubtful. ·

1

1954: Guatemala -- 9IA overthrew the democratically elected Jacol} Arbenz in a
military coup. Arbenz had threatened to nationalize. the Rockefeller~owned United Fruit
Company. Arbenz was replaced with a series of right-wing dictators whose bloodthirsty
policieskilled over 100,000 Guatemalans in the next 40years.

I

195+1958: North Vietnam-- CIA officer Edward Lansdale spent four years trying to
overthrow the communist government ofNorth Vietnam. The CIA also attempted to
legitimize a tyrannt.· cal reg.ime in. South Vietnamheaded by Ngo i>inh Diem. ·

ft956: H11ngary -- Radio Free Europe incited Hungary to revolt by broadcasting
· Khruschev1s S~cret Speech, in which he denounced ·Stalin. It also hinted· that American
ai,dwill help theliungarians fight. The aid fails to materialize as Hu~?.garian$launched a
~~ed armed revol.t, which only invited a Soviet invasion. The conflict kill~d 7,000 ·
t1pviets and 30,000 Hungarians.
1957-1973: Laos-- The CIA carried out approximately one coup pe~ year trying to
nullify Laos' democratic elections. In the late· SOs, the CIA creat~ an 1' Army
Clandestine'' of Asian mercenaries to attack the Pathet Lao.· After the CIA's army
suffered numerous defeats, the U.S. started bombing, dropping more bombs on Laos than
all the U.S~ bomb~ dropped in World War II. A quarter of all Laotians eventually became
refugees.
.
1959: Haiti -- The U.S. military helped "Papa Docn Duvalier become dictator of Haiti.
. He created his own private police fo.-ce, the "Tonton Macoutes, 1' who terrorized the
t;opu.hLtion·with machetes. They killed over 100,000 dun.·'ng the Duvalier family reign.

"\i~
to Late 1950s: Colombia - Tbe CIA manipulared Colombian~olitics through the
Movimiento Revolucionario Liberal (MRL). The history of the counterinsurgency in
1

Colombia has been one .of continuo\ls disaster.

1950~-1960s: East P~kistan --no~ Bangadesh, .the anti~communisJ program in East
Paksttan may have laid the foundation for resentment and eventual mdepend,ence from·
West Pakistan. The CIA's.i'ole, if any, is unclear.
.
·
~ .
,.

s~nds

. 1961: The Bay of Pigs -- The CIA
1,500 Cuban exiles to invade Castro 1S Cuba.,.
11
;But Qperation Mongoose" fails, due to poorplan~ng, security and backing. The . ..•.

....
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Congo (Zaire) - A CIA-backed military coup installed Mobutu Sese Seko as dictator.

t

966: The Ramparts. Affair w- The. radi.cal magazine Ramparts began a series of
·. . precedented anti-CIA articles. Among their sc<;>ops: the CIA had paid the University of
Michigan $25 million doJl~s to hire professors .to train South Vietnamese students .in
covert police methods. MIT and other universities received similar payments. Ramparts
also revealed that the National Students' Association to be CIA front. Students were .
sometimes recruited through bla.Ckmail and bribery, including draft defet;,.ments.

a

~

?60s:

Congress for Cultural F_reedom - This CLL\_ operation recruited academics to
.r~ote cu.ltu~al program~ irt the. third worl~. Subsequent exposu~e has mad~ the work of
. eal humamtartans more difficult, as they are now suspected ofbemg CIA spies.

,...
i

J960s: Ford Foundation-::- The "Ideological Offensive" ofthe Cold War involved major
foundations and QSS psychological warfare veterans, co-opting leftist elements in the
U.S. arid steering them away from their radical positions. These foundations promoted
the warm V~etna.ln a~ television as. an insttumentofpsychological manipulation..

l967: Greece ....., A CIA-backed military coup overthrew the government two days before
lihe elections.. The favorite to win was George Papa.ndreous, the liberal candidate. During
the next six years, the 11 reign of the colonels".- backe,d by the CIA~ ushered in the

.i_:::~~::::::M:~;:::::::~::·and murdef &leg~ Viet
. . .ong leaders operating in South Vietnamese viltag~s, According to a 1971 congressional
report; this operation killed about 20,000 "VietCong."
.
. ·

1968: CHAOS -- The CIA bas been illegally spyinlon American citizens since 1959,
, but with Operation CHAOS, President Johnson dramatically boosts the effort. CIA agents
u o undere<>vet ~ student radicals to spy on and disrupt campus orgariizations protesting ·
·.·· The VietnamWar. They are searching for-Russian instigators, which they never find ..
CHAOS will eventually spy on 7,000 individQals and 1,000 organizations.
Bolivia -- A ClA.~rgaitized military operation captured legendary guerilla Che GUevara.

:;;9~~::::;::0::::::::::::~::;:~::.:

r\.i

...

country torti with political strife. Whereas right-winlforces previously used torture only
laSt resort, ~trione convinced them t~ use it' as a routine, widespread practice.

1970: Cambod1a - The CIA overthrew Pnnce Sthanouk, who was popular among
Cambodians for keeping them out of the Vietnam War. He was replaced by CIA puppet
,;J..on Nol, who immediately sent Cambodian troops into battle. This unpopular move
. ·~trengthened the Khmer RQuge. which achieved power.in 1975 and massacred millions of
· its own people. .
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1971: Bolivifl- After haifa dec~de of CIA-inspired political tunrioi1, a CIA-backed
military coup overthrewthe leftist President Juan Torres. In the next two years, dictator·
Hugo Banzer hadover2,000 political opponents arrested without trial, then tortured,
~red and executed.
.
.

~ ~...:

l

Haiti-- 11Papa Doc" Duvalier died, leaving his 19-ye_ar old soil"Baby Doc 11 D1,.1valier the
fictator ofllaiti. His son. continued his bloody reign with full knowledge ofthe CIA

1972: Watergate Break-in-:-- President Nixon sent in a team of burglars to wiretap
·
Democratic offices at Watergate. The team members had extensive CIA histories,
including James McCord, E. Howard Hunt and five ofthe Cuban burglars. They worked
for the Committee toReelect the President (CREEP), which di~pted Democratic
campaigns and laundered .Nixon's illegal campaign contributions. C~'s activities
.f.ere funded and· organized by another CIA fro~}· the Mullen Compan~f

~973: Chile -The CIA overthrew and purportedly assassinated Salvad~r Allende, Latin
~Afierica's

flfst democratically elected socialist leader. The C~A replaced Allende with
neral Au. su_.s~o.:Pinochet,w_. h.o tortured and m.urdered thousands of his. pwn countrymen
a crackdown on labor leaders and the political left.
j· ·

atergate S~nd~l .:... The CIA's main collaborating newspaper in America; The
· ·
'fashingtonPost;·reportec!.Nixon'scrimes long before any other newspaper. _The two
rCUlorters, .Woodward and Bernstein, made almost no mention of the CIA's many
.
fingerprints allover the scandal. Itwas later revealed that Woodward was a Naval '
intelligence briefer to the White House, and knew many important intelligence figures,
f.A;cluding <¥neral Ale~nder Haig. His main source~ "Deep Throat," was probably ()ne of
those.
.
·

i

.

.

ti975: Australia -The CIA helped topple tlle democratically elected, left-leaning
government of Prime Minister Edward Whittam.
·
Angola -- HenryKissipger launched a CIA-backed war in Angola. The CIA backed the .
brutallead.er oflJNITAS, Jonas SaVi.mbL This polarjzed Angolan politics and drove his
opponents intothe arms of Cuba arid the Soviet Union for survival, Congress cut off '
1
funds in ·1976, but the CIA was able. to run the war off the books until 1984, when ·· ·
funding was legalized again; This entirely pointless war killed over 300,000 Angolans.

j

!,

'

I
·j

!

'

1979: Iran-- The CIA failed to predict the fall of the S}lah of Iran, a longtime CIA
puppet, and the rise ofMusli01 fundamentalists who were furious at the. CINs backing of
SAVAK, the Shah's bloodthirsty secret p6lice. In revenge, th.e Muslims took 52
· ~1ntericans hostage in the U.S. embassy Tehran~ · .
.
.
. · · ·

in

-:Lebanon _.,; CIA trains falangists. on how to bomb civilians

·. •~ .:j.,
.

.

.. )
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Salvador -- An idealistic group of young militaiy officers, repulsed by the massacre
of the poor, overthrew theright~wing government. l{owever, the U.S. compelled the
inexperienced officers to include inany of the old guard in key positions in their new
government
.

.

.

Nicaragua-- Anastasios Samoza II, the CIA-backed dictator, fell. The Marxist
Sanqinistas took over government, and were initiaUy popular because of theircommitment to Jand and anti-poverty reform. Samoza had a murderous and hated
personal aitny called the National Guard. Remnants of the Guard became the Contras,
who fought a CIA-backed guerilla war against the Sandinista government throughout the
1980s.
.

1970s: Indi~ -:' Moraaji Desa,i, a top Indian government official, was reportedly in the
pay' of the CIA.
.

.

·f

1

1980: ·El Salvador-- The Archbishop of San Salvador, Oscar Romero; pled with

--~

Jt_.:es.ident Carter to stop aid.ing the military government s_lau_ghtering his people. Carter

~

1 ~sed.

Shortly afterwards, right-wing leader Roberto D'Aubuis_son had Romero shot
through the heart while saying Mass. The country soon dissolved into civil war, with thepeasants in the hills fighting against the military government. The CIA and U.S. Armed
Forces supplied the government with overwhelming military and intelligence superiority.
;-trained d<>ath squadS roamed the countryside, committing atrocities such as El
'o_ te in 1982, where they mass_acr.~d betw.een 700 and 1000 men, women and ch1l~en;
-_
1992? oome_ 63, 00_0 Salvador~s wer~ killed;
·
..
.

J981: Ir~n!Contra Scandal begins-- The CIA began selJing arms to

Iran- at high prices,

--~-sing the pro6ts to-~ the Contras fighti~g the Sandinista government in :Nicaragua..

_lie C~'s Freed.om_ }?ighte~'s Manuai d!sburs~d to the Contr~ i.ncluded i?structions on
· econom1c sabotage, propaganda, .extort1on; bnbery,
murder arid political ass~ssination.
.
.
.

blackrnaJ~

mterrogatton, torture,

·

-~-1

_ __-- 198.?: Honduras ·--The CIA gave Hondur:ao mitita~ officers the Human Resource
Exploitation Training Manual- 1983; whichtought how to torture people; Honcluras'
notorious "Battalion 316 11 usedsthese techniques, with the CIA's full knowledge, on
thousands ofleftistdissidents. At least 184 are murdered .. · ·
.
.

! /,86:

•Eug~ne H~se~fus --Nicaragua shot down a C-123 tr~sport plane carrying

. military supplies to the ~ntras. The lone sulvivor, Eugene .Hasenfus, turned out to be a
CIA employee, as were the two dead pilots:. The airplape belonged to Southern Air
Transport, a"CIA front. The incidel}t made a mockery ofPresident Reagan's claims that
the CIA is not illegally arming the fontras. _
1

Iran!Cont.ra Scandal-- AJthough the details had long been known, the Iran/Contra
scandal finally captured the me(]ia~s attentiQn in 1986. Congres~ held hearings, at1d
several key· figures (like Oliver North) lied under oath to protect the intelligence.'
.
.
community. .

-
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planners had imagined that the ipvasion would spark a popular uprising against Castro which never happens. A promised .An{erican air strike also nev~r occurs. This is the ·
's first public setback, causing President i<erinedy to ftre CIA Director Allen Dulles.
.

.L

..~

:1.

D Jpiilican Republic:-- The CIA purportedly assassinated Rafael Trujillo. a murderous
di tor Washington had supported since 1930.
·cuador -- Th~ CIA-backed military forc~d the. democratically elected President Jose
Velasco to resign. Vice P
. resident Carlos Arosemana re.placed him; t~ CIA filled the now
vacant vice presidency with its o~d!an.
. \
I _ .
Congo (Zaite) -- The CIApurporteg}y assassinated ~e democratically elected Patrice
Lumumba. Four years ofp~litical tunnoil followed·.

J

_

r~63: Assassinati~n of US President John F. Kennedy ... While many CIA files related
to the assassination of President ~edy have been released pursuant to an act of
gress. more than 25 years have ·passed since the assassination, and the CIA's
I
aining files should now be transferred to the National Archives fir review.

t

~963: Dominican Republic -- The CIA pverthrew democratically-elected Juan Bosch in
a military coup, The q:A installed a repressive, right wing junta in his place.
'

Ecuador- ACIA•backed military coup overthrows ~resident Arosemana, whose

~nde.. pende.nt (notso. cial. is.t) poli.cies .have become.. ~nacceptable to Was?ingt.on. A ~l.itary ,_.
'--.·
Junta a~med <;:OmmllJld, 'canceled the 19()4 electtons, and began abusmg human nghts;
.· ,
.

. -~

..
>

.

.

.

·.

1964: Brazil -~ A CIA-backed military coup overthrowed the demo6ratically elected
·._.· ... ·.
' .
government of Joao Goulart. The junta that replaced it became.one of the most .
. ploodthirsty in ~story. Gener~l Cast~lo Branc~ created ~atin America's firsfdeath
. 'squadsto hunt down ."commumsts" for tortUre, mterrogatlon and murder. Often these
. II cortlinunists" were no rpore tllan Branco's political opponents. Later it. WaS revealed that
CIAtnlined th~death squads. · ·
··
· ·

:-ttlte

r.·~.

1965: Indonesja - The CIA overthrew the democratically elected Sukarno in a military

J.

,,

citp. The CIA bad beentrying to eliminate Sukamo since 1957, using evefything from

pt.e·.d. a-ssassination to· se.xtial ir1trigue, for oothi.·.ng more than his declaring neutrality
i · e Cold War. His successor, General Suharto, massacred between 500,000 to 1
mtllion civilians accused of being communists. The CIA supplied the names of coundess
··suspects.

. a.

Domlnican Republic-~ A popular rebellion broke out, promising to reinstall Juan Bosch.
as the couri~·~ elected: leader. _The revolution was crushed when O,S. Marines lag8ed to
uphold the mthtary regtme by force,
•
.

.

.

..

.

Greece .....With the C~A's backing, the king removed Ge9rge Papandreous as prime
minister.

·
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Haiti -:-Rising popular r~volt in Haiti meant that "Baby Doc" Duvalier will remain
"President for Life" only if he had a short one. The U.S. ,flied the despotic Duva1ier to the
So~th of France for a comfortable retirement. The CIA then rigged the upcoming
elections in favor of anotherright-win,g military strongman. However, violence kept the
country in political tunnoil for anotJ:ler four years. The CIA tried to strengthen the
military by creating the Nationallntelligence Service (SIN)~ which suppressed popular
r~volt through torture arid assassination.
.

.

1989: Panama -- The. U.S. invaded Panama to overthrow a dictator of its own making,··
General Manuel Noriega.· Noriega had been on the. CIA's payroll since 1966, and had
been transporting drugs with the CIA's knowledge since 1972.

l

I

..- •980s: Afghanistan - The CIA sponsors Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, Osama bin Laden, and
an asSortment of other unsavory Afghan mujahideen. While these operations seeni to ·
.have contributed to the dissolution oftbe Soviet Union, they would come back to bite us
·later, as would our cohorts, the lSI. The CIA's knowledge of Charlie Wilson's contacts
with Mossad also need be jnvestigated to determine IsraePs influence in these events.

to

\t
~

. "

.

.

.

. ..

.. ·.

.

.

19~0s:

Iraq ~·US supports Saddam ~usseip and provides chemical ;veapons despite
the use agamst Iran. The CIA's role 1s unknown. · . ...
. /
.
.

.

t

: .Haiti - Competing against· 10 comparatively wealthy candidates, leftist· priest ·.
-Bertrand Aristide captured 68 percent of the vote; After only eight months in ppwer,
. ~·. ij()wever, the ~IA•backed miljtary deposed him. :More military dictators .brutalize the
country, as thousands of Haitian refugees escaped the turmoil in barely seaworthy boats,
t.p~pulai.op.inion called for A.ristide's retum,th.eCIA.. began a disinformation,.unpaign
~;J• ntmg the CO\lrageou~ pnest as mentally unstable. .
·
. · · ·
•

. 1991: The F~ll of the Soviet Union - The CJ:A. failed to predict this most impo~t
·
event ofV1¢ Cold War. Tl)is suggeststha,t it had been so busy undermining goverpments
that it ~dil't been doing its primary job: gathering and analyzing information. T~e fall of
the Soviet Union also robbed the CIA of its reason fot existence: fighting C()ffillil!nism.

.

. . .

.

.

·.

.

1

1993: Haiti - Th~ chao$ in Haiti grew so. bac.f that .President Clinton had ·no choice but to
remove the Haitianllltlitary dictator,RaoulCedra,s, on threat ()fU.S. invasion. The U.S. l
,occupiers did not arres.t Haiti's military leaders for crimes agains1 humanity, budristead ll
~ns\lred their s~fety aJ1drich retirements. Aristide was r~tume~ to power only after being )I
·forced to accept an agenda favorable the country's ruhng class.
J....

to

2.001: World Trade Center and Pentagon attacks.·· While U.S. ait defenses "stand
down," soon-to-beDCI.Porter Goss entertains·MahmudAhmad, Chiefofthe Pakistani
Inter-Services Intelligence, who is linked by the Indian media to a wire transfer of
$~00,000 to the bank account ofMohammed Attajust before the attacks. Ahmad was
relieved of service; however, the 9/ll commission declined to investigate this most
curious ~pect of 9/11.
.. . . .
.
.
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NATIONAL COAUTION FOR HISTORY
i:xecUIIw Of!IQes: 400 A Slreet, SE
. Washington, D.C. 20003
(202).544-2422 ext 116 · Fax: (202) 544-8307
Webpege: hllp:/JwwN2.h-net.msu.adu/-nch/· e-mail: rbcralgOhlslorycoalition.org

Edmund Cohen
Director of Information Management Services
Central intelligence Agency·
Washington D.C. 20505

January 18, 2005

Dear Director Cohen:
On behalf of the National Coalition for History, a consortium of over 70 history and archives related
organizations, we woult:t like to provide the following eomments on the CIA decennial review of agency
operational files.
·

f.

The C;IA information At~ of 1984 defines •opera~lons• files as foreign Intelligence or counterintelllgencl:t
matenals from the Directorate of O~tlons, scaentiflc or technical documentation from the Dlrectoraie
of Science and Technology, and Investigations of foreign Intelligence or counterintelligence sources from
the Office of Personnel securtty. The decennial review r~ulres serious consideration by the.Dlrector of
Central Intelligence (DC,I) to re-examine and exempt and ultimately release files for their hiStorical value
or publiC lntel'e$t. We uge you to dO just that.
We believe that operat.onal flies older than 30 years can and should be declassified for several reasons.
First, because of dlmirjlhed if not non-existent security concerns and second, because of the potential
· fo~l-ncreased· usefulne• of_ these records to historians and pollUcal se!_entists whose speciality area is the
hi ory of U.S. Intelligence.
.
,

•

1

Declassification serves the purpose of historical value stated in the CIA Information Act by enabling
historians to gather a wide ntnge of sources In their ongoing efforts to assess the past, The CIA's
.previous declassification efforts Such th()SeiovolvJog the JFK assassination records and Chile during the
Cold War, and though not CIA recOrds, the National Security Agency'$ 1996 decision to release of the
VENONA de,crypts all ended up possessing ·Immense historical and public Interest values: They also
were all released Without any harm to national SeCUrity; ·
·
·
·
. ~

th~t

effo~

· There. Is also little doubt
the history of u.s. Intelligence
throug.hout the world is espe.dally
,..·. :_· .
. important and of lntereflt to the·publlc, especially given th~ contemporary threats posed by lnter:nallonal . 1.
. tel'f:()rtsm. Oecfassm~on setves the public Interest by enhancing the eredlbllity of the CIA, offering .
. ·.
lessons for future poliO)' makers, and.:settJng the record straight about Important and at times .
controvei'Sial historical ·svents. Declassification can dlspef popular myths aboUt a particular agency's
lnvolv,.ment.ln a ~rtlcular Incident In American history. The relea$8 of the_ JFK ·aS$8ssination records,
· for example, set the l'e(:ord straight with respect to the CIA's lnvolve.ment·(ln this case a lack of ·
Involvement) In the controversy surrounding ·the death. of Jhe president.
· ·
In advancing the objective of greater government openn~; we urge reevaluation. of the existent
operational series file S:(stem. It Is of concern to us that .there Is som~ evldenC$ that. {h.e Agency may be.
Inappropriately d'slgnatlng som.e material$ as •operatlon~l~ m~rely•because they fall within the· same file.
_series operational dC•Curnents. Therefore, all such .files ShOUld be carefully reviewed .(or re-reylewe<J'!
··as the case warrants) a'Kf, when appropriate, materials shoufd be released under provisions of current 1

as

raw.

·

·

.Sch<)tars also are finding It Increasingly frustrating that promises made by high-ranking CIA officials
relating. to rei ease of operational files have not alwaYs been brought to full fruition despite speCific .
promises to do so: som·~ s~ch promises have even been made before Coogresslona_l.commlttees•. For
example, on 28 September 1993, In comments made before the·House Permanent select Committee on
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l~lgence hearing on ~Increasing Accessibility to CIA Documents,· OCJ R. James Woolsey declared

that he had ·directed· mvlew for declassification of significant Cold War covert actions more than 30 ·
year.a old.• (See page 4 ofthe hearing record).· Jn his testimony, the Director specified for review such

CIA .,ctlons as activities in support· of democracy In France and Italy in the 1940s and 1950s; support to
Tibetan guerrillas in th(• 1950s and early 1960s; operations against North Korea during the Korean War,
operations in Laos In the 1960s; coups attempts againSt and againstPrime Minister Mossadeq in Iran,
and operations in the Cromlnican Republic and the Congo. Little has come of any of these promises in
terms of comprehensive review and release of relevant documentary materials.

-

'

The.National Co~Jition for History i!lso .finds troubling recent assertions by some scholars that the CIA is
not In full compliance With provisions of the. Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) with respect to the
subject files. The principles behind FOIA s.eek to create an Informed electorate and open society, but
there Is a growing body of evidence that the CIA.h~s been denying previously released lnfonnation to
rer;·~irchers or refused additional Inform.atlon about previously dec.lassltied lnfonnatlon that is of
pa tcular interest to hi.storlans. For example, one broad assertion of exemption is the Office of Electronic ·
tnt U~m;:e Information from 1962-66 that was already declassified for the National Archives. The CIA
h~liv~rted back to re1'us1ng to release lnfoimatlon and asserted the claim thatthese tiles are relevant
a
q current actlvltlfls. ·
.
·
.
·
·

al~

P~nel

W
note that the.DCIHlstorical Review
conclusions and recommendations from Septerriber
1996 seem to have gone latgely unimplemented. We believe most of those recommendations still have

relevance today. The CIA should p~perly rep6rt this panel's findings and the CIA's response to these
findings •pproprlate c:ongresslonal·committees on Intelligence.
·

to

Finally, In recent years Western histOrians have gained acceSs to historically significant documents from·
. .Russia, Eastern Europe and even the People's Republic of CJ'Iina that relate to the Cold· War era. .
. Gaining acceSs to sfmlli1r ~lated material in this country remains frustrated by the efforts of federal
· agencies Including the CIA In what a~ars to be an effort to.lrnplement outmoded and outdated·
intelligence laws. ·As.a consequence. the official records of these tanner Eastern blo~ countries that
h~ve been released rna~ well be painting a picture of the CIA that may not be correct. Only the release
of the Agency's own reo:>rds will e.nable scholarS to set the record straight..
·

we

· In conclusion;
recommend the CIA:conslder targeted declassification of selected flies or parts of suCh
operational flies, arid prt•Ject a final date for c;leelasslflcation of the older documents passed over by thl_s
review as well.
·
·
· ·

Thank you .tor your cons1deration of our comments.

R Bruce Craig
Oire.ctor

cc:

Senate Select Cc•mmittee on lnlellfgenc:e
House·Permanerrt Selecrcommlttee on Intelligence
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January 18, 20os

i

VIA FAX

TO:

Edmund Cohen, Director
Information Management Services, CIA

FROM:

Michael J. Churgin
Chair, Committee on Documentary Preservation
American Society for Legal History .
Raybourne Thompson Centennial .Professor in Law

~

,,
69 Fed.Reg. 76449 (Decerriber 21, 2004)

··t
-\

The historical value of the three categories of(IA operational
files noted in t~e Federal .R.eg-~ster is significant, and the
material should be mad.e available to.researchers and others to
the maximum-extent possible.
I

The best evidence of the historical use of the operationl files
might be the opening of recorda u,nde·r _;he speci~,l act which
crpated the JFK Assassination Recorqs Review Board. The Board, ,_
composed in part of noted historians in thediplomatic and
, national security fields, used its authority to direct the
i disclorure of various operational records. The. CIA acquiesced
in som,e actions of the Board and unsuccessfully sought
presidential review of. other decisions. These records were of
js'if1cant historial value. _·
Th\9 ~ommittee on Documentary Preservation of the American
, Society for Legal Hi~tory stands rea~y to a:ssist. I maybe
f ~Qntacted at the above address, by telephone at 1 512.232.l330 or
L 1 by e.;.rnail at· mqhurgin@mail.law. utexas. edu

'

·~

i.

J
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8601 Adelphi RtJad
Mary/oM 2 .

JAN 1 9 2005
1..

:Edmund Cohen
DirootOJ: o!Worma.tton Managemeot Services
.Ce:ntl*l Intellipnce Agency

1

Wuhington. DC lOSOS.

.

.

U: FR. Doc. 04-27840, Notke o!Decenni~ :R.evio"' o!Operation:ll fl1es Desiptiot1&

Dear Mt. Cohen:

• J

l

i

.

.

.

J .

. Thlllli: )'C7U tor the oppommity to.Fovide ~ommcnu for .consideta.1ion dwing tM decennial Tcview of the CIA's
op~6nal tiles. The :t;ratiOn&l Atcbivte and ~tordi Adrnin~tration (N'IJlA) .submi~t~ three cQmmC11U
·
petU~g to thea bistonca.l value of the!c records.
.
v
·
·
.t
.

i

1In itt Federal ;R.eaister notice. the CIA pro~ broad outlmc:S af~e typ&J of operational ti~s within the·

. Directorates of OperatiOns. S,:ieJ.l~e and TeehnoloJY, and Se~urity that are ~overed by this exemption.. NAM
·btlieva 'C'bat it would bo in a batter pa.Sition to alii at tho ClA in identitjing specific bodies of recor.dJ for
remqra1 from oxemptad 5tatns i!praperly cleared ind bri~fcd N.a.ltA sta!fm~bers were permitted to
~c more

closely thupccific series 'to which the exem)'tion applies• ·
.

.

.

.

.

Next. NAB-A recogniZes that CIA .'ha.s 'turned over to us reference copies ofteoord.l that it hu rclliewed felt
declusitiead.on. Wo believe that thi& rc!erence material (in parti~i.llar copies of doc:u.tnenw contained ih 'the
· .C'.'R.EST system) is·benefioial to tha i-esearcb community, N1A we~ encouraae the CIA to allow NAR.A to
acccasion ~. con)platc smes from •bilih these .selG!=llci and rovie'll!'ecl d<»euments origina~ Thi1 will allow
the atebivalintegrjty (prow:pancc·and ariainal order) to be tMinia.ined. ·It mayal5oincrea;e the ~efit 10
l tUmrc reuuc:hers by impt"ovini
the ra.t11 in. wltich acceu
demand. requests. are
re&olved.
·
·
. .
.
.
.

'

Pinal~,
ma.D.y of the cx:c:mpted re~ds arc p~~tly valuable a.ncl ma.y 'be-. past due .for accc&sioning. Wt~

enco
e the CIA to worl: with appropria to N.ARA units ~o enS\Ire lbat all &\.lCh recorda are appropriately
sqhe
and that pem)ancnlly val\lable records ar• trwf'en-ed In a timely manner. In partioul~. CJA bas .
scheduled soma i&rie.s ~t rocords. for tW!.sfct. to NARA wl\en SO ycus old. It l"''J4Y be poJJible ta uso the . . .
requiJ'ed dei::ennia.I n"ie~~u a: m~bmism ~rbt~kinc and tral'll!brrlng rK~ds to NARA. Wo reco~end .·
th-at ·$cmc& cif bJoclcs of smes .created between 1941 and l9.S.S and t1i,i1blc for ac~e.cs\anlns be traa.s:fetred to us ·
part of this
procw. . ·. · · · ·
·
·
·
·

u

review

Jl .

t....

l

~:

..

'

N4JU 3....... sit• t.r J."p:/lrvMJW.fii'ChtiiiJS,goll
1
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The National Security Archive
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Gelman Library, Suite 701
2130 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

Phone: 202/994·70
Fax: 202/994·7005

nsarchive@gwu.ed
www.nsarchive.org

January 19, 2005

Via Facsimll<
Edmund Cohen
Director of Information Management Services
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
RE:

Request for Public Comment on CIA Decennial Review of Operational
File Designations. 69 Fed. Reg. 244. 76449-76450 (December 21. 2004)

Dear Mr. Cohen:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Central Intelligence Agency's ("CIA") decennial
review of the record categories in the Directorates of Operations and of Science and Technology and the
Office of Security that are currently designated under the CIA Information Act of 1984, 50 U.S.C. Sees.
431-432, as exempt from the search and review requirements of the Freedom of Information Act
("FOIA"), 5 U.S.C. Sec. 552.
These comments are submitted on behalf of the National Security Archive ("the Archive"), a not-forprofit foreign policy research institute and library that uses FOIA to assemble collections of declassified
government agency records documenting key U.S. foreign policy issues. The Archive's publications are
widely distributed through both print and electronic means. In its work, the Archive regularly submits
FOIA requests to the CIA and frequently receives denials of FOIA requests on the basis of the operational
files exception. These denials are received even in cases involving records that are several decades old,
that concern publicly acknowledged programs and activities about which there already is substantial
declassified information in the public record, and that do not appear from their title or description to meet
the statutory definition of an operational file.
Introduction
As Congress recognized when it enacted the CIA Information Act,
The [FOIA] has played a vital part in maintaining the American people's faith in their
government, and particularly in agencies like the CIA that must necessarily operate in secrecy. In
a free society, a national security agency's ability to serve the national interest depends as much
on public confidence that its powers will not be misused as it does on the confidence of
intelligence sources that their relationships with the CIA will be protected. Central Intelligence
Agency Information Act, H. Rep. No. 98-726, Part I, at 9 (1984)
[The CIA Information Act] conftrms that the CIA maintains information about which the public
may legitimately inquire. It recognizes that the FOIA plays a vital part in maintaining the public's
An Independent non-governmental research Institute and library located at the George Washington University, the Archive collects
and pubHsbes declassified documents obtained through the Freedom of Information Act Pnblication royalties and tax deductible
contributions through The National Security Archive Fond, Inc. underwrite the Archive's Budget.
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faith in government agencies, including agencies like the CIA which must necessarily operate
substantially in secret. The continued availability of information under the FOIA helps to foster
public confidence that the powers of the CIA are not being misused and that the CIA is serving the
national interest. Central Intelligence Agency Information Act, H. Rep. No. 98-726, Part IT, at 6
(1984).
It is for these reason~ that the Archive urges the CIA to rigorously examine its prior designation of

records as operational and to narrow the categories of materials that are exempt from the FOIA. The
significant barrier posed by the broad designation of re9ords as operational and exempt from FOIA
interferes with the ability of scholars, researchers, and the public to understand the history of U.S.
intelligence and to learn from past experiences. Moreover, the CIA's practice with respect to its
designation of records as exempt from the search and review requirements of FOIA will serve as a model
for other intelligence agencies that have more recently been granted operational files exceptions and have
been using them improperly. 1
These comments address the following issues:
( 1) The Characteristics of Protected Operational Files;
(2) The Public Interest in and Historical Value of CIA Operational Files;
(3) Denied Records That Should be Removed from the Operational Files Designation; and
{4) Removal of Records Older than 40 Years from the Operational Files Designation.
The Characteristics of Protected Operational Files

The CIA's request to Congress that the Agency be provided protection from FOIA for operational files
was premised explicitly on the representation that the types of files sought to be protected are so sensitive
that there are virtually no circumstances under which a FOIAreview would result in the release of
material to the public. The statutory definition provides:
(b) "Operational files" defined

For the purposes of this title the term "operational files" means~
(1) files of the Directorate of Operations which document the conduct of foreign
intelligence or counterintelligence operations or intelligence or security liaison
arrangements or information exchanges with foreign governments or their intelligence or
security services;
(2) files of the Directorate for Science and Technology which document the means by
1

~Spy Agencies Abuse Freedom of Information Exemptions (June 11, 2003) (available at
http://www2.gwu.edul-nsarchiv/news/20030611/ ). For example the National Reconnaissance Office ("NRO") has invoked its
own operational file exception- which applies only to records that describe scientific and technical means of surveillance - to
refuse to search for records that were released with only partial redaction in response to a 1992 FOIA request and that discuss a
wide range ofhistorical and organizational matters. These include "Report to the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory
Board on the National Recoimaissance Program, January 1 to June 30, 196T' and "Report to the 40 Committee on the National
R.ecoimaissance Program, July 1, 1970 to June 30, ·1971." It also has refused to search for the Final Report of former Director
of the NRO Hans Mark- a document that is currently publicly available on the CIA CREST system at the National Archives
and Records Administration and that discusses a wide range of matters beyond scientific and technical means of surveillance.
Similar abuses of the operational files exception have occurred with the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency.
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·
which foreign intelligence or counterintelligence is collected through scientific and
technical systems; and
(3) files of the Office of Personnel Security which document investigations conducted to
determine the suitability of potential foreign intelligence or counterintelligence sources;
except that files which are the sole repository of disseminated intelligence are not
operational files.

50 U.S.C. Sec. 431(b) (emphasis added).

As Congress explained when it passed the CIA Information Act, this language describes:
Only those files concerning intelligence sources and methods. These files concern the
intelligence process as distinguished from the intelligence product. They include
information on the identities of and contact with human intelligence sources, the various
methods used to collect intelligence from human and technical sources, and day-to-day
administration and management of sensitive human and technical intelligence activities.
These files are distinguished from what may be called intelligence product files the
function of which is to store the intelligence gathered from human and technical sources.
Central Intelligence Agency Information Act, H. Rep. No. 98-726, Part!, at 520-21(1984) (section by
section analysis). 2
.
.
With respect to the Directorate of Science and Technology, Congress explained that it was seeking to
protect only documentation of the "scientific and technical systems which collect foreign intelligence and
counterintelligence!' Id. at 21.
It was Congress's understanding that it would be possible for the CIA to easily distinguish between
sensitive operational files and other files that should not be exempt from FOIA because of the
"characteristics of CIA ftle systems." Central Intelligence Agency Information Act, H. Rep. No. 98-726,
Part I, at 17 (1984). According to CIA testimony to Congress, the CIA maintained operational files in the
Directorate of Operations for documents generated in the course of the conduct and management of
intelligence gathering activities, but maintained raw and finished intelligence in separate ftles maintained
by the Directorate of Intelligence. Id. at 17-18. The CIA also told Congress that policy matters, including
operational policy matters, would be considered by CIA officials outside the Directorate of Operations
and, even if eventually returned to operational files, they would be logged in the CIA's Executive
Registry and remain subject to search and review. Id. at 19.
Based on this understanding of the special characteristics of the CIA filing system and numerous CIA
assurances3 , Congress considered "it to be ofprimary importance in providing CIA relieffrom undue
~also Central Intelligence Agency Information Act, H. Rep. No. 98-726, Part I, at 5 (1984) (operational files describes
"certain specifically identifiable CIA operational records systems, containing the most sensitive information directly
concerning intelligence sources and methods. "); §!;.!< jg. at 9 (same).
·
2

3
Legislation to Modify the Application of the Freedom of Information Act to the Central Intelligence Agency. Hearings before
·the Subcommittee on Legislation of the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, House of Representatives, 98th Cong., 2d
Sess., at 5, 12 (1984) (statements of John N. McMahon, Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence Agency that "by removing
these sensitive operational files from the FOIA process, the public is deprived of no meaningful information whatsoever.").
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FOIA processing burdens to preserve undiminished the amount ofmeaningful information releasable to
the public under the FOIA." Ceptral Intelligence Agency Information Act, H. Rep. No. 98-726, Part I, at
17 (1984) (emphasis added).
The Public Interest in and Historical Significance of CIA Operational Files

Despite the controls on operational files, thousands of pages of CIA records have been declassified to
reveal important information about past CIA actions and policymaking in which there is a strong public
interest in disclosure but that appear to come from record groups that. fall under the operational files
designation. These include numerous records that were released as part of the Kennedy assassination
declassification project which was conducted pursuant to separate statutory mandate. Thus, in the case of
the Kennedy assassination release, there were hundreds of cables from the CIA stations in Miami and
Mexico City that would have been wholly unreachable through FOIA due to the operational files
exception. Yet the release was justified by the strong public interest in access to the informationincluding the need to satisfy public questions and concerns about the assassination of a sitting presidentand the passage of time.
·
A similar large scale release took place under the Nazi War Crimes Disclosure Act and resulted in 800
CIA name and subject files. See www.archives.goy/medhi desk/press releases/nr04-55.html. As the
Interagency Working Group overseeing the matter recogirized, these documents "alter[ed] our
understanding" of certain aspects of the Holocaust, including "the failure ofU.S. and Allied intelligence
to understand how closely tied the 'Jewish question' was to the central goals of the Nazi regime; the ways
in which U. S. fmancial institutions helped the German government between 1936 and 1941, and the
extent to which U.S. and Allied government aided and protected war criminals after the war." Id. In
particular these records:
Show that at least five of Eichmann's associates, each a significant participant in Hitler's war upon
the Jews, had worked for the CIA. Additionally, the records reveal that at least 23 war criminals
or Nazis were approached by the CIA for recruitment. The documents help answer the question of
how and why these war criminals were given employment, assistance, and, in two cases, U.S.
citizenship by a nation that had lost more than 300,000 lives in World War IT.
Id. All these records- which could have been held back as "operational ftles"- were released without
any resulting harm. There is no question that these records are historically valuable and that there is a
strong public interest in their release despite the fact that they are operational files.
Indeed, the Archive's own research projects on U.S. relations with geographic areas including Guatemala,
Cuba, and Chile have all relied on records released under special declassification projects that -due to the
CIA Information Act- would not have been accessible to the Archive through FOIA. The information in
these records has significantly affected public understanding about the history of CIA poliCies and
(note 3, cont.)~ also Central Intelligence Agency Information Act, H. Rep. No. 98-726, Part II, at 6 (1984) ("CIA Executive
Director Charles A. Briggs 0 testified that the bill will not result in the withholding of any information that is now made
public.'1; Notice of Operational File Exemptions, 59 Fed. Reg. 40,339,40,340 (Aug. 8, 1994) (acknowledging legislative
history stating that the CIA Information Act of 1984 "will improve the ability. of the CIA to respond to FOIA requests from the
public in a timely and efficient manner, while preserving undiminished the amount of information releasable to the public
under the FOIA.'').
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operations in Latin America, U.S. intelligence relations with security services, and key human rights
cases. In the case of Chile, operational records were released with no discernible damage to national
security. These records are today being used as educational tools throughout the United States, and have
contributed to advancing U.S. efforts at strengthening democracy and justice in Chile. Operational
documents also have contributed to fostering international understanding of the history of terrorism in the
Caribbean and the Southern Cone, which are relevant to U.S. efforts in the current war on terror.
Finally, the Archive has requested a number of records that were summarized and quoted in the Final
Report of the 9/11 Commission, but were denied as operational records. In some cases the Archive is
appealing these denials. 4 Notably, however, there can be no doubt that the best selling 9/11 Commission
Report documents matters of great public interest and historical value. AGcordingly, the CIA should
consider removing these items from the operational files designation so that records can be released as
their sensitivity diminishes.
Thes.e examples demonstrate that the passage of time and changing circumstances in the world can affect
the sensitivity of operational records even though the public interest in the records remains strong. These
examples also show the viability. of systematic declassification efforts for such files. By removing older
records and records that the Archive and other commenters identify as historically valuable or of great
public interest from the operational file designation, the CIA will facilitate a historical declassification
effort that results in the release of comprehensive groups of records and that has a positive impact on the
nation.
Denied Records That Should Be Removed
From the Operational File Designation

The Archive's experience suggests that there are materials being blocked from search and review that do
not qualify under the statutory definition of operational files. For example, histories of the Directorate of
Science and Technology, its components, or its activities have been designated part of the Directorate's
operational files and thus exempt from search and review-even when those histories cover activities that
have been the subject of substantial declassification. 5 Two of the requested histories had been specifically
cited and referenced in other CIA documents that have been declassified. These include, for example, a
history of the Office ofELINT (electronic intelijgence) from 1962-1966, and any hiStories of the Office
of Research and Development. Much about these offices (which no longer exist) has already been
declassified and the National Archives & Records Administration has a number of articles from the CIA's

4

For example, many of the documents were not created by the Directorate of Operations, Directorate for Science and
Technology, or the Office of Personnel Security, and thus should reside in non-operational files. Many also appear to be
intelligence records that are not considered operational files. See Freedom of Information Appeal Lodged With Agency
Release Panel (January 13, 2005) (Archive No. 20041375CIA174/ CIA No. F-2005-00359).
·

.s.ne requests were for: "History of Office of Special Activities from Inception to 1969," DS&T Historical Series, OSA-1,
(April!, 1969) (Request No. F-1994-01452 (appeal denied July 16, 2002)); Elizabeth Fisher, "History of the Office ofELINT
to December 1966" (1968) (Request No. F-1994,01561 (appeal denied July 16, 2002)); histories of the Directorate of Science
and Technology (Request No. F-1996-01465 (appeal denied July 16, 2002)); and histories of the Office of Research and
Development (Request No. F-1998-02484 (appeal denied July 16, 2002)).
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Studies in Intelligence that recount ELINT operations 6 and concern the Office of Research and
Development. 7
The same is true of the history of the Office of Special Activities from its inception to 1969. Between
1962 and 1969 the Office of Special Activities was responsible for the CORONA satellite reconnaissance
program, the U-2 program, and the OXCART (A-12) program. Substantial aspects of these programs
have been released, including all 800,000 CORONA images, a history of the U-2 program written by
CIA's history staff 8, and Studies in Intelligence articles on $e histories of CORONA and OXCART. 9
Similarly, a significant amount of information already has been released about the Directorate of Science
and Technology. 10
These histories are highly likely to contain extensive infonnation beyond documentation of "the means by
which foreign intelligence or counterintelligence is collected through scientific and technical systems."
Moreover, the Directorate of Science and Technology informed the public in 1994 that it "does not
maintain its records in distinct files," that "documents of all types are interspersed throughout the DS&T's
components," and that "DS&T searches all of its records in response to a FOIA request." 11 If this is true,
then the search is being conducted whenever these records are requested and the real issue is review. As
described above, it is extremely likely that the majority of these histories are not so sensitive that they
should be protected from ~earch and review under FOIA. Just as the CIA removed from the operational
files designation the files of the defunct Office of Policy Coordination and the inactive National
Committee for a Free Europe and Asia Foundation projects in 19'94, it should now remove from the
designation the files ofthe Office ofELINT, the Office of Research and Development and the Office of
Special Activities. The Directorate of Science and Technology played a key role in the collection and
analysis of intelligence during the 1960s and beyond. Thus the files of the Directorate and its
components are of significant value to historical treatments of intelligence during the Cold War. The CIA
has recognized the value of making such information available to the public and historians in its
releases of document collections and its sponsorship of conferences.
Notably, historical material was a matter of particular concern to Congress, which specifically raised
questions about the disclosure of historical operations with the CIA. during hearings on the CIA

1h&.. William H. Nance, "Quality ELINT," Studies in Intelligence (Spring 1968); Gene Poteat, "Stealth, Countermeasures, and
ELINT, 1960-1975," Studies in Intelligence (1998); Henry G. Plaster, "Snooping on Space Pictures," Studies in Intelligence
(Falll964); Frank Elliot, "Moon Bounce ELINT," Studies in Intelligence (Spring 1967).
7
£.&., "ORD Milestones,'' (Sept. 1966) (NARA 1998 CIA Release); Inspector General, CIA, "Inspector General's Survey of ·
the Office of Research and Development (Oct. 1972.) (NARA 1998 CIA Release).
8
li,g.. Pedlow and Weisenbach, "The CIA and the U-2 Program, 1954-J 974"; see also "Directorate of Science and
Technology Decennial Review of Designated Files" (1995) (noting "Ds&T now conducts FOIA searches and releases material
on the research, development, and operations ofU-2 and SR-7l reconnaissance aircraft, both of which were formerly in
exempted files").

9

J1g, Thomas P. Mclnincb, "The OXCART Story," Studies in Intelligence (Winter 1971).

k, Donald E. Welzenbach, "Science & Technology: Origins of a Directorate," Studies in Intelligence (Summer 1986).

1

11
See Archive Calls on CIA and Congress to Address Loophole Shielding CIA Records Fron:t Freedom of Information Act
(October 15, 2004) (available at http://www2.gwu.edu/-nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBBl38/index.htm) (reproducing statements
provided at CIA meeting with members of the public on the occasionofthe 1994 decennial review).
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Information Act of 1984. For example, when asked whether a special study on the Berlin Tunnel
Operation- a historical study- would remain subject to release under the FOIA, the then-Director of the
Office of Legislative Liaison of the Agency, Clair George, confirmed that such "special studies will not
be in designated [operational] flies, this type of material will continue to be accessible." 12
In addition, the CIA has declared histories of acknowledged covert activities exempt from search and
review even though the CIA Information Act excludes from the defmition of an operational flle "any
special activity the existence of which is not exempt from disclosure under the [FOJA]." 50 U.S. C. Sec.
431 (b)(2). Yet the CIA has refused to search or review "Covert Action Operations: Soviet Russia
Division. 1950-1968", which is one of many histories the CIA allowed journalist Evan Thomas to
examine while he was writing The Very Best Men: Four Who Dared, his 1995 book on Richard Bissell
and other key CIA officials. Documents about acknowledged covert activities are not protected by the
CIA Information Act and must be reviewed for release. Moreover, the fact that a researcher was provided
access to the document is an indicator that the sensitivity of the record has diminished over time. The
covert action operations against the Soviet Union between 1950 and 1968 that are discussed in the
document are an important part of the historical record of U.S. relations with the Soviet Union. Hence,
any account of the U.S-Soviet conflict is incomplete without a discussion of those operations.
In fact, from 1991-1998, the CIA actually committed to declassification of 11 CIA covert operati.ons,
· including the 1948 Italian and French elections; the 1953 Iranian coup, the 1954 Guatemalan coup, the
1958 Indonesian coup, the 1962 Cuban missile crisis, support to Tibetan guerrillas in the 1950s-60s,
operations against North Korea during the Korean War and operations in Laos in the 1960s, and
operations in the Dominican Republic and the Congo. These publicly acknowledged special activities are
not protected by the operational file exemption and are of tremendous interest to the public, both for the
myth and reality of CIA involvement. The CIA has an opportunity as it reviews its FOIA and
declassification policies during this decennial review to live up to the commitment made by three
successive Directors of Central Intelligence13 , and then broken. 14 Systematic declassification projects
12
Le&islation to Modify the Application of the pt:eedom of Information Act to the Central Intelligence Agency. Hearings
before the Subcommittee on Legislation of the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence. Hoyse of Re_presentatives, 98th
Cong., 2d Sess., at 121 (1984).

13

See Recommendation of the CIA's TaskForce on Openness, 1991 (DCI Gates accepted this recommendation in January
1992, promising "a bias toward declassification" of these documents) ("Initiate in the near-term the declassification of specific
events, particularly those which ate repeatedly the subject of false allegations, such as the 1948 Italian Elections, the 1953
Iranian Coup, 1954 Guatemalan Coup, 1958 Indonesian Coup and the Cuban Missile Crises in 1962 [and n]otify the public of
the availability of the resulting materials."); Testimony ofDCI R. James Woolsey to Congress (Sept. 28,1993) ("I have also
directed review for declassification of significant Cold War covert actions more than 30 years old. These include the following:
activities in support of democracy in France and Italy in tne 1940s and 1950s; support to anti-Sukarno rebels in Indonesia in
1958; support to Tibetan guerrillas in the 1950s and early 1960s; operations against North Korea during the Korean War; and,
operations in Laos in the 1960s. In reviewing these actions for declassification, we are building on the steps my predecessors
took in annowtcing plans to declassify records on the Bay of Pigs operation, the coups against President Arbenz of Guatemala
and against Prime Minister Mossadeqh in Iran, and operations in the Dominican Republic and the Congo."); Letter to the .
Editor from DCI John Deutch, New York Times, PageA30, May 3, 1996 ("We have doubled the resources devoted to the
agency's declassification of historically valuable records [W]e have also promised to review records of 11 covert actions of the
cold war era.'i).
14 See July 15, 1998 Statement ofDCI George Tenet ("rWJe COJltinue to face the dilemma of where to apply our available
resources. [In addition to the Bay of Pigs and Guatemala, w}e also will initiate declassification reviews, as soon as resources
are available, of the materials involved in the covert actions undertaken during the Korean War, and in the Congo, Laos, and
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related to these actions would provide historians with a treasure trove of information that is historically
valuable and would serve the public interest. 15
As you know, the CIA Information Act provides the CIA Director with the option of excluding categories
of information from the operational files exception. These materials merit the exercise of the Director's
authority to permit release because Congress intended the public to continue to have access to historical
records of CIA activities and operations. 16
Removal of Records Older Than 40. Years
from "Operational Files" Designation

Information that can harm the national security must certainly be protected. Indeed, we have an extensive
system designed to protect such information, including a classification system, security clearance
procedures, and careful FOIA officers who guard against disclosure of sensitive information. The CIA
Information Act also is one of the components of this elaborate protective framework.
Experience shows that information requiring absolute secrecy at the time of its origin can be opened to the
public after the passage of time without any harm to national security. This was recognized by Congress
when it specifically required the decennial review to "include consideration of the historical value or other
public interest in the subject matter of the particular category of files or portions thereof and the potential
for declassifying a significant part of the information contained therein." 50 U.S.C. Sec. 432. The two
most recent U.S. presidents enshrined this concept iii the automatic declassification provisions of
Executive Order 12958 (President Clinton) and Executive Order 13292 (President Bush), which require
declassification when a document reaches the age of 25 years.
The diminished sensitivity ofhistorical information also was recognized by the CIA's own history staff,
which is comprised of individuals who have security clearances, who have had access to operational files
Dominican Republic during the 1960s.... We will address the remaining five covert actions identified by my predecessors as
soon as the others have been completed. The fact is, we do not have sufficient resources at the current time to review the
documentation involved in these five remaining covert actions.... I have opted, therefore, to hold the reviews of these covert
actions in abeyance for the time being.").
15

In opening up older files, the CIA should always ensure that chronological groupings of records are treated the same. As the
National Archives and Records Administration ("NARA") recognized when NARA conducted its evaluation of records
management in the CIA, researchers need "access to coherent blocks of organized records, not artificially-created collections."
To learn from our past we need information that is both accurate and as comprehensive as possible. The selective release of
individual records from a variety of different files, or releases that do not provide sufficient context, interferes with the
development of historically important infonnation.
Legislation to modifY the Application of the Freedom of Information Act to the Central Intelligence Agency: H~g before
the Subcommittee on Legislation of the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence. House of Representatives, 98 Cong., 2d
Sess., 19 (1984) (statement of then-Deputy Director of CIA Office of Legislative Liaison Ernest Mayerfield in response to a
question about CIA plans to review files of interest to historians: ''[The DCI] can, if a case is made, ... or if he detemtines that
a certain file ... is of such interest to historians or to other groups, ... redesignate a category of files or a portion of a category
of files to permit access Wlder the FOIA"); Intelligence Information Act of 1983, S. Rep. No. 305, 98111 Cong. 1"1 Sess., at 18
(1983) ("The CIA assured the committee that 'the designation process will be a dynamic one, in which recommendations for
the removal of files from designated status will be made to the DCI whenever such a lifting of the designation is appropriate
either because of the passage oftime or for some other reason."').
16
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and who have the Agency's best interest at heart. During the 1994 decennial review, CIA history staff
recommended that the CIA remove operational files designations from all records older than 40 years.
The CIA rejected this in light of the advent of automatic declassification for records older than 25 years,
explaining that the CIA history staffs recommendation was ''unnecessary and impractical." Yet, there is
no real logic to this detennination, as the CIA has the ability to obtain an exception from automatic
declassification for its operational files. So, a decision by the Agency to make all records older than 40
years (i.e. records from 1947-1965) subject to search andreview under FOIA would be a significant
advance in the CIA's accessibility.
·
Thus, the Archive urges the CIA to open up for FOIA requests operational files that contain
documentation from a period 40 or more years ago. While there may still be materials in these files that
are sensitive, it is likely that the vast majority of the materials will no longer be sensitive and that search
and review of the files will be productive. In addition, by opening up these files for review, the CIA may
find that it encounters non-operational docwnents included in operational files under now-obsolete filing
systems, thereby restoring to FOIA access docwnents that never should have been protected.
Conclusion
An informed citizenry is one of our nation's highest ideals. Thus, much of our public policy is predicated
9n the idea that comp~tition in the marketplace for ideas should be fair and unfettered. To this end, we
support a free press, a diverse scholarly community, and an inquiring citizenry- all dedicated to ferreting

out and publishing facts. The Freedom of Information Act is a critical component in this effort to permit.
public access to facts- facts about government. In a world in which war.and terrorism are commonplace,
an essential component of national security is an informed citizenry that, as a result of its education about
issues, believes in and strongly supports its government. This is glaringly apparent at a time when
American soldiers are being called oil to risk their lives to protect national security and democratic ideals,
when the public is held in a balance of terror, and when our resources are committed to establishing and
maintaining our defense.
We are hopeful that this decennial review will result in the removal of a substantial body of records
currently categorized as "operational files" exempt from search and review under FOIA. We urge the
Agency to consider current realities, including the substantial changes' in the world since the last decennial
review, as it makes decisions about the public's interest in understanding the activities of the CIA and
how those activities relate to U.S. foreign policy. Responding to requests under the Freedom of
Information Act is the one direct obligation that the CIA has to the American public. The Agency will
gain and retain the support of the American public by being as open as security will permit.
Thank you for considering our comments on the decennial review of the operational file designations. If
you have any questions or we can provide any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact
Meredith Fuchs or Thomas Blanton (202-994-7000).
Sincerely,

Thomas Blanton
Director

Meredith Fuchs
General Counsel
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WASHiNO'I'ON, D~C. 2!0001_
---.. .·

'

···.January ·2o,. 2005
Mr,. Bd:inuiid Cohen ·...

.f

.

Director Qf J;nfot11ation

. ·Mili'ulgem.ent .services

.central Intelliqence· Agency
Washington,
· D~ c. 20sos
·
.
.
.

Dear ·Mr.

cohen;.

::

.I writE' in response to .. the C::IAi.s "Notice of. Decennial Review
of Operational Files," which.solicits pUblio.comments~
·Your· decenni.al ·review tak$.s 'place. at a time when the· United
states i:a pushi:ng

to

eo~ntries,

dciaoQro:t:ille: other

Jllu::St ·notably in

Iraq.
.In seems· evlde~t- from hifl inaugural· adcl~ess today that
. President George W. ·Bush intends to pursue th.ts: pol icy . on a ctlobal
:basi-s. It: 'is not ·clear, however,. where and how this.polioy will be
iinplemented.
Will . :the . :means . inc;luda covert ··. actions ·. against: 1: ·
countriea WEi· do· not think are demoeratio? W:il.l it ino1ude oc>vert ¥
actions aqaine:t coUntries ··whose ·.form of· democracy we do l:lOt ·like? ·
. · . I raisu Une.11·e que.stiorts .beoau~. .r· 'Chink that. you.r s-t;ill . s.·!f!Ei~·· .
.files can .shed enorm.ou~ lig~~ ·on· '(1) . the.· c~edibili.ty :·whi.ch "~er

·

.J,1ations . are· likely to attae!l ·to. such a.

~Ampaign

ih · liqht o't· ·ot.J.r .·

past history, and·· (2). the benefits and liabilities·. of such covert.
actions.
·
·
·
·

I not:e, p:r•li!llinarily, . that soon. atter its inception th~ cr·A
. began . ov.a:i:throw.tng .4emoot•tically•eleetwad .ooyernment:111 il'll, sUch . .
. countri•• as Iraq, . ~uatamala·, Greae~, .and ·Cb:J.l•~ ..· :r:~. al•&,\.;.h&~&s .· .
. -plo..t.. ted .to·.as·sassinate··.toreign.·lea.d.ers ·ill. 9th.er .ooU~J
..:trie$.o :All.1bp"': ··J·:....
· erat.iona1 .rec:orcla whioh pe1"t:ain. ·in an¥ way· to·. theae ev~nt.s .must; be ·
preserved and :made. ·ac~essible . to'-the .pUblic. under· the Fref)dom· of ;.···· .
·<•<

lnto:t1Dation ·Act, ··.the. President >John. :,.. ·Kennedy.: Assassiriat:ion . ·· •.
.RecordS. Collection Act of:.l992, and.the Agency's inherent a~thority , .
to aisclose. .information ,when the public interest reqti~res it. . . .

Wbenev$r a secr•t gover~ental ~rga~:j.zation acqU.~res thea power · ·. . .
to overthrow other. governments, t:her.e 'always lurks. the horrendous
possibility :that it wil.l ultimately u.se th~t power aqa,inst a leader
of its. o:wn gavernmerit it does. not 11Jt~ •. The possibility of· th.i.s· ·is
increases where. tho.s.e 1ih.o .have -been . involved· in ovsrthrow.i:rlCI other

gove:rnlnents draw .no. distinction

whicb ·is democrat'ica-lly

·~:~atween

.ove,rlitrowinq· a ·government

elected and one that· is· not.

·.

·

...

.
Z:9 : :39tld
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.the lat.a ·1970s ·coriqress. C;onduoted an investiqeti6n of the -~~
President XennecSy which. tocqsecl, in part, on the·
·issue of whether certain CIA. oftioers mat have been involved in
SOllie way J.n -t.he President'• murder •. :t't ia .now ·mown that tbo C:IA ..
deliberately ·~ugbt:
ol;J~truct · thfl congressional .lnquixy. into the : ·
Director1o. Revolucionar.:Lo .C'DRB"), :a _CIA•f\lnded :militantly anti~
·caat;r:o CUba" ,Xile group. · •nd . :J;ts Ulbroillllent · with Lee .. Harvey .
oswalcl,; the alleged ·assassin of Presiden~ :Kennedy •. To .do tbis,. the

:rn

assarisinatio~ ~f

·

-to

..etA. cuillad . out . of

ret.~Z'GIIlent

who . bad . served as ·.

Geol:'ge Joann ides,

the C:U'.II ·case officer. for DRE_ in t)le months pt"Eacedinq JPK's
murder.· Neither he nor the ."CIA informed the House. Select Committee
on· Assassinations tba~ be had, been tn. control of the DRB. Be· also
. failed- to provide the .. information regardinq the PRE Which the HSCA

},;

had
roqueatcad...
.
.
.

·

'

·

r.

·

. Thill . disclosure that <th~ . CIA . OOJ;'~pted. a congtessi_onai .
matter. o:t. ~tm9st national security eiq.nificanoe, ~e murder of a president·,. is deeply troUbling •... :r. do
not sea :how the CIA can eve:r bav.:l puqlic c~nfidance ·on -~ny national
seourity :I._SSUe if it. wil;L. ·not· CQOpera~ed With a duly· constitUted .
. COneJr8B~1onal. committee investiqatinq the murder· Of a president •.·

· i~vestiga1:ic;m ·.into a

on

. . The CIA is still withholding informa,tioh .
Mr • J~nnides that
ahauld -.have_, bee~ made available . to Congress and the· Assassination ·
Records ·:Review BOard~ :r;n. reapons• to a Freedom. of ::r;nfonnation Act
.request and ·lawsuit, it ·has refWied • to search for operational

r·

·. recoX"ds on:_Joannides, -even ;though it is:· requir•d to de>_. liiO _under t:.he ·
te_rms :ot ·the CIA Infomation A.ct of 1984 and ·the JFK -Act. ·I ,th,ere- ·

·fore ask that pursuant to. your decennial• :revi~w you. m~ -acc_essible
._. all operat~onal. records _pertaining. in any. ·way. to Georqe Joann ides
· ·or the DRE.

· . f.

. To a ·v•ry. considerable extent~ ·the focus of ·serious investiga-.
tors and researchen. · int.o. the assassination of President Xenn~dy
htsa beeri ~n a grc;»up ·o.t · _CIA otticers · who we;s:ctt · !nvol ved in· covert
action op•rations in ..Guatemala, CUba and _Chile. In .view of this,.
I request ~at all ·operational. record11. pertainln~(tc;>· .any ot ·these
Subjects_ be· ma.de .aOCQS$i,J;)~e to -.the pil))lio. · 'l'his should. inel~de ,all
records on per=sons·Who-have figured in.one·way or another·in.tbose
· Operations,_ •uob .ius Do:v:ld Atlee l'hillipa, .. B. Howard. Hunt, .Jobn
Martino, . Will.!am:. Har\tey;, · Win· Scott, ·David·· Morales; Harold -• ·(Hal)
Hendrix, Frank sturgis (:Franl( Fioriiili) , . Ted -$hackley, and otb.e~s.
It· should. also ·1noluda all recorda on prominent ·cutlan; exile
orqanizationa such· aa Alpha 6&, the. CUban .Revolutlonary council;· or

. any· other anid-ca•tro o2:-9anizatd,on with which ·.-the t::IA hact -anY.

relationship.

·

....... · ..

· ·

· · ··

. . :tiiially, Iilli op~ati(;nai · records reqardihq . any ·assastti,nat_ion.
attempts·. prior to. 1974_ should .alscL be .li!ade ·a.oC:es~ible. · to· the.·

publio.

·

·

•

llfi

e:e ·

;~~d-

6s9e:t99tee·

e0:te teet~tz:he
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.... _T~l NatlonallSecurlty Archlv~
Th$ ()eorge Wash lngton University - '
Gelman Library, Suite 701 _

Phone: 202/994-7
Fax: 2021894-700

_21~0 H St~t, N.W.- .

naarchlve@gwu.
www.nsarchlve.o

Washington, D.C. 20037
J~uary25, 2005 ·

v
Edriiu1ld ·_
· Director of onnati1>n Management Services
Central ~telligence Agency ·
Was-hington, DC 20505 · .. ~.

RE:

'*

~--

-

Dear Mr. Cohen:

il

As you know, the NaiionaJ,-Security Archive filed comments·last week oli theCe.ntral·Jntelligence

·f

l.~ _:~.._ _ - .

Agency• s decen:rdal x1::view of the record ca:tegories designated as operational fjles exempt from search
anP. review under the Freedom of~onnatioti Aot .l UJ.lderstand that the CIA maintains its infonnatio~
technology systems a:pat;t _from· tbe In~et an~ perhaps. tMt is why the CIA does not participate in the
_electroni_c_ docketing_ !:ystems now used by JJ1QSt f~dcral ag-encies, such as- Regulation$.gov. Nonethelers~
proceedingS
s~h as .fle C~ •s decennial review. are of significant public interest..
. .
..
.
. . . ..
.
.
.·.
.

r_·

r

J
. If

L

Ayail'lbility of Comments on ¢1A Decenniat Review ofQperationafFile Designations

.J
r

-.

. _. ~ I ~.writing~ ther-efore~ to -rcquesHb,at th_.e.CIA c~~sid~r ~ethods ~fm.ekin~ the dccennialreview d.oc~et
.-·I-·
publicly available, pEltbaps_- by reprod!J.Cmg the.fedcl$1 rcgtSter ~ouce, pubh~ comments and related J
~\erials~~ the CIA's publicly accessible--web $ite~· S1.1Ch an effort would demOnstrate the. CIA's de$ife to
maW-tain@. transparent proce~s in~ area that Congre~s recognized is of public concern. -If the CIA d.qes _
not\vish tO post the doeket on its own web site, th~ Archive woUJd be wi,l1ing to post the FedcralRegistcr
I
no~ic~ apd. the COII1Dli;:Jlts Oll its Ow.n web site fo~ the. C.onvenienc~- of the publi~.
. '
!

.:
j

I

-

.

:~.

·.

.·

. ·.

-

.·

.

.

.

.

.

-:

.

·Tlook {orward to you:r response ·to this request. I would be happy to discuss. this further w.ith a
representative of the A~ency. and can be reached at 202-994-7000.

· Sincerely,

t~-~-- - - - - - - -.- - - - - "
Meredith Fuchs

General Counsel

(
\

'

.J

.
. ~-1

. . .. .

, .. . . .

.

I

i An IndependeD' aon·r;oYtlllmtatal mearch lnttilute ••d llbra,Y loc:a~ AI me Gcorc• W•iblnstoD UaiYerslty? dao A~hlvc collee\1

f

and publl1bes d,edasriOet!l document~ obtaiaed mrouiJII the Prucloa otluformatfon Aet. Pabllcattoa royaltfu •_nd to dcducfl&le
._ .
· • C:ontrfbatlont tbrough Tbe Nlltlon•l Security Archive Fu~d, Jn;. underwrite ~he Ar&:bi"e's Bllclget. · .· _
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